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' hY'"'"".-' Sea* Mr, Hoover: •

Tonight I happened to be present at

;

a

speaking sponsored by a church
group and the Civil Liberties Union i

group here in Louisville.

- I
A. man by the name of Gordon Hall made the

following remark (and this is not verbatim, but

as my memory serves, it is pretty close): "As a
matter of fact, I happen to have a letter from

;£> jj. Edgar Hoover in which he says that I’m a pretty

Wood fellow. " Later, as I remember, he implied,

pot in so many words, but by innuendo, that you had
'tiven him an endorsement.

Somehow I had trouble believing this. Is Mr. HaU's
,'i use of your name misleading in anyway ?
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GORDON D. HALL
222 Marlborough street

Boston is - Massachusetts

July 17, 1964

bo
b7C

Mr.
|

Federal Bureau of Inve stlgation
470 Atlantic Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts

Dear

ALLSNFOR^TIONCO^n'AMD

Some time ago I spoke at Otterbein College in Westerville, Ohio, just
outside of Columbus. While on campus for two days I met a senior named

], home address Columbus 9y Ohio.
We talked at some length about extremists and of his plans to enter

or 1
.this fall.

as he is known to me , is giving consideration to becoming
y

Our friendship developed via correspondence (he would send clippings
about local extremist activity) and eventually I suggested that he at-
tend a few meetings for me in the Ohio area.: When school closed in
early summer (| |

graduated) I asked him to visit with me here for
several days so as to further acquaint him with extremist materials,
etc.

At the moment
|

has made inroads in something known as The Right
Brigade in Cleveland, Ohio , a violently anti-Jewish group founded by
Alan Paul Steiger. I I latched onto this via Right Brigade sympa-
thizers in the Columbus area. On Saturday night, July 11th I received
a long distance call from I I at the Hotel Tudor in Hew York - rather
I was at the Tudor and he telephoned me long distance. He related to
me the fact that he felt the Right Brigade to be contemphting serious
terrorist activities against both Jews and Negroes' and wondered whether
he should report what he has learned to the proper agencies in the
Cleveland area., I'm enclosing a copy of a typical Report filed by

] relating tb the Cleveland area activities of The Right Brigade*
This Report reached me by mail on Monday, July 13th.

My advice to
|

|was to hold off visiting anyone with word of his
information. I told him that I would’ write to the Boston office of the
F.B.I, assuring them that I I was investigating the Right Brigade in
the capacity of a volunteer assistant of mine. I further told I I

that I would be willing to fly to Cleveland to meet with him and F.B.I.
officials in that city if the Boston office were to advise me that this
would be helpful.

Thlg letter will serve two purposes':
Is a trusted contact of mine (2)

(1) Notification that
to offer voluntary information to

the Cleveland office of the F.B.I, regarding activities of The Right
Brigade should that office be Interested.

—Sincerely,

Cordon D. Hall
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\is,

Mrs,
|_

Ohio

,

v.' Xc ' JL -iAu g Ohio, at the hone of

T is'i ?,

:

i.i Date : p, 1964.

Ar Medina, Onto. Mr

s

: thefcorae o 1 [ ]I*[
Uvea vfith her husband cn

[

n,i appears to be progpe’cus. There are evidences that they- are of the
mi Pile -21 td.die class or vGolbly higher, Their home is a multi-level one
of fairly recent construction* Mrs,
vlth his wife on a-
three children

,

sKaal! jy. i, :uf ct that I lid not nee rag aalee a In another room.

s husband Is in agreement
:«ar3 Involving The Right .Brigade, This couple has

two girls not over sixteen years of age and one

light pe v is /»•’. tended tha meet lag including myself: They were t

hr, Proryj Light
3944 eot 34th Street
Cleveland 9, Ohio
t ~p- or ' • "/41-3071)

One other .rrn-m (a wromar) left before I could obtain her name and aWroBS,

The talk at the meeting revealed little about the activities of The Tight
Brigade* However, it 'raj- established that the RB right go '*imclsrground' f

and fade from public view, I I piano to get out of '* communication
:1th the general.

i .-uollo
n

.

I ’or . the Idea of hiding "out in the swamps of Louisiana 15 where
RB •

!. ht be safe". Tittle was said about this notion.

Others spoke of a ring a Cleveland man who had come to them with ‘Lis own
flght-Communlsm program”. Suggestions were made to use this man as a hind
of "respectable front

'

while keeping the true nature of an "Right ''rlgpde

imderground" secret. Lais man is said to have a talari; for organise Lion
;if. night "draw new members"

.

This grouping spoke of sponsor Lev a picnic, porh.fi p«s under the guise of a
'cnurca so iah i#c x'uxbb ou^o .oo j.ua q pn n *. ,

. g^ j

o

*> .. which,

to purchase puis and ammunition, George light and |ve -v'e to
decide this,

|

~| thinks of herself an an extra devout "Christian patriot",
Che 1-, very loud, outspoken, and always dramatic.. The loves to talk and
loves to play the role of teaching everyone else. Che seems to believe she
has some acting ability.

seemed a bit suspicious of me and questioned me about members
fashin,.fton. Club in Columbus. This woman is also devoutly

renin -Jed everyone the t It ha d
of the Hatch
'‘Christian" and outspoken.
been! 1 who ted brought

in a heated argument , dctuaxxy
f

to Ohio and the argument made it clear tnax
do "with any niters" while

of
New .Jersey,

;o oe

_ to Mo
1 brought the

[

This resulted

and
1 wants nothing to

find

]

Icjhtixi$ and Mcoepins the hlae'* black” •

b6
hlC
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defended her decision to orinn
]agreed and I I in s I u Wv

to Ohio.
Won't; 1 1IX. ... sd that she "

or socialize with any niggers, any time". Instead of taking side- I
suggested we get back to the subject of the activities of The Right
Brigade.

Ceorge Light is about 66 years of age, very fit mentally and physically,
quiet, and thinks before speaking. When I ~l tried to ex-
plain what was meant by going into the Louisiana swamps to "survive",
heorge Light kept asking what they meant by "words like survival". He
was given many answers but still kept asking for no one seemed to know
exactly what they did mean by these remarks.

I was questioned so I told them the little story I had prepared about my
own "patriotism" and I asked for literature. I I

-

'

’

i

she would give me some on Saturday when we would be going to Medina for
"target practise"

,

and
cures in tms inner oore of The Sight Brigade.

jean to bo too ]£ey fi-

3y the time the meeting concluded nothin?? had been decided insofar as
the picnio is oonoeraed, Light,

l
and myself

agreed to meet at the I I residence on Friday morning (tomorrow)
July 10th. I

~| a3ked that I pick him up at the oomer of Clark
and Pulton Streets at lltOO A.M.

I drove and home.
need "to kill the opposition" took place.

Talk of the picnic and the
Both of my companions agreed

that sooner or later "it will come to killing" in what they termed a

"our own defense* Since both spoke of there being but two years left
I suppose this killing is being sfeiseduled for the general time period
just ahead.

hen I dropped
|

I

of the Right Brigade " family *

ltold me chat I was now one

end report







Herbert A- Fbilbriclc

uttle boars head
BOX B, RYE BEACH
NEW HAMPSHIRE

Oct. 7, 1959

Newton centre, Mass.

Dear

Thank you very much for your note of October 5th.

I will be returning from a lecture date at the
but unfortuna te
Women's Dinner

of Tulsa, Oklahoma and will not arrive in Boston until rather
Friday evening.

iy
Club
late

I have no idea what Gordon Hall will have to say about "Hidden
Persuasion in the United States", but I do know the Communist Party
line on this subject.

Briefly it is this: the radio, the press and other communication
mediums are controlled by Big Business. Big Business, in collaber-
ation with the President of the Unites States, conspires against
the best interests of the people, and especially the working people.
It is these reactionary forces which are responsible for the con-
tinuing of the Cold War, for discrimination against the negroes in
the south (especially Little Rock); and who are responsible for
continuing war threats against the Soviet Union; who are against
such "reasonable" measures as Summit talks with Khrushchev, the
recognition of Red China by the United States, the admission of
Red China into the United Nations, etc. Thus the people of the
United States are subjected to hidden forces who conspire against
all Liberal and Progressive development. The villains in this
struggle are such people as the former Secretary of State Dulles,
the late Sen. McCarthy, J. Edgar Hoover, Sen. McClellan, Sen. Thomas
Dodd, Sen. Styles Bridges; the heroes are, of course, such people
as Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, Linus Pauling, Nelson Rockerf eller

,

Kirtley Mather, W. E. B. DuBois, Reinhold Niebuhr, Gordon Alport,
Adlai Stevenson, Hubert Humphreys, to mention a few.

The people who cause the most trouble are, of course, the anti-com-
munists who, by means of witch-hunting and hysteria, try to spread
an atmosphere of fear. These hidden persuaders can even be found in
such an innocent item as a box of Kellogg Cornflakes which advertise
a toy plastic bombsight, thus brainwashing the kiddies.

The answer, of course, is to open our minds; to do away with hatred
and fear of the Soviet Union; to be more trusting and confident of
our way of life, and of course to always be on guard that we are not
mislead by these unnamed and unidentified "hidden persuaders".

All W^'OR.MATWNCOMTAJMD
18 UNCLASSIFIED

^
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(Continued)

Incidentally, a big item on the Communist agenda at this moment is
the promotion of the one week Boston run of the stage play "An
Enemy of the People", which opens at the Little Opera House in Bos-
ton on Tuesday, October 20th.

Now, as I said before, I have absolutely no idea what Gordon Hall
will say; I have heard his radio broadcast only once, and that for
about twenty minutes; nor do I have any evidence to indicate that
Mr. Hall is either a Communist or Pro-Communist.

— I_hope_±-hat you have, a successful meeting- and 1 will, of course, be
interested to know what transpires.

Cordially,

erbert A
-
. Philbrlxk

HAP :S



REPORT ON GORDON D. HALL

His Place in the Communist Conspiracy

(This report was prepared by a professional investigator at the request of

a group of Catholics and Protestants in Boston who were at first "taken in"

by Mr. Hall. It is so revealing that it has been reproduced exactly as it

was received. It is not copyrighted and may be used in whole or in part.)

INTRODUCTION

One of the leading professional agitators in the country today is Gordon D.

Hall, a speaker who has been assiduously smearing anti- communists for about
a decade. Under the commendable, though false, guise of leading a crusade
against "hate mongers," Hall actually conducts the most effective and dia-
bolical "Campaign of agitation and real ha te-mongering in the United States.
When Hall and his work are viewed in the light of the clear and present dan-
ger to American security today— international communism—his real mission be-

. comes appallingly obvious. The following report is based on a knowledge of

Hall's work over the years, and especially on his interview by a radio com-
mentator who now uses the name of "Jerry Williams" on Thursday, August 27,

1959, over WMEX, Boston.

I. HIS BASIC MISSION

Hall's activities make sense only when viewed in the light of the colossal
global expansion of communism—an expansion which historically relies on
agitators like Hall in each country marked for conquest. Communism expands
only through internal subversion plus brute force. This reliance on sub-
version is therefore no casual thing but instead is actually the application
of the Soviet Tenth Principle of Warfare; ie, the result of completely new
methods of warfare which have been developed by the communists.

To successfully subvert a nation means that its citizens must be made dis-
united, fearful and mistrustful of each other. Also, they must be completely
confused about their real enemy, his identity and progress. Gordon Hall does
these two tasks beautifully. Moreover, he does them under the pretense of

fighting what he calls "communism" and "civic disunity." The technique itself
is so clever, and Hall's behavior so smooth and practiced that few people
realize what he is really up to. This, again, is characteristic of communist
methods, for they have developed the techniques of falsehood and deception to
a point far beyond that ever experienced in human history.

II. HIS METHOD

Hall's method is a clever mixture of pseudo-scientific understatement, reason-
ableness or doubletalk combined with misrepresentation and outright falsehood.
His greatest falsehood is never directly stated, but all of his work is geared
to the propagation by inference of one immense lie— the lie that real anti-
communist groups are also anti-Catholic . Such an immense falsehood depends on
the psychological impact of the "Big Lie" technique, explained by Hitler, if
for no other reason that all serious anti-communists—whatever their religion

—

Ail. ^FORMATIONOOWTAM®
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realize the crucial importance of the Catholic church in fighting the communist
scourge.

The effect of Hall’s "Big Lie", of course, is to lead Catholics to be suspicious

and bitter against Protestant anti-communists, and tends to paralyze anti-com-
munism in America. This is the sole important result of Hall’s work.

This can be demonstrated by pointing out how Hall cleverly lumps together al-
leged anti-Catholic agitators with experienced and dedicated anti-communists
like Mr. Conde McGinley, of Union, Hew Jersey, publisher of Comon Sense .

Hall spent considerable time on the "Williams" show—and he has done so on
other occasions, too—discussing the alleged "relationship" of anti-comm-

unism with anti-Catholicism in America. Then, he began discussing Mr. Mc-
Ginley, leading his audience to believe that Mr. McGinley, besides being anti-
communist, is also anti-Catholic. This impression was further borne out by
Hall's never mentioning the most interesting and significant fact of all,
which is that Conde McGinley is not only a Catholic himself, but an extremely
devout one who carries a Crucifix with him at all times in his pocket!

If Hall would tell his listeners this—many of them Catholic—they would not
be given the false impression which Hall endeavors to give them—namely, that
real anti-communists, such as Mr. McGinley, are "haters" of Catholics.

Hall’s method also includes the wise policy of never attacking a local anti-
communist group or leader unless he is forced to do so. His reason for this
is not necessarily cowardice but probably because of the practical consider-
ation that local groups and patriots are harder to misrepresent to an audience
than cues located far away. He attacks different groups and personalities in

each city he visits. For instance, speaking in Hew Jersey, he will not attack
Rev. Carl McIntyre, president of the American Council of Churches, unless
forced to do so by questions from the audience. In Boston, however, he will
spend hours smearing the strongly anti-communist Rev. McIntyre as "anti-
Catholic" and even comparing him with Adolf Hitler. Again, in Boston, Hall
will never mention such local patriots of national reputation and prestige as
Mr. Robert Welch—But he will viciously smear Mr. Welch outside of Boston.

Another significant omission that Hall made on the "Williams" show concerns
Senator John Kennedy's close political relationship with Governor John Pat-
terson, of Alabama. Why did Hall remain silent about this relationship? Be-
cause Hall realizes that Kennedy is one of the leading extreme left-wing,
communist-appeasing politicians in America. He also knows that Kennedy’s
strength among Catholics at this time is considerably slipping because of
this and also because of Kennedy's desperate and contemptible attempt to
gather any votes wherever they may be found. So Hall's task was to vastly
overrate the opposition found to Kennedy on the basis of his religion. This
is also Kennedy's strategy, because he hopes to get virtually solid Catholic
backing at the polls in spite of his soft- on-communism views. On the other
hand, Kennedy's supporters must- not realize what a completely unconscionable
politician he is. So Hall conveniently neglected to tell his listeners that
Patterson of Alabama has endorsed Kennedy for the presidency— and Kennedy
has accepted the endorsement! So Hall, by judicious mishandling of facts,
managed to boost Kennedy among Catholics by vastly overstressing the opposi-
tion to him on the basis of religion, and by not mentioning a most important
and damaging fact—even though during the program he discussed (and smeared)
Governor Patterson quite thoroughly.
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III. SPECIFIC FALSEHOODS

Following are a few of the many untruths which Hall circulated on the pro-

gram, some of which are his stock-in-trade. Most of these are listed merely
to point out the fact that anything that Hall says is suspect, no matter
what it is. It does not mean that any of the contrary attitudes are endorsed.

(1) Hall said that John Kasper is at present living in Knoxville, Tennes-

see. Actually, Kasper is behind bars in Florida. He is serving the second
sentence for the "crime" of opposing integration in Clinton, Tennessee. Hall
probably did not want to have to mention the brazen and illegal juridical pro-
cedure of which Kasper—for all his faults—has been victim. Perhaps this is

because he did not want to explain why the American Civil Liberties Union, a
communist front organization which Hall heartily endorses, has not taken it

upon itself to protect Kasper. For the fact is that Kasper has been sentenced
twice for the same offense~a clear-cut violation of that same Fifth Amend-
ment to the Constitution which certain elements (endorsed by Gordon Hall) have
made us hear so much about in relation to communist spies and traitors

l

(2) He said that the communists are really in favor of racial segregation,
not integrationl Any student of communism, or any casual observer for that
matter, knows that this is a falsehood.

(3) He said that there is a political party by the name of the Christian
Anti-Jewish Party now operating in Atlanta. No such party has existed for years.

( it) While smearing anti-communist groups as anti- Catholic, which is a
tawdry falsehood in itself, he whitewashes the real anti-Catholics. Histori-
cally, hatred of the Catholic Church has come from the Left, not from the Right.
The Communist Party today is the strongest and most active anti-Catholic force
in the world. In America, besides the communists, there are many so-called
"liberals" who are anti-Catholic, and the leadership of a powerful group calL-
ing itself by the interesting name of Protestants and Other Americans United
for Separation of Church and State (POAU) is entirely composed of liberals
and worse. (This has led many Americans to wonder who the "Other Americans"
in the title may bel) One of these liberals is Paul Blanshard, a communist-
fronting hack writer who has been built up by the liberals and communist-
appeasing l&tional Council of Churches as an "authority" because of his anti-
Catholic writings. Hall endorses Paul Blanshard l

(3) During the course of "Williams" program Hall stated that anyone who
believes that there has been any communist influence in Roosevelt's Hew Deal,
or for that matter, in Truman's Fair Deal or in the present administration,
is a victim of "lunacy." Ihe truth is, of course, anyone who does not believe
this is either a very ignorant individual or a patsy for the Communist Party.

By making such an incredible statement. Hall is denying tons of documents
"gathered by dozens of government investigative agencies? scores of books pub-
lished by men who have seen at first hand the treason inside our government
today, and history itself, with the sordid story of the literal gift traitors
in our government made of China and all east Europe to the bloody hands of in-

ternational communism. This alone should reveal to anyone the real place of
Gordon Hall in the communist menace.

(6) He stated on the "Williams" program that "Communism and Zionism are
not related", and he again referred to the "lunacy" of anyone who could think
that there is any relationship between the two movements. Chaim Weizmann,
one of the leading Zionists in the world, and the President of the Council of

the State of Israel for many years, is himself one who would qualify for the
asylum under Hall's definition. Speaking of his own mother in the days of
Czarist Russia, Y/eizmann quotes her as saying, "Whatever happens I shall be
well off. If Shemuel (Chaim's brother, a communist) is right, we shall be



happy in Russia j and if Chaim is right, then I shall go to live in Palestine."

This quotation is to be found in Weizmann's book. Trial and Error, (Harper &
Bros., 19ii9) • Literally piles of evidence support the fact that Communism
and Zionism have Be 611 intimately tied up with each other ever since their be-
ginning.

(7) He stated that the IMCP does not have any communist influence in it.

The truth is, the 72 top directors of this organization have a total of over

300 communist citations. The NA.ACP has been identified as a communist front
organization itself by the legislatures of many states, and by numerous inde-

pendent anti-communist organizations.

(8) Hall stated that Rev. McIntyre refuses to debate him. The truth is.

Rev. McIntyre has sought since March of this year to debate with Hall and
answer the charges Hall has made. But Hall has managed to squirm out of set-

ting up a definite date each time, usually by setting limiting conditions for
the debate which Rev. McIntyre refuses to accept.

(9) Running through all of Hall’s statements is the constant theme of the

harmlessness of the international communist conspiracy. He continually and
habitually dismisses the communist threat, placing it second in magnitude to

his self-styled "hate groups". His fanatical and constant premotion of this

particular point reaches the magnitude of a falsehood in itself because of

the obvious and overriding danger of the communist conspiracy. Hall endeavors
to escape the accusation of pro-communism by repeating by rote, once in awhile,

"I am against communism". But his lack of application of this statement to

specific instances belies him.

IV. HES CHARACTER AND SENSE OF VALUES

Nothing is more important in this report than the motivation of Gordon Hall,

and this can only be determined through an understanding of his character,
insofar as this is possible. It takes a particular type of brazen ingrate to

attempt repeatedly to insinuate himself into the friendship of people whom he

intends to hurt, and Hall has done this more than once. He is now forced to
brag about some of these episodes in his checkered career, such as passing
out anti-Semitic literature, because they are common knowledge. The tricks
and deceptive behavior he learned so well while attempting to infiltrate
various patriotic causes obviously stand him in good stead today, for no one

but an excellent actor, singularly free of conscience and morals, could put
on the false front of do-goodism which Hall successfully wears.

As an example of Hall’s incredible dishonesty, the letter below speaks for it-
self. This was written while Hall lived on Long Island with his wife. It was
written to a man who desires that his name be kept confidential. Hall, with
his customary boyish sincerity to back it up, was easily able to bamboozle
many sincere people with such mendacious letters, and made himself very
valuable to his employers.

90-08 189th Street
Hollis 7, New York
September 21, 19 1)7

Dear Mr. :

I regard "Common Sense" as one of the most effective instru-
ments for battling the horrible communist menace that is sweeping
our country as well as most of the countries on far off continents.
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When I was first separated from the service, I was determined to

do my bit for my country. I was really' very green, and though I

thought I knew something about the machinations of the reds, I

discovered I knew very little after meeting Mr. Conde McGinley.
I thank Mr. McGinley more than any other person, for giving me a

wonderful background of the subject. Through his understanding,
his kind Christian spirit, and his patience with beginners, I have
finally begun to grasp the depth of this godless, atheistic, world
plot. I thank God for Mr. McGinley. If there were only ten more
like him, the United States would have more than an even chance
for survival.

I have met many other anti- communist fighters since my own

fight begun. I regret to say that I consider at least a dozen of

these people nothing more than "opportunists", "racketeers", and
even "fakers". As soon as they are asked to make a small sacrifice,
they sell out. With Mr. McGinley it is different. I don't feel
that I have the right to tell you about what he has sacrificed and
gone through, but I will say that Mr. McGinley has given up a com-
fortable life, money, position, social contacts, and all the rest,
so as to devote his life to fighting the menace that most Americans
are simply shrugging their shoulders about.

I need say no more. Let "Common Sense" do the talking! I urge
you in the name of Christianity to do all you can to see that "Com-

mon Sense" reaches new people. If you in position to do so, a con-

tribution to the newspaper would be a positive step in the right
direction.

Relative to our meeting, I'm free this Tuesday evening. If you
write me at the above address, or telephone Hollis 5-5957, we can
discuss the details. If I am not at home, my wife will take the mes-
sage.

Very sincerely yours,

(signed) Gordon I). Hall

All this is most revealing, but yet a more sinister note emerges in this ex-
amination of the character of Gordon Hall. For while trying to infiltrate
into anti-communist organizations. Hall was working all the while for " one
of the most vicious communist organizations ever set up in this country",
nothing less than the notorious Friends of Democracy, which was labelled
communist through and through by the House of Representatives (Document
To. 136, page J|3 , which supplied the above quote) and a special Senate
Judiciary sub-committee in 1950. This was the outfit headed by Leon Birk-
head, a veteran agitator and unfrocked Methodist minister who crammed affil-
iation with dozens of communist organizations into one busy lifetime of sub-
version and treachery. Birkhead was paying Hall $50 per week for his spy ac-
tivitiesl

Another of Hall's close associates of many years is Charles R. Allen, Jr., who
is and was a member of the Communist Party. Allen was associated with Hall and
Birkhead in Friends of Democracy, and he has been active in many communist pro-
jedts over the years.

Hall claims that he is "independent", and that he does his work for the "love"
of it, and because he is simply infatuated with the ideals of true brotherhood
and fair play. Would it be too cynical, in the face of these noble phrases, to
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suggest that the fact that he has been and is now supported financially by such
organizations as Friends of Democracy, the Anti-Defamation League and the nat-

ional Council of Churches might conceivably have something to do with his view-

point? Certainly, to say that it would be expected to color this viewpoint
(a rosy pink, if not a bright red) is perhaps the prize understatement of the

year.

Perhaps the best demonstration of Hall's character and sense of values was
demonstrated when he said on the "Williams" program that Lyle Simon, alias
"Stuart", publisher of The Independent^ ( fomerly called Expose ) a monthly tab-

loid from new York> "Has a good sense of values". If Lyle Simon, or "Stuart",

has a "good" sense of values, it is interesting to speculate what Hall would
consider a "bad" sense of values to be. "Stuart's" filthy little paper combines
these attitudes in one vile rag:

(1) A vicious anti-Christianism, a militant atheism and a bitter anti-
Catholicism.

(2) Extreme left-wing socialism, if not actually de facto communism.

(3) Crusading anti-anti-communism, "Stuart" continually smears any and
all efforts to expose the communist conspiracy.

( JU) Enthusiastic support of the idea of a mongralized race in America.

( 3) Advocacy of not only adultery but sexual perversion. "Stuart's"
paper is so vile that it is under constant scrutiny of the Postoffice Depart-
ment, and were it not for the sordid interpretation of the postal laws and
regulations by the corrupted Supreme Court, The Independent would have been
barred from the mails long ago as obscene, which is an understatement.

These are the "values" of Lyle Simon, alias "Stuart", which Hall finds so at-
tractive.

True to form, however, Hall takes the same attitude towards "Stuart" that he does

towards other professional muckrakers, such as Walter Winchell and Bernie Yaro-
slaw, a !bw York radio commentator currently using the name of "Barry Gray."
Hall brands "Stuart" as an exhibitionist and sensation-monger! He finds the

same faults with Walter Winchell and "Barry Gray". Hall's reasons for these
tactics are probably because of the two-fold effect it has of not only lending
an air of impartiality to his words, but of also setting him up as the supreme
authority in his strange field of endeavor and giving him "prestige"— if such
a word may be used in the case of Gordon Hall.

V. EVALUATEOK AND CONCLUSION

In sum, Gordon D. Hall clearly stands forth as one of the most sophisticated,
dangerous and effective handmaidens of the Communist Party in the United States.
On the basis of his activities, the effect of these activities and his personal
character and history, there is no other conclusion to be drawn.

-30-
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February 13 , 19^1

Fulton County Grand. Jury
Fulton County Court House
Atlanta, Georgia

Gordon Hall

Dear

An individual vho calls himself by this name, and vho Is registered
at the Piedmont Hotel, has been on the Atlanta scene for the past several
days delivering lectures to various groups of Atlanta citizens. We think
that you vill be interested in his current activities* (Background infor-
mation on the man is found in the attached reproduced pages from Bational
Beviev, a respectable magazine published in Hev York.

)

Gordon Hall* vho at different times has operated under the names of
"G. D. Hill" and "Gordon Walker" has made a profession of defaming patriotic
organizations such as the BAB, the American legion, et al. The chief target
of his attacks vhile in Atlanta have been 1) Bdgar Bundy and Carl He Intire,
respected Protestant evangelists and patriots vhose radio programs are sup-
ported by devout Atlanta Church people, 2) Robert Welch, vhose John Birch
Societies were founded in the name of a young Georgia soldier vho vas tor-
tured to death by the Bed Chinese, 3) and Ban Smoot, an author and patriot
of Balias, Texas vith many years of honorable connection vith the F.B.I.
In addition, during a speech at the Y.W.C.A. delivered February 9 , he made
a respected and patriotic Atlanta physician the butt of an attack, so abusive
as to bring upon Hall the vrath of many of the very people vho had, inno-
cently, sponsored his appearance.

Hall, (if that be his name) parades as a free-lance "patriot" vho
says he pays his ovn expenses, but there is indisputable evidence indicating
that he is appearing here under the auspices of the Foreign Policy Associ-
ation, (vhlch vas condemned by the March-April i960 term of the Fulton County
Grand Jury) and it is reliably reported that his salary and expenses are
actually paid by the United Nations.

We respectfully urge the present term of the Grand Jury to call this
man in for questioning, believing that sueh an interrogation is not only
vithin the scope of the Jury's authority, but that the Jury has an obligation
to the Community to investigate the situation to determine:

1. Whether he has breached the libel lav in his
remarks about Georgia citizens.

2. The truth as to vho brought him to Atlanta and vhy,
and vho is paying his salary expenses

3. Whether he is using his real name.

(ri9- /,



April 7, 1961

SAC Atlanta

(see Serial # 21

)

i t

.... Photostat of a two-page
article entitled, "An Evening with an
Anti-Right Wing RabnleRouser"- by
THOMAS BUAiiu CARSON.
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M
BUCKHEAD BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL WCMM' S CLUB

In introducing Dr. Gordon Hall, Mrs. Anderson stated that Mrs. Fred Patterson,
who is an interested citizen, is so interested in Extremists Groups in Atlanta,
that she arranged the program presenting Dr. Hall, Mrs. Patterson feels that we
should all become more interested in this matter.

Dr. Hall - I am from Boston and if there is anything odd about me, it is my Boston
accent and the effects of a cold. I have spoken to religious groups, Georgia Tech
students, Georgia Evening School and am endorsed by the NEA and the International
Affairs Department of the General Federation of Women's Clubs. Have given more than
15 lectures in Atlanta showing how you can recognize Communist propoganda and
Extremists Groups as listed on the two bulletin boards. I feel that it is the
people who will stop Communist propoganda.We would all recognize it if told that
Castro is a good Democrat. Many people would recognize Extremists Groups and their
points of view if they were not wrapped up in American flags, prabing God, country
and what else. Others would not recognize it so readily. In every city there are
at work numerous Extremists Groups asking leading citizens, officials and other
persons of importance to join their cause. People tend to became confused. It is
definitely established that these people do not say that they come together to be-
come extremists. In Atlanta they did not say let's get together and bomb the Jewish
Temple. People form these Extremists Groups to save the country. For fifteen years
now these people have been trying to save us from something. They work as organiza-
tions to save the country as a group. We are never told what the groups are about.
It is definite that they are to save us from one or more evils. Groups are organized
to save us from Communism, Socialism or the welfare state. Certainly everyone in
this room wants to be saved. However, the method of being saved i$ explained by
J. Edgar Hoover in his book "Masters of Deceit".

After a thirty minute talk at the Buckhead - corrected to Brookhaven Rotary Club
on Tuesday, one man, not a member of the Club, attacked me most viciously. He did
not realize that Doris Lockerman of the Atlanta Newspapers, had been invited to the
luncheon to interview me. This man called me, the Atlanta Newspapers, columnists
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manor organizations and other individuals Communists. I appreciate the fact that
the President of the Rotary Club and a number of individual members apologized to
me for the terrible incident. They infomed me that he was not a member and had not
been invited. I pointed out to the people that some groups with this extreme view
fuel that to negotiate with strength with the Soviets is to cause one to be pro-
Communist, they really seem to believe that this is appeasement. I personally think
that President Kennedy is an honorable man and should have the everlasting praise
and respect of all Americans. He has a job which no one in this roan would care to
have.

The John Birch Sooiety attacks individuals in a most vicious manner. This organi-
zation calls President Eisenhower and myself Communists. The same gentleman
challenged this statement. This person feels that everyone opposed to himself is
a pro-Co^munist. It was apparent that !iis followers were called after the Rotary
luncheon and asked to follow this speaker to various other meetings. In the name of
organizations such as the John Birch Society this menace is increased. We cannot
conclude that because the Communist Conspiracy is bad that everyone against it is
good. Misguided persons believe themselves sincere in working in the best interests
of their groups.

Some of the hate groups go under Christian labels. One is the Evangelical
Spiritualists. I met a man walking on Atlanta streets who at 23 years of age calls
himself a bishop of this cult. Western Voice, American Council of Churches,
Christian Patriots Crusade, Christian Crusade, - all in the name of Christianity
assault the mainsprings of the National Council of Churches and the United Church
Women. They want to question the decisions and basic issues of all. Question
judgment we may, but not the loyalty of people. No reason exists to suspect that
the National Council of Churches is disloyal. The Council of Churchwomen is a
wonderful group. Just because these groups are realists on the race issue, we are
placed as disloyal groups. The President of the Atlanta Council of Churchwomen is

the wife of a Georgia Tech professor. It is bad to have to protect this organiza-
tion. Surely no one would call her disloyal. What can be done to protect these
organizations? Write to the Attorney General of the United States and ask for a
declaration of loyalty on United Churchwomen. The Attorney General will write back
and say that this organization has been loyal. You will say that a letter from the
Attorney General will not hold much weight dowfe South, because of so many people
disliking Kennedy. Well, even though they may not like a letter from Attorney
General Kennedy, they cannot do anything about it. They will have to realize that
Mr. Kennedy is the highest law enforcement officer in the country. They will have
to respect him or law and order will break down. Will not help to hear from him?

This creates a sad state of affairs. Then, wire the President. You do not think
that a letter from the President would any way help? This is regrettable. Everyone

should back President Kennedy. "Common Sense", a vicious publication with 87,000
circulation, calls Kennedy a Communist. The office of the president has heavy
burdens. Dangerous point has been reached when the office of the president is being
undermined by these Extremists Groups. "Cross and Flag", a publication reaching

1*7,000 people stated that Eisenhower was a Jew. They arrived at this tag because of

a statement in the 1915 yearbook of West Point, in which some sort of remark was
made in fun about Eisenhower being the Jew on the football team. The end result of

thinking like this is the bombing of the Jewish Temple in Atlanta.

*

J. Edgar Hoorver was questioned on the race issue. He said that he did not care
what the views are of the NAACF. Called opponents to this organization extremists

and vigilantes who say that the NAACP is Communistic. Mr. Hoover further says that

NAACP has nothing to do with Communism, but has been the means of keeping Negroes

from joining the Communist Party. One should read the anti-Negro books put out by
Southern race groups.
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We should all thank J. Edgar Hoover for having his book published. The States
Rights party brings problems forward. Mast train intelligent persons that the
reason Communism thrives is because of the faith held by individuals in these
Extremists Groups. Extremists cannot round up saboteurs. It is a job for trained
people. Will make mistakes calling people names. Do not tiy to investigate for
yourself. Innocent people have often been attacked. This job is for professionals.
Do not identify yourself with anyone who calls others communists. Soviet sympathi-
zers will appear, we must live with them, work with them for a solution - the same
problem exists where the race question is concerned. Urgently get it whipped by
raising the level of individual responsibility.

We must all deplore bigotry. Do not in any way participate in any field of
bigotry. People no doubt are sincere in their undertakings as bigot3 - they really
believe in what they are doing. Do not see themselves as informed people view them.
We will have to raise the level of public information and opinion. Movements of
bigots should be crushed by public opinion. As soon as people realize that the
President of the United States deserves and expects respect and support, we will be
better off. Think clearly, have faith in the Democratic procedure. Be a follower
of J. Edgar Hoover, Security Services, Army and Navy intelligence. The Bigots will
finally run down. We must speak for law and order and less carping.

At WSB studios when Ray Moore and Ruth Kent were arranging my program for "Today
in Georgia", an engineer said, "You are from Kennedy land". I replied, "Yes", then
this person said, "one is as big a crook as the next". The engineer expressed a be-
lief that all politicians are theives. I could not convince this man that all
politicians are not thieves. This man was a careless speaker and speaks loosely.
Bone up on subjects you do not know about. Loose ways of sounding off effect
church leadere, Atlanta papers. No matter how much screaming there has been about
race relations in states of the South, I will have to say that race relations are
better than what most Northerners know. Expert leadership will result in respected
and responsible citizenship on all sides. Follow letters to the editors in your
local papers. You will find that four out of five, talk about bombing. United
Nations, etc. People are simply expressing immature solutions.

Question: Define a Communist.
Answer: One who is a follower of the Soviet way of life - Marxism, Lenin, etc. We

have a number of Communist Party members of the U.S A. in this country.
Their purpose is to overthrow our government.

Question: How can be recognize a Communist?

Answer: Communist may express peace. It doesn’t mean free peace. They want brother-
hood and love in Communist form. Between love and real peace there is the
party line which we must distinguish. The John Birch Society has ten
chapters in Milwaukee alone, according to the Milwaukee Journal/ They cry
peace, but brand Ike as a red. This group seeks to promote peace. People
in Atlanta feel that the local papers are red. Ralph McGill as editor and
columnist is most courageous as a man in the newspaper field. People »n
over the country and world feel from their hearts that this man understands
peace and stands up for his country at all times. He is a man who will
stand up to the KKK, an extremist group on the other side. He is talked

about all over the U. S. as a man of real leadership along with your Mayor
Hartsfield. They are men who stand for something.

Question: What can we do when someone is accused of being a Communist when we know
that the individual so accused is not one?

Answer: Talking to 700 people in St. Luke's Methodist Church in St. Petersburg, Fla.,
according to a story in the St. Petersburg Times, a man got up and asked how I
hm could get up in the House of God and defend the St. Petersburg Times, an
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organ of the Communist Party* Asked how people knew that Gordon HaL 1 isn’t a
Communist. I told them to trust in greats like J. Edgar Hoover and go on
active faith. Actor Melvin Douglas was attacked by the organisation - "Spirit
of 1776”. Douglas had to defend himself, while nothing was done to those who
accused him. He had to clear himself as the charges were interferring with
his livelihood. At the Civitan Club meeting in Macon, the President of the Club
had telephone calls made to him during the luncheon given in my honor. This
telephone voice asked if he knew that Gordon Hall was a member of the Communist
Conspiracy, Eill Simmons, President, replied that he did not know this, but was
interested. He asked the caller to furnish documented proof. Of course, this
was not done. Macon papers had numerous editorials and stories supporting me.
The papers asked for evidence to prove the facts stated by the voice. Excerpts
from J. Edgar Hoover’s book were read concerning calling one a Communist.

The speaker cannot help but liken the telephone calls to Macon with the episode
at the YWCA luncheon meeting. As soon as the meeting was over, a woman viciously
challenged me about statements made by this speaker. She was uninvited accord-
ing to Mrs. Patterson, who sponsored the meeting, and said to be nothing more
than an interloper. The affair was disgraceful. Soviet like actions of this
same group called Eisenhower a Soviet agent. One has only to look at Eisenhower
before and after his term of office to see the terrific toll the office of the

president has taken and how he has put his all into the office.

Question: Where can we get information?

Answer: This is the hardest question to answer. Individual responsibility is
the final answer. Don't depend on the Government for information, but
the Government can protect us. Government has endless probelm of pro-
tecting security. They will not protect a group of local citizenry -

that is for yourselves to do, Gan I be contacted to furnish informa-
tion? Yest However, I will only rationalize - one should do his own
thinking. Always join groups with extreme caution. I cannot help but
think of Steven Allen joining some Reindeer Group at one of his
broadcasts. Sixteen members of the group were present and not one of
them could give the reason for the group having been farmed. This full
account appeared in Look Magazine.

Question: What papers and publications have you written for?

Answer: Look, National Presbyterian, National Episcopalian publications. Unity
Magazine, Congregational, New England papers, both Boston papers and
numerous periodicals.

Question: Is it tme that Communism attracts the illiterates?
Answer: We should teach our people more to recognize Communism, Sunday noon I

heard a Georgian on a television program Btate that 2$% of adults in
Georgia were illiterate. Under President Kennedy's leadership and ex-
panded programs it is hoped that within four years there will be a drop
to 6 or 7 percent. Concern yourselves about the dangers confronting us.

Question: Is KKK thriving because of its illiteracy and low strata of society?
Answer: Yes. If we wipe out illiteracy, this and other extremists groups will

fold without our having any concern. We mst elevate ourselves to such

a height that we can ignore the hatred and extremists groups.

Question: Can you be contacted?
Answer: Yes. After persistent questioning address of 102 Gainsborough Street,

Boston, was furnished. 1 will not give an opinion, but will send factual
materials.
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Questions Since you mention the FBI and quote J. Edgar Hoover, did they train
you? What training did you receive?

Answers No. Free lance writing is my vocation and I am a specialist. I trained
myself for 1? years. I have respected scientific and professional
organizations behind me. Christian Science Monitor, Boston papers, and
others support my efforts. I consider myself, without meaning to be
conceited, an expert. What is an expert? One who knows a little more
than someone else. FBI agents may be trained with guns, but they have
to get out to meetings like mine to get information like this. They have
to learn in the field. Hoover is not unrealistic.

Question* Bo you recommend that "Masters of Deceit" be read.
Answer: Yes, it is a good book. However, you must read the Overstreets. Over-

street is Eisenhower's favorite writer. One should also read "Knights
of the South", and all of Lillian Smith's books. Georgia has more
serious subject programs than average. As soon as Debby leaves Atlanta
Ray Moore will ha/ e my program on "Today in Georgia".

Questions From what college did you receive your PHI)?

Answer: I didn't go to college. In fact, I didn't even go to high school. I was
one of a number of children. I told Mrs. Anderson on the way out that
I am not a "Doctor", and asked that it be clearly so stated. Mrs.
Anderson, "But l Ivour sponsor, told me definitely that b

you are a doctor and received your doctorate from a college not too far b

from here." (Quite a little argument followed as to Aether ofc not
Gordon Hall was a doctor. He never once made any voluntary effort to
correct persons who had numbers of times addressed him as "doctor".) I

left school at the age of lh. Went into service in I9hl, felt too old
when getting out of the service to return to college. Was a member of a
large family. In spite of limited education, I frequently am called upon
to lecture at Harvard, Princeton, Yale, Georgia Tech and Wesleyan. My
life story as been in both Boston papers within the past year. I am a
self tan ght man. (This he stated over and over.) My father was a motion
picture producer. Sometimes we had it good and other times bad. My
family would live high then low. Changing from silent to sound pictures
really broke my father financially.



June 7, 1 961
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Louisville t, Kentucky

Dear!

bo
b7C

I have received your letter of May 29, 191*1

,

and appreciate your expression of beet wishes.

While I would like to be of assistance to you
in response to your request, as I indicated in my letter of

April 11, 1 961 , the FBI neither makes evaluations nor draws
conclusions as to the character or integrity of any organisation,

publication or individual. The FBI is strictly an investigative

agency of the Federal government and, as such, does not issue

clearances or nonclearances. I can assure you, therefore,

that Mr. Gordon Hail has not secured a clearance from tills

Bureau.

Sincerely yours '/

[

/

1 - SAC, Boston
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airtel

TO: SAC, Boston

FROM: Director, FBI

GORDON D. HAUL
102 GAINSBOROUGH STREET
BOSTON 15, MASSACHUSETTS
RESEARCH (CRIME RECORDS)
BUDED 6-13-61

I

Re attached copy of letter dated 5-29-61 from|

and my reply. You should also refer to a letter concerning Hall datecl

from SAC, Atlanta, to the Bureau, copies of which were sent to your
office.

The Bureau has been advised previously that captioned individual

has implied in lectures that he has been cleared by the FBI or me. You should

contact Hall and admonish him to cease and desist from doing this. In answer
to a letter from Hall in April, 1952, I advised him that we had never made an
endorsement of the individual about whom he was inquiring, and that our
Jurisdiction did not extend to making evaluations of the character or integrity

of any organisation or individual. Correspondence was also exchanged with

him in March and April, 1958, regarding his indication in a lecture that I had
in effect cleared him. My letter to him on 4-8-58 reflected that I would not

comment on individual Americans. Another individual advised by letter dated
12-5-60 that Hall, at a lecture in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, stated he had
secured clearance from the FBI.

You should advise the Bureau no later than June 13, 1961,

under the above caption, as to the results of your contact with him.

Enclosures (2)

Ml INFORMATION OQNTAiWBO

190MI

be
b7C
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Indices Search Slip

FD-160 (Rfev. t 0-1-59)

TO: CHIEF CLERK

Birthplace

Exact Spelling

All References

Main Subversive Case Files Only

Subversive References Only

File & Serial Number 1

1 ( Main Criminal Case Files Only
|

_ I Restrict to
1~ ~

1] Criminal References Only

L I Main Subversive (If no Main, list all Subversive References)

1- 1 Main Criminal (If no Main, list all Criminal References)

Sex
Male

I 1 Female

Restrict to Locality of

File & Serial Number

I - Identical

NI - Not identical

? - Not identifiable

U - Unavailable reference
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Indices Search Slip

FD-160 (Bfev. ? 0-1-59)

TO: CHIEF CLERK

Birth Date Birthplace

Exact Spelling f 1 Main Criminal Case Files Only |
. 1 Restrict to

All References LL.L1J Criminal References Only

Main Subversive Case Files Only
1~ ? 1 Main. Subversive (If no Main, list all Subversive References)

Subversive References Only [ , . .. . 1 Main Criminal (If no Main, list all Criminal References)

File & Serial Number

Race Sex
a!

Restrict to Locality of

1 - Identical

NI - Not identical

? - Not identifiable

U - Unavailable reference
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FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

Transmit the following in

RADIOGRAM

CODE
Date: fi/ip.

(Type in plain text or code)

URGENT
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

L.

PROM;

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, BOSTON 9^-new

GORDON D. HALL, RESEARCH CRIME RECORDS. RE BUREAU AIRTEL

JUNE SEVEN. HALL UNAVAILABLE FOE INTERVIEW UNTIL TUESDAY,

JUNE THIRTEEN. WILL BE INTERVIEWED THEN AND BUREAU ADVISED.

1-».20O3 t.0H?
°l%0Hi

RT:pd

Approved: ;M Per^i
Special Agent in Charge



6/20/61

AIHTEL

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, BOSTON (94-629)

W ******

J***" ^ • '

ii-^3 &>>*?
« / i 7

SUBJECT i GORDON D. HALL
102 GAINSBOROUGH STREET
BOSTON 15, MASSACHUSETTS
RESEARCH (CRIME RECORDS)

Re Bureau airtel 6/7/61.

HALL Interviewed June 19* 1961, at his home. 222
Marlborough Rti»e«t. Boaton . Massachusetts, by SA » s |

and]
I,

HALL states that at no time
has he conscientiously implied that he has been cleared
by the FBI or Mr. HOOVER; that almost Invariably when he
gives a lecture some member of the audience asks about
the FBI, at which time he states positively that he has
no affiliation with the FBI In any way. He states that
when a question of communism comes up in his lectures
he holds up a copy of the book "Masters of Deceit" by
J. EDGAR HOOVER and recommends that they secure a copy
of the book inasmuch as it contains all answers to the
question of communism in the United States.

HALL stated that the John Birch Society has
urged its members to harass him at every possible Instance
and that about 20 members of this society were in

B
he spoke at Louisville, Kentucky, on May
tates that in the John Birch Blue Book
ement that HALL sends out hate literature;
s is true and that he does so only on
ivlduals who are interested in making a
roups. He said the Blue Book infers that
distributes hate literature such as a
nization might do.

advised agents that he will endeavor in
saying or doing anything that will lead
ve that he has any connection whatsoever
Ke stated he fully relizes that the FBI



BS 9^-629

does not clear or sponsor any outside individual and
further that he has a very high regard for the Bureau
and the Director.

- 2 -
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URGENT 12-g-Sl

TO DIRECTOR, FBI /

FROM SAC, BOSTON/

10-05 AM

GORDON D. RESEARCH / CRIME RECORDS/,

REBOSAIRTEL JUNE TWENTY LAST. THE NEWBURYPORT DAILY NEWS, DAILY

EVENING NEWSPAPER PUBLISHED AT NEWBURYPORT, MASS., IN ITS

EDITION OF DECEMBER FIVE, SIXTYONE, PUBLISHED AN ACCOUNT OF

HALLS APPEARANCE IN THAT CITY ON DECEMBER FOUR, SIXTYONE. THE STORY

REPORTED " AMONG OTHER NATIONAL AUTHORITIES ENDORSING HALt FOR
‘

HIS COURAGE AND EFFORTS ARE FBI CHIEF J. EDGAR HOOVER." RECOMMEND

BUREAU ADDRESS A LETTER TO EDMUND BROWN, EDITOR, NEWBURYPORT DA IJ.Y

NEWS, REPUDIATING THE BUREAUS ALLEGED ENDORSEMENT OF HALL.

CLIPPING BEING FORWARDED BUREAU. '

END ACK PLS

10-09 AM OK FBI WA JA

TU DISC

?.fr £
1
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No Incidents
•Gordon Hall, whose aefeiyi^ to

exposing hate groups
.

in Anpriea

have made him a target for smehr

propaganda, came to Newfeury*i

port, spoke to the NHS public^

fairs course, and left ^ithput in*

cident last night.

The climate was considerably

different from that attending^

first appearance in Newbhryport

nearly, 'a year ago, when Ahierlcan

Nazis threatened demonstrations

and state police had fee oalted

in to maintain order at the Uni-

tarian church where Hailspoke,

The usual charges of
‘

‘Commu-

nist” were made against Hal

time in telegrams sent’ to sohae

Newburypdrt officials .by

sentativeaM the

,

Among other

ties ^hdbtsmg HhWS h^s conp

age and effortr;|fe'F.B,l,_ Ohiif

Edear _ . .
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Dec. 6, 1961

F. B, I.
Boston
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Dear Sirs:
Enclosed is a"front page"artiele from the Newburyport Daily News -

of December 5th the portent of which is self explanatory. I know of persona
knowledge that the character in question is a professional communist brain?,

washer who has no more "endorsement"from the F.B.I.than does his namesake [

Gus Hall. This impersonator has been going around on so called lectures, sip

masquerading as an accredited spokesman of your bureau; thus lending credei^

to his red brainwashing. Your silence in this matter and the failure of th\\

News to print a retraction would be construed to imply that this person is
reality some kind of "approved proclaimer"for the Federal Bureau. I

Please be kind enough to inform me as to what action you will be a

to take in correcting this brazen and most impudent misrepresentation.

y SEARCHED^

KRIAUZEOi

DEC 7 1961

FBI - BOSTON /

A
' *V- ft y n-
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airtel

To: SAC, Boston

From: Director, FBI

ALL WPORAMTON CC^TAJNBD

'll<i\h

>f:/
-

i • '

GORDON D. HALL
RESEARCH (CRIME RECORDS)
BUDED 12-19-61

Reurtei 12-8-61 captioned as above. You should immediately
contact Mr. Alexander N. Stoddart, Publisher of "The Gloucester Daily Times"
and "The Newburyport Daily News, " and inform him that Hall has never been
endorsed by the FBI or me. It should be pointed out to him that Hall has
reportedly conveyed similar false impressions in connection; with other

appearances he has made. It should be explained to Mr. Stoddart that the

jurisdiction of this Bureau does not extend to making evaluations regarding
the character or integrity of any organization or individual, and, as a matter
of policy, I do not comment upon the loyalty of individual Americans.

You should also again contact Hall and severely admonish him
to cease and desist from continually conveying the impression in his appear-
ances that he has the endorsement of the FBI. The results of your contacts



13/15/61

PLAIN TEXT

AIRTEL

FROM:

SUBJECT*

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, BOSTON
j(
94-629)

(JORDON D, HALL
RESEARCH (CRIME RECORDS)

Reference Bureau alrtel to Boston dated 12/12/61

Efforts to looate ALEXANDER STODDART, Publisher,
dousester Daily Tines, detenained STODDART presently in

North Carolina and will return to his residence, I

Manchester, New Hampshire, 12/18/61. STODDART will be contact
upon his return*

HMTtras
(4)
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P. 0. Box 2344
Boston 7, Massachusetts

December 14, 1951

Boston, Massachusetts

Dear Sir:

Receipt is acknowledged of your letter dated
Deeember- 6 , 1961 , enclosing a clipping from a newspaper.

As you no doubt realise, the FBI is an investi-
gative organization and, as such, in the interests of in-
vestigative objectivity, refrains from making evaluations
regarding the character or integrity of any individual or
organization. You may be sure that there has been no
such endorsement as was indicated in the news item to
which you refer. The position of this Bureau is being
made clear to the; persons concerned.

Very truly yours.

GFA

:

fha' ?

L. L. LATJGHLIN
Special Agent in Charge

SEMCIK

SESiWKO

INDEXED

WED
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PLAIN TEXT

AIRTEL AIRMAIL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROMs SAC, BOSTON (Ok-yZ?))

•SUBJECT: GORDON D, ilXU/'
RESEARCH (CHIME RECORDS)

Remytel 12/3/01

.

Enclosed is - clipping from the ’Newburyport
Dally Mews ' edition dated 12/5/bl.

<1

8

OHf

^ - Bureau (Enel)
1 - Boston

CFA : rJcw
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DIRECTOR, m (61-6079) 8-7-62

SAC, BOSTOX (100-83040)

083 BALL
INTERNAL SECURITY - C
(0J7ZCS or ORIGIN t XEW TORE)

StBulet 1/31/68 .
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I talked mtth in his

office, | |
Boston, today,

stated that mhils ho it generally familiar with aus hall
and hit prominent activity in the Communist Party, ht
personally hat never mat him nor ha a ho had any doalinga
with him diroctly or indirectly, I hosurtd me
that if ho had any oocaoton to moot HULL, undor any circum-
stances ho mould too to it that thio offiot mat advieed.

| |
did ttato that ha hoo talkod mtth

GORDON HALL and that GORDON HALL had vtottod hit offiot
stvtral times.

At tho Bureau it amare, Gordon hall, although
never investigated by thit Ditto ion, it a oolf-otylod
frtt lanot political mritor and lecturer , Hit talks usually
art oonetrnod mtth th# alleged axpott of tho JOHN BIRCH
SOCIETY, THE AMERICAN NANI PARTY and other so-oalled
rightist groups

,

-Tn hit lectures on occasions, HALL hat
rtftrrod to tho Dtrtotor ,s book, "Matters of Deceit," in
tuoh a may at to indioatt that ho hat tho mdortenant of
tho PBI* Bo hat been intorviemed and admonithod for such
action.

In oiow
it being tak#R on

./[=
i thTT

1t connants, no further action
matter hero.

i !'rn

8 - Buroau (61-6077)RM
J

1 - Nom York (100-64994 l 7)

J - Nom moon (iqb-18246),
8 - Boston (100M040 h.j LbOW^ fjlE0

'

/-

/
' //

LLL/nam
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March 22, 1982

Wakefield, Massachusetts

Dear

Your letters dated March 19th have been received.

Although I would like to be of service, the FBI being

an investigative agency of the Federal Government neither makes

evaluations nor draws conclusions as to the character or Integrity

of any organization, publication or individual. In addition, infor-

mation in FBI files must be maintained as confidential due to a

regulation of the Department of Justice. I hope you will not infer

either that we do or do not have data in our files relating to the

subject of your inquiry.

Enclosed is some literature which I trust will be of

Interest to you.

Sincerely yours,

J. Edgar doover

John Edgar Hoover /

'

Director H-
|SEmCHHL_ 1- iSMmt—

.

Enclosures (4)

SERWUXGlmm
FBI — BOSTON

C
1
/’ ^TE^MN SACr Gordon Hall cannot be Identified in Bufiies.

Correspondent's two letters were~entLcal with the exceptton that

the second letter included his address.



V)--Z2^3 le6H7Vt& March 19, 1962

Nr.J. Edgar Hoover
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington,

District of Coluabia

Dear Mr* Hoovers,

Booently in the Beaton area* there haa been a highly questionable eharaoter

who uaea the naae of Gordon Ball, 222 Marlboro Street, Boston, Maos* (not to

be eonfused with Qus Ball).

Hr* Ball has been travelling around, speaking to groups of people and posing

as en antl«Cosaniniat authority*
,
The local papers naaely, the Boston Herald,

hwpg §|ao baokod bin with such publicity for hia works against the Cocounist

ta?^y«
.

gone of .his attacks against individuals or patriotic groups who art

sincerely dedicated Aserlean patriate end against the Aaorioan legion have

Cade ee wonder just what type of person Hr. Ball is* Any infematien that

you nay be able to give ne on this individual, or poaaibly any person in tha

Boston area connected with your eoanlttee that I\aay talk to would be greatly

appreciated,-

NOTE: THIS IS A FOLLOW DP LETTER OF ONE T SENT TODAY IN WHICH I LEFT
00T M^ADDRESS****

Wakefield, Mass.

ccfwlitn
^

. ittnam-

fm — tsUSTON
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9/20/62
PLAIN TSXT

TQx DD110T0R. TO
[kVto CBXMB RECORDS SlCTtOM)

TROMt SAC, BOSTON (£4-W)

auBjzcTi oom»N a. hall
rssiarch (qjum* records)

on ft/80/62, SA CHAIUXS F, Amu «r *hla afflte reaeived a
telephone inquiry free Mr. I _ I who Identified hiaeelf
m a contributing editor of "Tha Saturday Xvtalag FMt*, the
national weekly wagesi no, Mr. I I. who Stated that ha was
staying at tha Statler Hilton Hotel, Boston* Maaa» f explained
that ha had ftaiiaa ti a«w .» the suggestion of Rr.r^ ~~\

S I or tha Axrtl*J)afaaaiiioa
League {mil), with whoa 8A | |

maintains S»—edifl_flaptaot
aa a source of infernatiaa in racial Batter*. Mr. I L it **y
ba noted, baa been aoat sMyaratlv# with this office, and in
partiaular ha haa been aoat useful in waltttsAwing coverage on
OBOnu UMCOLM ROCKWELL whan tha Uttar vialta tfiia araa.

Mr* |
stated that hie wsgaslne is giving eonsldenatlon to

tha preparation of a atm aoaaarnlnf aOWBOMTMALL'a activities
In fighting hate organisations. Mr. I H sfeatod that ha had
conducted a lengthy interview of OOXDOM mu. to obtain background
data for tha story, but that tha esgaslne did not wish to
provide HALL and hia aamities national publielty if HALL was
not worthy thereof.

I
Idaairad to knew whether tha TO

would ears ta sake any aggression on tha adviaoabillty of aueh
a story, or if tha PVS rad aware of any fact# which would render
tha aontaarplatad story objectionable.

3 - Bureau
Beaton

|lSS^^32) MX XHtKjRMATk.:'** COfrAlNiflC

0|)R>**/

/
vv V.v

f



Bft 94-6*9

SA ASSN adviaod Nr, I I that tho FHX «wU aaki no atato-
wont along thaaa linos lnasamoh aa tho Juriadiotion of this
Juroeu doos not oxtand to Making ovaluations regarding tho
eharaotor or intogrity of any oraanlaatlon- or Individual.
It was polntad out to Nr*

I t howovor, that in tho eourao
of hit roaoaroh, ho night nna nowapapar storioa auggaating
or inlying that HALL had rtooivod tho andoraaaintof tho FBI
or otharwlaa implying that tho FBI had ivprisiid approval of
HALL'a aetlvltloa, Mr. I H waa lnfovwad that ouoh stato-
manta sort abaolutoly without foundation# and that auoh atato-
nonta aa havo appeared in thia raapsot wars attritestafclo to
olthar a alaundoratandlng by roportom or possibly wlsatatowants
mda to paraana vaprsaanilng organisations Whloh havo aorvod
aa host to Nr* KILL 1 a nuwawwa publlo appaamnsas.

Nr, I ~l atatod that In tho oourao of his intarviow with Nr*
HALL, tho lattor had nsdo no statonont of any kind oxproosly
or to inplioatlon that hla aotlvltioa had ratalvod FBI approval,
and that ha wlshod to ttphadisa this in ardor that tho FBI
would not got tho lwrirooofon that Nr. HALL was asking alsropro-
ontationa. Mr.|

|
was lnforaod that tit had so roaoon to

boliovo that Nr. nXZXuWSolf had nado any suoh atatononta,
but that novortholoas suah lnproaalona had boon oroatad la
aogBMnta of tho proas in all probability bosoms of faotora
ovor ahloh Nr. HALL had no oontrol.

It was than polntod out to Nr. I I that tho subjoat sattor
of his inquiry was really a mattor wtilofe might bottor bo roforrod
to tho Bureau, and It was auggoatod that ha foal at llborty to
eooeunloato with tho Bupaan aa this wattor,

fho abovt is submitted for tho Bureau 'a information in tho
ovant an Inquiry la rosalvad fro* Nr.

| |*

/

- 2 -



4/4/62Dip*«tor, FBI

SAC, Boston (94-629)

CORDON D. HAH*
RSSXARCH (001(3 RECORDS)

RsBulrfe to
oo Boston*

Watefield, Hass, tetri 3/22/62,

Th* individual to whom th* oorrsspondent p»l*r» Is sndoubtodly
th* oaptlomd porson oonsomlng whan them hss bosn
oorr*spoad*no# botweon Boston and th» Borsau.

CFA/dld /
O) y

Ml. lNFOf?MAT(QN CONTAINED
HBREfNlSUjri-wts-j?* ts i .'WXA/U'tlPjCD ,
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Boston, Massachusetts
December 19, 1962

AU.WCMKtVMeONTAMP
‘JEWKN !§ : fNUMttnCD-##l V /JX

9f QMiMq
%<&ui

AD HOC STUDENTS COMMITTEE
FOR TRAVEL TO CUBA

A source, who has furnished reliable Information in the
past, provided Information on December 18, 1962 that one I \

l a student at Boston University majoring In Journalism,
was Interested in flying to Cuba from Canada in connection with
a trip apparently being sponsored by persons in New York City.
This source advised that

|
|*s group was scheduled to

assemble at New York December 21, 1962, fly to Toronto, Canada,
on the same date and then from there fly to Havana on December 22,
1962. It was source* s understanding that a co-sponsor of the
trip was named

l
land thel~ I of the group

la an individual by the name of lof

|

,
New York, N. Y.

It was source* s understanding that ~lhad been
instructed to bring a signed statement with him to the effect
that he was knowingly taking this trip with an understanding
of the government’s warning concerning it as well as the
implications and consequences which might result therefrom.

1 was instructed to bring his passport, a $10.00 deposit
to be paid to the group for the handling of details, plus $25>.00
for a round-trip ticket from New York to Toronto.

Another source, with whom contact has been insufficient to
determine his reliability, advised on December 17, 1962 that he
had about two weeks previous telephonlcallv contacted)
™~.

|
New York City, New York, and

expressed an interest in the expected travel of students from
various colleges in the United States to Cuba via Canada
scheduled for December 21, 1962. This source advised
he was a student at Boston University, Boston, Massachuset.r.s

.

and wanted to judge for himself the conditions in Cuba,
mentioned to the source that there were possible penalties ana
risks involved in taking such a trip and that the requirements
were; (1) a passport; (2) a smallpox certificate; (3) a letter
stating the reason the writer wanted to visit Cuba, and a statement
that the writer had not been coerced into making the trip and tfiak

he recognized the possible penalties which may be involved in t?; *

connection with the trip. ^ ^

94.-629 , GORDON HALL
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AD HOC STUDENTS COMMITTEE
FOR TRAVEL TO CUBA

advised further that the various students
planned on gathering In New York City where they hoped to obtain
transportation to Canada. This transportation would be at the
expense of the students. He said, however, that the Cuban
government would take care of the remaining travel involved
from Canada to Cuba. | I stated that if the source did
come to New York on December 21. 1962 . the source should contact

or [ telephoneeither
response to a specific inquiry from the source,
that the source could bring a camera with him.

In
said

The source advised that subsequently he received a letter
dated December Ik. 1962 froml I informlng the source to
contact 5 Boston
University, Boston, Massachusetts , for complete details of
the proposed Cuban trip* noted in this letter that
in response to his inquiry the United States Department of State
had notified him that wilful violation of the existing travel
ban to Cuba was punishable by a fine of not more than $5,000.
and/or imprisonment of not more than five years. The letter
further stated "This, however, is not going to deter us from
our objectives to exercise our rights as citizens and students
to travel and to see and evaluate for ourselves. 1

’ This letter
bore the return address ofT
New York.

New York City 3*

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.
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FBI

Transmit the following in_

Via AIRTEL

Date: 12/19/62

PLAIN TEXT

AIR MAIL

TO :: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, BOSTON (100-New) (P)

RE : AD HOC STUDENTS COMMITTEE FOR
TRAVEL TO CUBA
IS - C

(00: NEW YORK)

AIL INFORMATIONCONTAIN*}
HBJ«EiN IS UNCLAS8!F*D , „ ,
date ijJk£ss8v<

now

Re Boston phone call to New York 12/18/62.

Enclosed to Bureau are nine copies of a letterhead
memorandum in connection with the above-captioned case. Two
copies of letterhead memorandum are enclosed for New York.

The source who furnished information regarding
I I to SAC E. J. POWERS on 12/18/62 is I

'flnlnmnll:; J Iwho confidentially advised that
suggested he might do a story for the l

on his return but| |told him if the trip was in violation
of law, the|“ |wouid in no way become a party to it. This
is not being incorporated in the letterhead memorandum as it
would definitely identify this source.

Bureau (Encs»9)(RM)
New York (100-150205) (Encs.4 ) (RM)(1-100
Boston (100-New) (1-10*

(1 - 100-New. I b

(2 - 100-New, ft

(2 - 100-New, FNTT (RHll
( 1.

- 100-33^3?,
9(j.t629, GORDON HALL)

Cj*4

Sent



BS 100-New to 6
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The second source utilized la Identified as|

,
Maas.

1 appealed at the Boston Office In the company of
GORDON D. HALL, a self-styled free lance political writer and
lecturer. Concerning whom previous communications have been
furnished the Bureau from the Boston Office, see Boston alrtel
to Bureau, marked attention of Crime Records Section, entitled,
"GORDON D. HALL, RESEARCH (CRIME RECORDS)."

|stated that he has in the past been engaged as a
source of information by HALL and that he has attended a number
of open meetings of various leftist and rightist groups for the
purpose of gathering Information to enable HALL to better attack
such groups in his lectures. I

~| said that at HALL’S
initiation he had been attempting to find out more about the
proposed trip of students to Cuba and in furtherance of possibly
.joining such group, he was able to secure the telephone number
of I Ifrom a FNIj|

|
a reporter for the

"Harvard Crimson," an undergraduate newspaper. Harvard University,
Cambridge, Mass.

He said, however, that he had no intention whatever of
becoming Involved in any unauthorized travel and wouldnot join
such group unless it would be of some value to an agency of the
U. S. Government. He said in view of his activity,
as set forth in the enclosed letterhead memorandum, he wanted to
go on record with the FBI that his inquiries were based only on
a desire to aid HALL in the latter’s combatting pro-Castro and
other leftist elements and was not because of any Interest of his
own In the Castro government which he said he unalterably opposed.

L
and HALL stated they intended to contact CIA locally

If *s trip would be of possible value to them.to determine
In the event that CIA does not express any interest in such under-
taking and in the absence of any special permission from the
Passport Division of the Department of State, the trip will not
be undertaken. l and HALL were advised that the information
furnished would be made a matter of record in the flies of the
Boston Office.

-2*
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BS 100-New b7C

b7D

The files of the Boston Office contain no information
identifiable with FNTjf or I I , Further background
data on these two individuals will be obtained through established
sources by the Boston Office.

Any additional information pertaining to captioned matter
will be furnished the Bureau and interested offices.

-3-



FD-302 (Rev. 1-25-60) %EDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIG,%
Date L 1963

Office of the FBI on

OUmiOM H'AT.T,. After3
i

was interviewed in the Boston
1963 by Special Agents

and DARREL B. CURRIE in the presence of
identifying themselves the Agents advised

of his right to counsel; that he did not have to make
any statement, and that anything he paid could possibly be

said heused against him in a court of law.
desire the services of an attorney;

did not
that it was his wish to

cooperate fully with the United States Government, and to
furnish all and any information in his possession. He stated
he would be willing to testify concerning the information which
he would furnish.

He said that he could best record the information in
his possession by making a narrative type statement.

Stenographers!
follows

:

He furnished a narrative type statement to

and It is as

I, was born
in Boston, Mas sachusetts. My home address is

.sachusetts. I ami Lwith the firm orL Mas
, Boston. I am a

graduate or tr

a BS degree ir

member of the

el 1 Boston, with
having graduated . I am a

spoke to[

b6
b7C
b7D

In approximately September or October, 1962 I saw a
piece in the Boston Globe relative to an organization called
the Permanent Committee for Student Travel to Cuba which was
organizing a Christmas vacation trip to Cuba, all expenses being
paid by the Cuban government. This ad had no phone number or
anything else but the next day I read in the Harvard Crimson,
which I subscribe to, the story of the trip in greater detail.
Through one of the Harvard Crimson members I was able to get the
telephone number in New York and I telephoned the number and

|I told him I was interested in
making the trip. He seemed glad, took my name and address and
said he would contact me later

/

On [ l3.t Boston. Massachusetts Fit* # - BS_1Q!^-35192„—

.

SAS and
DARREL B. CURRIE/jlc, lhm .Dote dictated toby

Thy document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI and is loaned to/wrsij^ncy ; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



BS 100-35192

I might say here that any Inquiries concerning this
Committee were made after a discussion with my friend, GORDON
HALL, who is a free lance research specialist on fringe
movements in America.

A little later I renglvgri » letter* from Mr. I

telling me that I should contact
|

|

I I a Boston University Dormitory. Boston, for information
on the trip. I never contacted!

|but instead stayed in
contact with I [by telephone. At this time the
plans for going to Cuba were that we would pick up students in
Canada and fly them down. There was a $10 registration fee
which I sent to Mr. | l as I was interested in the trip.
It is my recollection that I sent this by check. I was unable
to go on the trip, but as it was the trip never came off. It
seems the Canadian government would not give Cuban planes a
landing permit.

At this time with all the information we had, GORDON
HALL and myself, we went to the FBI Office to ask advice and
whether or not such a trip would be feasible for myself. In
December, 1962 we visited the FBI Office advising of my interest
in making such a trip and were advised that the FBI would not
sanction this trip or any part of it, but would make It a matter
of record that I had visited and if I made such a trip the FBI
would be Interested In learning of the results.

Later I called me and asked if I
wanted to go. However, the trip was called off because Cuba
could not get a landing permit.

In approximately May, 1963, I received a letter from
This letter contained a memorandum form

out;.Lining possioie legal consequences of the trip with the
State Department, and also an application form which I was to
fill in and return with the $10 deposit. I paid this $10 in
cash when I mailed my application. I felt even if I was not
going just in case something came up and I wanted to go it would
be all set . Later I received another letter from
telling what things to take with me such as passport, small pox
certificate, etc. I was to sign a statement saying I knew about
State Department regulations.

Apparently after thi a I tried to reach me by
mail and by telephone at my| address in i l

but since I had been living m anotner apartment In Boston I
never received the phone calls or letters.
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BS 100-35192

3.
On approximately June 17 or 18, 19&3 I received a

letter from him saying he could not contact me but If I was
rested in the trip to contact

\ I
or

New York City.

Inasmuch as GORDON HALL was going to Washington, D.
C. he took this correspondence with him where he would confer

artment. He told me he talked with a Mr.
Department of Latin-American Affairs in the

State Department. Mr.
| |

advised him that he was very
interested in the information because he had not known the trip
was on again. He expressed great interest in this. He further
told Mr. HALL that if I went it would not be with the offioial
sanction of the U. S. State Department, but that the State
Department would be most interested in what took place if I did
go.

Several days later I telephoned Mr.
Washington and asked if he had any further in
to my being able to go with the official sanction of the State
Department. He told me the State Department could not give
permission to this but that the decision rested with me.
However, if I did go he would be very interested in talking to
me when I returned. I listened to this advice.

On Monday, June 24, 1Q6^ at 8:30 in the morning I
received a telephone call from|

|

New York City,
expressing interest in whether or nou l was going on the trip.
I told him I was still thinking about it and understood the
trip was not scheduled until July 1st and I still had a few
more days. I I then said that if I was interested in going
on the trip I had to be in New York that day. I asked him to
give me a few hours to think it over and then I would call him
in New York. However, I asked if he would give me the address
I should go to if I did get to New York. He said he would
give this to me when I called again after making my decision.

I telephoned GORDON HALL and told him about the
telephone conversation and asked him what he thought and
whether or not I should go. We had a long discussion and I
decided to go. I flew to New York. It is to be noted I had a
United States passport since 1961 and I very quickly obtained a
small pox certificate from my doctor.

I purchased a ticket with my personal funds on the
1:30 p.m. shuttle to New York. When I arrived in New York I
telephoned the phone number and -was given the address to go to -

I think this was I I- which was the apartment of

|

in
ormation relative



BS 100-35192

|
I arrived at the address with my suitcase and

I paid them the $90 balance for the cost of the trip. This
was paid in cash. I received a receipt from|
which I still have.

I had previously received a memorandum of instructions
from the PCSTC telling me that the $100. was to help with some
of the expenses of the trip. Up to this time no one had told
me what our route would be.

When I arrived at the apartment I was told that we
were leaving the next morning and that I would be given further
information at that time and that we would be leaving from New
York City for Canada.

Present in the apartment with me were other young
people and during the time I was there more kept coming to the
door as this was the rendezvous place. I was told there was
not enough room to. put me up in that apartment so I offered to
stay at the YMCA. I was also told we were being split up into
groups with group leaders and the different groups would appear
at the apartment the next day at different times because they
feared the apartment was being watched by the FBI.

I was told that my group leader was I

from New York City and that he was to appear the next morning
at the apartment at 9 where I would get my instructions.

I stayed at the IffilCA in midtown New York City and the
next morning I went to the apartment at 9:00 a.m. and was
told to wait as other groups were receiving their instructions.

I my group leader, then explained that we would
be leaving New York that afternoon. He instructed us that in
Cuba, as well as during the flight, we were to stick with our
group leaders from whom we would receive instructions. We were
also told that we were to behave in Cuba inasmuch as if we were
to fool around it would be detrimental to the pruposes of the
trip. While in Cuba we were to inform our group leader where
we were so as not to be running around, but would be tightly
controlled.

At this time I met the other person in m
L from

_____
The groups were of approximately 5 to 7 members. We still

were not told our route but were told to appear at the east side
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5.

to 6

to7C

to7D

airline terminal that afternoon. I believe it was at two
and that we were to be as inconspicuous as possible, not
recognize anyone else we might have met at the apartment and
not give the impression we were part of a large group, again
because of feeling the FBI was watching us.

At the airline terminal we were told by|
to talk to our group leader who had the tickets for further
instructions. Some of the younger people had been told to
dress to give the impression of being older, and not of students
going to Cuba.

While in the apartment the press was called and
was taking care of telephone calls saying

he understood we were going to Cuba later on that week and that
a statement would be released on Wednesday. He did not let them
know we were going that day. I Itold us that
the departure date was supposed to be kept secret, therefore,
the press was not informed we were leaving on that afternoon.

That afternoon I arrived at the east
and we walked over towith

was waiting for us. I also noticed other members of the groups
waiting in different parts of the station whom I had seen in
the apartment. I Iasked us to sit down. He said he
was going to hand us our ticket and we should not be surprised
when we saw where the destination was. I opened the ticket
holder and saw I was on a BOAC flight to Paris, France via
London leaving in a short time. My name on the ticket was

We then went to the upper level of the east side
terminal and presented our baggage to be put on the flight.
Somebody, I don’t know whom, paid for the bus ride to the airport.
The flight departed and we arrived at London where we were to
change planes to take a BEA flight to Paris. At the London
airport we were told to stick together with our group leader in
case we were met by anybody from the United States State
Department. At London we were transit passengers and never left
the transit section. A man from the State Department waiting
in the transit section attempted to warn us as to the
consequences of the trip. He said he knew we were part of the
student group going to Cuba and it would be contrary to the law.
I later learned a State Department official also spoke to the
group in Amsterdam and some of the students complained because
Dutch officials took their passports and had them photographed.
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This was recounted to me by one of the students.
The most accurate notes on this part of my trip were sent to
GORDON HALL by mail, by me, and he has retained them in his
personal files.

We next boarded the BEA flight to Paris, France where
we arrived and were promptly taken aboard a bus. At this time
I noted

| I,
whom I had met only briefly at the apartment

the previous day/ paid the bus driver for the group . There were
approximately 30 in the group. We next drove to a terminal
somewhere in Paris where we all got off the bus. It was here
that the second part of the group arrived. They had traveled
from New York via KLM stopping in Amsterdam and then in Paris.
I specifically remember that at Paris when we landed we were
met by a United States State Department official who attempted to
read a statement to the group telling us what risks we faced
when we returned 1

f

ws continued on to Cuba. Our group leader,
told us not to listen to him but to ignore

him.

Back at the Paris station where we were waiting I

met
|

Jwhom somebody said was the spokesman for
the previous group (referring to the trip which never materializ-
ed).

The group was split up and we were put up in three
different hotels in Paris. My hotel was the I I

and
another was the! I I do not recall the name of the
third hotel.

|
mentioned that we were to go

to our rooms and meet again at six o'clock for supper at a
restaurant, the name of which I do not remember. Mv roommates
at the hotel were I I of

|
| and

| |
of

f |. At six o'clock- hhP whnip grnnp had supper together,
we were addressed by who by now I knew was the leader
of the contingent. We were told we would leave the next morning
for Czechoslovakia and from there go on to Cuba. After the meal
we were told we had the evening free. The next morning we
all met downstairs and were driven to the Paris airport where
we boarded a Czech airliner. The committee paid the hotel bill
as well as for the meal at the restaurant,

At the hotel I met a number of the group among them
I

~
. He was an attorney from I ~~l

We discussed the Young Socialist Alliance (YSA) case
in Indiana and he was very familiar with this.

In Paris I learned that the next leg of the trip would
take us to Prague. Czechoslovakia. learned this from

|

~
I Lai

|
University student, who was friendly with

1 - the friendship having stemmed from his having

7e were addressed by
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roomed with|
|

f s son.
|_

day before departing from New Yor
Czechoslovakia.

told me that I Ithe
im we were going to

Several hours after boarding the CSA airlines for
Czechoslovakia we landed in Prague where in the waiting room

I had our Czechoslovakia visas which was a single
document bearing all our names. Our passports were collected
and here we were introduced to several Cubans. At this time
another United States State Department official appeared and
in the waiting room he attempted to read a statement that the
State Department knew of our intentions to go to Cuba, that we
should not do this as we could possibly face criminal prose-
cution when we returned. He was largely ignored. We had
dinner at the airport. We then boarded two Czechoslovak buses
and were driven for 3i hours to Carlsbad where we stayed at the

With the Cubans we met was one
|

from New
York City who was traveling on a Mexican and a United States
passport. I later learned she was fs girl friend.
She was waiting for us in Czechoslovakia . 1 later learned also
that she was a member of Progressive Labor. It is my recollectic
that

|
Itold us to ignore the United States State

Department official and not to attempt to debate him as he
might attempt to provoke an incident.

I later learned the Czechoslovakian government
thought we were traveling secretly and they did not want to
bring us into Prague. This had come out at a later meeting
and I Imentioned it. Instead of being taken into
Prague we were taken on a 3§ to 4 hour ride to Carlsbad,

At the I I we held a meeting that night
and I I told us we would be taking a Cubana airliner
Saturday and had a full day in Carlsbad.

On the bus ride l
[
discussed ways that

we might be able to enter Cuba legally. He said the
Czechoslovakia government would not stamp our passports and
suggested we might leave them in Czechoslovakia and go on to
Cuba without them. In that way we would not be using our
passports to enter Cuba. I mentioned to| |that this was
something I could not comment on as I was not an attorney and
that there seemed to be some legal question. I I

said it
would not be good to leave our passports in Czechoslovakia.
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On Friday night in Carlsbad we had another meeting
and the Cuban Ambassador to Czechoslovakia showed up along with
the Cuban Consul from Prague, a man from the Cuban Airline,
a representative of the Cuban Travel Association and a
representative of the Cuban Press. After our meeting the
Ambassador informally addressed us and congratulated us on our
courage to go to see Cuba for ourselves A£ter_this he left and
the meeting continued. At this meeting ] |brought up
the idea that we might go to Havana through Moscow. He
thought possibly the Cuban airline going to Havana by way of
Shannon, Ireland and Gander, Newfoundland might be stopped by the
State Department in Gander in spite of the fact It would be
against International law. I Imentloned that if we were
from the "red capitol" it would not make good publicity. The
group seemed to agree and It was decided if we were given any
trouble at Gander we would go back to Prague and go via Moscow
( this would be non-stop).

We left Carlsbad by Cuban airliner flight 477. The
Cuban Ambassador saw us off and I learned this flight was the
last one from Prague to Havana in a week and we had to bump a
number of Cuban students going to Havana from Russia in order to
get on the plane. We landed in Shannon for refueling and stayed
there for about two hours. We took off again and Sunday morning
stopped at Gander. From Gander I made a personal call to GORDON
HALL to advise him of my whereabouts and progress since I had
not been in touch with him for some time.

We arrived at the Havana airport on Sunday morning at
10:30. Upon arrival the group was met by photographers and
newspaper people. We were given a form to fill out (a landing
card) by Cuban officials. My recollection is that this form
called for us to provide information concerning our name and
address and passport number. Previously we had been told not to
show our passports in Cuba and that they would not be asked for.
This form was given back to the Cuban official and we very
quickly went through customs. I noted the inspectors did not
inspect our luggage. I personally filled out the form and no
Cuban official physically examined my passport. It was on my
person at all times.

I recollect now that at the Prague airport we were
handed a visa which was a small separate form which I noticed
was issued from Prague. We were told at Prague that this was the
only document we would be required to show in Cuba. This visa
was taken from us in Havana by the Cuban officials.
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Upon arrival In Havana the group was met by several
photographers and members of the Cuban press who sought
interviews. An unknown individual asked me my name, home
address and school I had attended. This information I gave to
him. We entered two buses and were driven to the I I

|. When we arrived at the hotel we were met by a group
or students from the University of Havana who said they were to
act as our guides. We were all assigned rooms and given meal
tickets which we were told to use for meals at the hotel. That
night we held our first meeting at the hotel where we received an
official welcome from GARRY GONZALES, whom I later learned was
a Commandant in the Cuban Army. He was the man from ICAP. This
is the Cuban Institute for Friendship Among the Peoples which I
later learned was organized to handle visits to Cuba of invited
guests.

We were also welcomed by a representative of the
Federation of University Student a (FEU ) which was the group
which invited us. At this point

|
was acting as

chairman and suggested it might be a good idea to have a
committee to act as liaison between the group and our host s.

Three of the people I remember* on the committee are I

party was held that night.
T
v on
and[_ A welcome

On Monday we were taken on a tour of Havana by bus.
We also took a trip to the University of Havana where we
received an official welcome in the Hall of Martyrs by the
president of FEU. He made a short welcome speech and the group
was asked if they had any questions concerning Cuba. A general
discussion was had concerning international student groups.
I later learned all Cuban students are members of the FEU. One
members is in charge of all gn mrrpsnnndpnp.p . I recall a

made amember of our group, known to me as
statement in effect that racial discrimination m she United
States can breed revolution and that the Cubans should take
advantage of the racial situation in the United States for
propaganda purposes. He continued relative to the fact Negro
ancient history is not being taught in schools and the black
children feel inferior having to study while ancient history
only.

The university was having a Ghana exhibition and in
the front of the room where the exhibition was being held ROBERT
WILLIAMS and his wife were surrounded by groups of students who
had an informal discussion with him. I was not close enough to
hear any of the conversation.

L
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That night we had another meeting chaired hyl I

|
and he discussed our Itinerary and said we were going to

Varadero Beach the next morning. At this meeting some of the
students complained about a planned itinerary during their stay
in Cuba. The next day the group did go to Varadero Beach,
a plush resort, and stayed at the Hotel International. While
at the hotel FIDEL CASTRO appeared and had an informal
discussion with the group during which he said that he had heard
about the objection to the planned itinerary and recommended we
use this and later on we could see what we wanted to and stay as

long as we wanted.

That night at dinner got up and made a
statement relative to our responsibility to be non-political in
talking to the press and making statements which seemed to come
from the group. This was in reference to a telephone call

|

I I received while we were at the Hall of Martyrs from a
newspaper in California. I Iwas asked to make a comment on
the State Department statement that we would be breaking the law
in going to Cuba.

|
|then stated he had told this newspaper

representative that he was not afraid of imperialist threats.
stated statements like this could hurt the whole trip.

We returned to Havana and
told me he thought this whole trip was organized oy progressive’
Labor to give them importance in the United States and he thought
Progressive Labor was controlling the committee. That night

mentioned who some of the Progressive Labor people were
ana the fftct they seemed to be on the committee and leaders. He
mentioned

ana[
~E I later learned in addition to these, other

Progressive Labor people included

T

from the University of North Carqllliall
University of North Carolina and

Tfbbitt the

On July 4, 1963 we attended a rally at the University
of Havana where we heard a two hour speech by the Rector on
American Imperialism, a typical communist propaganda speech
which was roundly applauded.

The group remained in Cuba until August 25 » 1963
although this stay was originally planned to be but thirty days.
The extension of time was caused initially by some students
wanting to stay longer periods and difficulties in arranging
transportation back. During the stay in Cuba the group visited
many factories, schools, state farms, shipyards and historic
points. Sometimes the group went as a complete group and
towards the end the group split into smaller groups.
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At one meeting In Camaguey Province it was brought
up that some of the students were disgusted with going from
school to school, factory to factory, reception to reception
and wanted to return to Havana to visit private projects such
as a trip to an art museum if interested in this type of thing.
As a result of this meeting about fifteen returned to Havana
and it was noted they were accompanied by two who argued
against returning. These people were Progressive Labor and in
my opinion they were acting as chaperones for the group. They
were \ and I L I was in the group
which! I

During the trip many students visited various embassies
such as the Worth Korean. Vugngtav, Chinese, East German and
Russian.

| ladvised me he visited the Chinese
Embassy and the Chinese official wanted to know if our group
would like an invitation to China. Subsequently many of the
other students visited the Chinese Embassy and received much
literature.

During the course of my many weeks in Havana I was
repeatedly appalled by the many anti-American stories and -

Incidents which occurred such as: the singing of the Inter-

Joining in.
mentioned to
United States policy with the Cuban students and[_
were not supposed to since we are all against it.

One day at th<S 9

that I found it
in the elevator, I

told me J

answered we
One time

told him privately to stop
talking like a revolutionary or it would spoil everything.

At Soroa in Pinar Del Rio Province on one occasion early
in the tour a meeting was called to di amiss how to handle? the

, 4 ]

capitalist press.
|

|was chairman.
spoke to the group and mentioned first of all that we were all
members of the committee and what anyone said as an individual
would reflect on the group. He suggested that we have a press
committee to handle all contacts with the press and making press

or
suggested

tne trip to
releases when advisable. Also at this meeting
we ought to have meetings perhaps near the end
discuss what we saw, for example, free press, socialism, etc.
These never came about. Some of the members of the press
committee I recall were I I

~~| andF [7

have people elected to tH
heated debate.

.e committee and s was
was forced to
[one after much
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There was a reception for us in Santiago de Cuba by the town’s
people, at the town hall, where we were welcomed as heroes.
At this reception,

| I,
California, made a request to

make a statement, and very emotionally mentioned how little
we are risking compared to what the martyrs of the Cuban revolution
risked. He felt so bad, since American bullets and American
guns and troops trained by Americans, were used to kill Cubans and
he apoligized. for this.

On July 25 . 1963 the balance of the group returned to Havana, and

1 returned and said our trip would end August 3rd
and we would find, out our definite route later. He also said,
toward the end, during the last week, we would hold one or
more meetings to discuss how to handle the press and House
UnAmerican Activities Committee, and W6 discussed Invitations that
had been informally extended to some of the students to visit East
Germany and China. That night we saw films and heard a lecture by
representatives of the South Vietnam Liberation Front. The film
was a poorly done propaganda film showing fighting against United
States soldiers in South Vietnam and during the course of this
film a United States plane was shot down. Applause came from
the audience, and when MAO TSE TUNG’S picture was shorn, there
was also applause.

On July 27 , 1963 we held a -meeting at which about twenty-five
students were present. read the press statement.
During this meeting it was mentioned that the State Department
was desperate in that we heard that letters had been sent to
all our homes, informing us that they were taking action against
our passports. Also present at this meeting were—

| andf | who said our defense should be on the
basic principle of free travel, stay simple, and our best
defense would be indignant innocence.

On July 28 a discussion took place with ,

Trotskyites, who believed we might have a socialist revolution
by 1973.

Around July 29th I met 1, who told me he thought
the invitation for the trip to China would, never come through,
as the Cubans and

| |
were trying to prevent it.

Some time later we heard about the Associated Press report of
President KENNEDY'S press conference where the matter of the
students came up. This was greeted with great humor, especially
President KENNEDY’S reference to Communists,
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On August 2 we had a meeting at the
the House UnAmerlcan Activities Committee

"

] and
[

(HUAC).

• L

to discuss

]
told about his experiences with HUAC and. said that their

purpose is to intimidate, and that they are a bunch of hacks.
He went into our rights in appearing before HUAC and said they
want information, and that their testimony is reprinted by
others who do their dirty work. We disp.iissfld the .Fifth
Amendment, the legal ramifications, and suggested
that taking the Fifth Amendment wasn*t socially acceptable.
These were merely discussions and we were not given instructions.
It was stressed by| | and|

|
that we would haveHand that we would h

how to handle tJais,
1 !

nothing to hide, and he was not going to take the Fifth
Amendment, as to do so would be an acceptance of guilt. He
said he would not answer questions on individuals, since it
has no legislative use and he would not be an informant.

At this meeting, said that if you take, the Fifth it is not
a good idea. He said he was not going to propose whecher we
do, or do not, It was up to the individuals who may have
personal reasons.

|
|said he does not know of any C.P. members

but there may be, and the best advice was to wait until we get
home.

mentioned oursaid d.on*t underestimate HUAC.
purpose in the trip was to try to break the travel ban, be-
cause as free citizens, we have a right to travel where we
want.

At about this time we also heard that the Cuban government
would arrange to have shipped directly to our homes, any books
or other propaganda that we wanted to bring back to the United
States, because if we brought it back with us It might be
confiscated.. We could put this material in a box and they
would arrange to have It sent to our address.

By this time I realized that approximately twenty-five of the
students were from the San Francisco area and the San Francisco
group met and a Continuation Committee was established for the
purpose of keeping the issue of the travel ban before the public
and also to add other students who might be interested in
going. All of this would be arranged through

|

and
|
.

At one of the meetings around August 10, a Continuation
Committee was formed to help other students to get to Cuba
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individuals were
be

I,
who would b6 handling

Boston, as he would, be a student at Brandeis
University: l~ L California.

[, Michigan, I

'

~1«

California.! L New York,

New YorkTT
L California.

California.

1 New York.
P

J
and. t

On August 11, 1963, [ said that in view of the
President's press conference, that it should be explained to
us a little bit about the background of the trip - how it
came about, the role that Progressive Labor played, and so
forth. As I recall, the trip was started like this: One
night at a party, [ ]and
thought it would be a good idea to visit Cuba, as they
a lot of American stories were slanted.,

with other people including

thought
This was discussed

land they formed the
Ad Hoc Permanent Student Committee for Travel to Cuba. I

for passports, to the
was about a year ago.

and
[

State Department,rrui were denied. This

1

and

issued a statement that they were interested in going to Cuba
and any interested students should correspond with them. They
received approximately 210 inquiries, however, the State De-
partment issued a statement saying it would be contrary to
United States law, so this was cut to 60 people. At this
tim6 the Committee received an official invitation from the
P.E.U. of Cuba to be their guests, and

|
|went to

Cuba during February and. March 1963 to meet with F.E .U. and
discuss the trip. Then the Permanent Student Committee for
Travel to Cuba (PSCTC) was formed., and he explained how funds
were raised, for the Committee! s work, by parties, lectures,
and films on Cuba.

and
talked about the HUAC appearance of

in relation to the trip. He started by

saying that the three individuals had. subpoenaes out for them,

but that he had avoided service and hence did not have to

appear. He said, there was disagreement between the three, on

how to handle HUAC testimony
and, answering all questions and[

believed, in being open,

^ ___
Jagreed with him, but

did not want to cooperate in any way, and
|

~| said

he took the Fifth on everything.

On Monday, August 19th the group had. a conference to dis-

cuss what we would do on our arrival in New York, with respect

to Immigration, Health, and Customs officials. At this meeting
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mentioned E.C.L.C. might be interested in taking our
case, and. requested authorization from the group to send a
telegram merely saying we would be interested and desired more
details.

On Wednesday, August 21, gave a short discussion on
E.C.L.C,, its background, the fact that it has fought very
much with the House Committee, and mentioned that A.C.L.U.
would probably only take our case on an appeal basis, whereas
E.C.L.C. would, handle from the beginning. He also mentioned
that the Chief Counsel for E.C.L.C ,, was Hr. BOUDIN, who also
represents the Cuban government, however, he did not think that
this would be harmful and if it was, there would be another
counsel from E.C.L.C. He said E.C.L.C. would take the case
without any fee, however, there would be a minimum of
approximately $6,000.00 for expenses. I

[
mentioned that

Defense Committees would be formed and that each of us
would be out giving lectures on our own, probably, and would,
have to raise $100,00 each. He did not think that was too
much money and we agreed to have E.C.L.C, as our counsel.

At this meeting wa also discussed possible participation
in the March on Washington, one of the "black
nationalists" suggested it would oe important, since the white
racists in Congress do not want the black man to see what a
progressive government can do against racial discrimination.
There was much discussion on whether those members of the
group who would be going on the march, could go as representatives
of the group. I L in effeot, among other things
said that the Venezuelan P.A.L.N. planned, to blow up a few
things in Venezuela, in honor of the March on Washington,

said not to talk about those things. At the meeting
also said that a film was made of our whole tour,

anu an attempt would be made to get it into the country,
probably by smuggling it, and we could use the film to raise
money, and if the film was confiscated., there would be another
test case.

On August 21. 1963

c ], and[
told me that he knew

knew our travel plans, annodgh
the rest of the group did not know them, and that our route
home would not be through Czechoslovakia. During meetings
toward the end. of the tour it was mentioned that the State
Department was taking action to make it difficult for the group
to return home.

At the Thursday, August 22nd meeting, who had

L
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become angry about the group *s hesitancy to participate in
the March on Washington, said to L

MHow come you
and

| |
were looking for Negroes on the West Coast

to participate on this student trip to Cuba?” I do not re-
call |^^|rS reply to this question.

On August 23rd. ire had a meeting with Mr, MAZZOLA, head of
I.C.A.P. At this meeting we were to disouss what they were
doing to get us home, and also the Continuation Committee would
be there to discuss plans for future trips. Following this
discussion, all members of the group left except the Con-
tinuation Committee members who were to discuss plans for
future trips to Cuba, At this time I recall that previously,

went skin diying with two nthey members of our
and FIDEL CASTRO,

Lying 1

land [

when
group, namely
FIDEL mentioned that if the United States Government tried to
prosecute us, it would be a good idea to have 200 more students
come on down.

Mr, MAZZOLA, of I,C,A,P., mentioned the importance of our trip
and future trips and the fact that the United States was
trying to impose travel bans by other countries in Latin
America, in going to Cuba, but if the United States could not
enforce its own travel ban and it was broken, then the United.
States could not expect other countries to have a travel ban,

I recall that some unidentified, member of the committee in-
quired of MAZZOLA as to how many students I.C.A.P, could,
handle, and when they could come down to Cuba. MAZZOLA said
they could take 2.000 bv the first of next year. Then, I be-
lieve mentioned that the group may have
come to Cuba on a legal loophole and Congress might try to
plug this quickly, and then he asked oould they take a smaller
group quicker, MAZZOLA said this could be done, within two
months

.

Saturday morning, August 2l|., 1963 another meeting was held,
at which

|
| read a press statement, which all agreed

on, which was to be given to the Cuban press and the American
press. I 1 also spoke in greater detail regarding
his HUAC testimony. At this same meeting we were told we
were all leaving together for home, by Iberian Airlines, via
Madrid, Spain, We were driven to the airport, where we filled
out a card giving our name, address and. passport number; the
card was left with the Cuban officials and we boarded the
plane, which first stopped at Bermuda for refueling purposes.

In view of the fact that this trip had. been a much longer period
than I had anticipated, and for business reasons, I decided

L
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to make a telephone call to Mr. GORDON HALL, for Information
as to howl ~1

Mew York City
| E At the airport

I surrendered my passport to a representative of the State
Department, upon his request. I had taken ten rolls of

35 ram. still films during ray trip, most of them in Cuba. I

voluntarily gave these to a representative of the FBI. I

willingly give permission to the FBI to retain the negatives
of the pictures I took.

I am willing to be a witness on behalf of the United States
Government, in any official proceeding in which my testimony
would be desired..

The following individuals are known to me to have been
participants in the trip to Cuba, described above:

1. L from New York, member. Progressive Labor,

2. ,
from New York, member, Progressive Labor,

3. I, from New York, Progressive Labor.

!(..
,
from New York.

5. , from the south. Progressive Labor.

6. ,
from Atlanta, Georgia, Progressive Labor.

7. , from North Carolina, Progressive Labor.

8. , from North Carolina, Progressive Labor,

9. , from N6w York City, Progressive Labor but
1 says he resigned.

10. ,
from California.

11. , from Munroe, N. C,

12. , Harvard University.

13.1 L from New York, E.C.L.C. employee.
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18.

34 .

15 .

16 .

17 .

18 .

19 .

20 .

21 .

22 .

23 .

24 .

25 .

26 .

27 .

28.

29 .

30 .

31 .

32 .

33 .

3k •

35 .

36 .

, from California,

],
from Long Beach, New York.

],
from California.

|
,
from Detroit.

, from Connecticut.

1 Afro-American Assn,

, Progressive Labor

,
from California.

, from California,

, from Texas.

,
from New York State.

HECTOR WARREN HILL (deceased), from New York State.

\
from California.

, from California.

, from Detroit.

I, from California.

, from California,

37 .

bb
b7C

\9
from California
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38 .

39 .

40 .

j, from New York City,

L from Boston.

41. , from California.

42. , from California.

43. CLINTON JENCKS, (I believe from California)

44-

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

59.

J,
from North Carolina,

\ from North Carolina.

L from California.

L from Wilmington, Ind,

|,
from New York City,

^ from California.

, from New Jersey,

, from New York City. Progressive Labor.

|,
from Califomia.

L from California,

1. from California

J,
from New York

L from Boston.
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of an FD 302 , reflecting interview of

|

at Boston on 63 .
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For the information of the Bureau and interested offices,
is being extensively interviewed in the

Boston Office. He was a participant in the trip made by the
above committee and

returned to the united states. Be is cooperating
completely with the Bureau, and has stated that he is willing
to be a witness for the Government in any official proceeding
which might arise.

|
has already received subpoenaes to appear before the

HCUA and a Judiciary Committee of the U. S. House of Representa-
tives.

The Bureau and interested offices will be furnished, the results
of continuing interviews.
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After talking on the telephone with I I
on

]I discussed the matter of taking the trip, with

b6
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GORDON HALL. At this time we discussed the previous meetings
with government officials in the Department of State, the
P.B.I., and C.I.A., and the fact that while each said that
they would like to see me when I got back, none could give
me official permission to go. At this time, I thought from my
point of view it might be very important to go, because
I would be ' able to perhaps counteract what some of the
students might say when they returned to the United States. It
was my belief that the type of student who would travel to
Cuba in defiance of the United States Government certainly did
not sound like the type of student who could be objective about
Cuba. I was aware of the physical danger of a trip such as
this. However, I remembered President KENNEDY*S words -
KAsk not what your country can do for you, but what you can
do for your country,” and since I could spare one month of time,
I felt I should go and not only try to get information on
Cuba, but also on what the students would be doing there.

I at no time have ever had any sympathy with the current
Cuban government, knowing full well as!

'

I might some day have to fight Cuba. L

In my discussion with Mr. HALL, he pointed out to me
the risks involved in a trip such as this, such as misinterpreta-
tion of my motive for going, and possible injury to my reputation.
In spite of all this I felt that it would be valuable to my
country to make this trip, in the role of an investigator,
knowing that upon my return I would make available to government
agencies, all and any Information which I was able to pick up
and possibly record during the trip, I have always regarded
any Communist or Communist sympathizer as a sworn enemy of our
system of free democratic government. After due consideration
of all of these things that I have mentioned, I decided to make
the trip, and the decision was mine.

.As I have previously said, I sent $10.00 to
|

| with my application form, as a deposit, and upon
arrival in New York City, paid $90.00 more to •

This $100.00, I had been previously advised, would cover me
expenses of making the trip, which included airplane fare and
board and room. This $100.00 was my own personal money and I
never paid any more personal money In furtherance of the trip.
While in Cuba I did spend some personal funds for taxi fares,
entertainment, and personal incidentals.
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With the exception of the $100,00 which was paid by
each member who was to travel, the remainder of the expenses
were to be paid by the Federation of University Students, which
is an organization of all Cuban university students. This in-
formation was furnished me in a letter dated April 20, 19&3»
from I

I recall that during the latter part of our stay in
Cuba, some members of the group found themselves without funds
and GARY GONZALES , the I eC.A.P. representative, went arourid and
gave ten pesos ($10,00) to those students who were ‘'broke." It
is my recollection that a large percentage of the members of
the group accepted this offer. The offer was personally made
to me by Mr, GONZALES, I had sufficient personal funds to meet
my own needs, so I refused the offer, I Hheard
~

I state that he refused the money because he
thought the Cuban Revolution needed the money more than he did.
Mr.

I

tive,
next

|
'XU UIU.O u

who sent
w VUV AO Ow

It out on
day
fV 0 - - a

fcol.d me th&t|
riAw. Via/? a- *1

|
said tol

and asked why he

had heard from New

- ’You’ve got a big mouth, haven’t
to tell it t<

believed the information had come tz

were only a few people present when 3
spapers . He
because there
de the statement.

During several of the meetings, , who I
knew to be an employee of E.C.L.C., had been m contact with
a Mr.

| |
in New York, whom I understood was one of the

leaders of E.C .L.C

.

I noticed in Paris . when we were boarding the bus
from the airport, that paid the driver, for the group.

On the day before we left Cuba, during our meeting
with GERALD MAZZOLA, the head of I.C.A.F. (Instituto Cubano
De Amistad Con Los Pueblos), he mentioned to the Continuation
Committee which was there to discuss future trips by students
visiting Cuba, that we might try to have the students pay their
own fare the next time, since it didn’t look good for the Cuban
government to be paying it.

At one point during one of our many meetings toward
the end of our trip, I Imentioned to

| l who
was chairing the meeting, that he had a list of twenty students
who did not want to return directly to the United States.
This was discussed by the group, from the point of view of
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publicity, the fact that we should all return together, and
made.responsibilities to the Cubans, a point whichl

himself. It was brought out that if some individuals wanted
to stay in Cuba or go on to a different country, they would need
to get permission of I.C.A..P. and the Foreign Ministry, and

I I
asked l Ilf he would get this permission

from the Foreign Ministry,
|

| answered emphatically
that he does not talk with tne foreign Ministry, but only with
F.EoU. or I.C.A.P.

During my tour of Cuba, I and other members of the
group visited the different provinces of Cuba and we stopped
and saw numerous schools, factories, state farms, and ship-
yards . These sight seeing trips were conducted by I.C.A.P.,
and we were accompanied by Cuban guides, I noticed throughout
the country, many posters on the sides of buildings and on
fences, portraying the Birmingham, Alabama incident where
dogs were used in police work, against Negroes, Another
poster bore the words "Cuba is Not Alone" and portrayed a
Cuban, with a Chinese soldier and a Russian soldier in back of
him. Another poster bore the words "Cuba is Not the Congo"
and this portrayed a picture of PATRICE LUMUMBA when he was
captured, I noticed many other larger billboards depicting
what was alleged to be the defeat of the *Yankee imperialists*
at the Bay of Pigs, These posters were sighted all over Cuba,
including Inside school buildings. There were pictures of
KHRUSHCHEV, MARX, LENIN and CASTRO portrayed all over Cuba.
I noticed many posters of FIDEL CASTRO with wording at the bottom
of them indicating the Union of Young Communists had erected
them.

I also observed a poster within a school building,
on July £, stating that the American July Fourth was an
hypocrisy because numerous American Negroes were still not
free.

In conversation with many of the Cuban students, they
told me it was considered to be an honor to be a member of
the Union of Young Communists, and only the best students were
admitted. I was told by an adult organizer for the Union of
Young Communists that there were 80,000 members of that
organization and that they only take the best students, and
only the best workers could become Communists. This organizer
said that within ten years, Cuba would be invincible, because
of their training of the best, to be Communists. I met this
organizer during a reception for the students on the tour, at
the Grand Hotel, in Camaguey, where he had stopped while on the
way to do organization work in Santiago. I do not recall this
organizer *s name.

tr

tr
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During most of my trip in Cuba I was able to
converse with English speaking people as well as many
Cubans who spoke very little English and after a while I

was able to pick up a few Spanish sentences so felt I was
able to communicate properly.

At the beginning of the trip from New York to
Czechoslovakia I sent my notes concerning what was happening
on the trip in letter form to GORDON HALL. He has retained
these letters. When I arrived In Cuba I kept up a day by
day account of the journey, what we saw, who we met and
activities and statements of the group. I did this in the
form of handwritten notes in small notebooks. I made these
notes openly and at no time did any member of the committee
question me concerning my making a record of events inasmuch
as most of the group also took notes with the thought of
eventually writing magazine articles when they returned to
the States.

I carried with me on the trip a personal camera
which was a 35 mrn Zeiss camera. I was unable to take
pictures until we got to Cuba because I 1

however, in Cuba 1 noticed most of the other students taking
pictures and I was able to Join In. We were allowed to take
pictures freely throughout Cuba except on a visit to a
military air field and at two factories which were visited

j

one a brand new screw and bolt factory in Santiago and the
other factory was an appliance factory which made electrical
appliances, I did not personally visit this latter factory.
In addition when I hired a ferry and asked to be taken to
see where the battleship Maine went down in Havana Harbor I
was told I could photograph anything except naval facilities on
the waterfront.

I also remember visiting the docks in Havana and we
entered an area where they were unloading ships. I introduced
myself as one of the American students and asked permission to
walk around where they were unloading. Several telephone
calls were made by this individual who apparently was a guard
and he said he would be glad to show me and three other
students around. He told me I could ask any questions, however,
could not photograph any of the unloading

My telephone calls from Cuba to the United States had
to be made collect and I called GORDON HALL and my business
partner several times. I generally had to wait from i hour
to several hours before getting a connection. I learned from
conversations with the Cubans that it is very difficult for them
to make such calls to the United States, but apparently there
was no objection to Americans making such calls, particularly
from

|
| where we were staying.
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I had no Idea as to whether or not my telephone
calls were monitored. However,[~

~

Vice Consul, with whom I became
1-

calling his home from[
as the phones were tapped.

frlehdly , warned me in

—

II should be discreet

| |
a representative of the Associated

Press whom I had met, also told me that he thought his
telephone was tapped and his office watched by the Cuban
secret police.

I also sent several telegrams via Cuba Radio from
to Gordon Hall and my business partner.

These were expensive and cost more than telephone calls.

I told me that he had made friends
with a woman called Mrs. I lat the Cuban Radio office and
that she was in charge of sending cables to the United States.
Through this contact I was able to send many cables without
charge. I 1 said that she, Mrs. I ~l also told him that
she could send cables to the United States without anyone
knowing about them.

While in Cuba I sent several letters to friends in
the United States. These letters were social in nature.
Postage rate was 13^ airmail, and I have no knowledge as to
whether or not they were subject to censorship.

During the course of the trip which Included visits
to most of the communist countries* embassies in Havana a
lot of literature was collected. In addition the Cuban
government supplied us with much propaganda material. The
government official told us this all might be confiscated,
especially the Chinese and Cuban material, so that if we put
all this material in a box and put any United States address
on the box the Cuban government would see to It that we
received this in the United States. The actual method in
which this delivery would be made was not outlined. However,
I recall specifically the case of I I of New York
City. He had collected tapes of our meetings with
revolutionaries and press conferences which our group had with
the Cuban and foreign press, and this material was placed in a
box with the instructions that it was to be sent

fr
o the Cuban

Embassy or Consulate in Canada where

|

up to and retrieve it.
would drive

In addition & movie was m&de of the
trip by an agency of the Cuban government, ICAC, a cultural
bureau of the Cuban government. At the end of our trip this
was not ready and mentioned It might be smuggled
into the United States and any of us could use it In
connection with any lectures we might make in the United States
in connection with our trip. Also, a collection of photo-
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graphs taken by the Cuban government of all the places of
Interest we visited had been collected and each of us was
eventually to receive an album containing these pictures as
a record of our trip, however, since there was a shortage
of photographic paper I I mentioned we would have
to pay for the paper and have it sent to Cuba. I didn't know
how this paper was to be sent since specific instructions were
not given.

In regard to members of the group who were members
^if_Erogressive Labor, it seems after one of the meetings
I |

mentioned that it would be explained to the group tEe
role of Progressive Labor in organizing this trip. At one of
the later meetings

| | asked all members of the Progressive
Labor to stand up so that they could be seen by the balance of
the group. Prom their standing up I was able to confirm my
suspicions of some of the members. I recall that those who
stood up were as follows:

There may have been others but I do not recall them
at this time.

On one bus ride I sat next to
|

land he
tola me about some of the "leftist" groups at CCNY. He talked
about a Maoist group called Asian Study Group. He also
mentioned Workers World and an organization called Youth
Against War and Fascism. He mentioned one of these three
groups was purchasing guns but did not furnish any details
as to where, why or for whom.

On August 2, 1963 we had a meeting to discuss HUAC
and the FBI which was held in the International Salon of the

[ I
|
and I were

the speakers. Either
|

5F| |talked about "rights with
the FBI" and persecution we can expect from them.

The following are some of the statements I recall
that were made by either |or| [ I am unable to state
specifically which statement was made by which individual.
These statements I have recorded in my personal notes which
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were made quite openly at the meeting Inasmuch as other
members of the group were also taking notes.

"We can expect persecution from them (FBI) when we
return.

"

"They are not subtle."

"Physical Intimidation."

He listed the rights the students had in talking
to the FBI:

"They were under no compulsion to speak to them."

"No arrest can be made without a warrant."

"No such thing as off the record talk, if FBI Agents
invite you to enter their car."

"If you don’t want to talk to them, don’t."

"If you do decide to speak, take notes and get names."

"Ask them to write questions down."

" If you are a woman and they bother you on the street
scream, don’t touch them (physically).

The person who made the above statements then
qualified them by stating they were only suggestions. He
continued we should not let FBI in without a search warrant
and said we could request they return when our lawyer was
present.

I specifically recall
|

|said if anyone walks
into your home without a warrant they can be shot and this
brought laughter from the group. He said it must be specified
on the search warrant what they are looking for. Suggested if
we did have dope to get rid of it. (I have no information
that any member^ of this group were using or had dope, however,

mentioned that some of the group were smoking
1 He said your best defense is your innocence.reerers.
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At the meeting
| |

also spoke
concerning his appearance before HUAC to give us the benefit
of his experience. He stated that the purpose of HUAC was
to intimidate individuals and that the members of the committee
were a bunch of hacks. He said you are a captive when
appearing before them. With regard to subpoenaes he said that
you cannot deny that you are the person named in the subpoena
if the man serving it asks if you are the person so named.
However, if you do not answer the door it is okay for another
person not to say where you are. This must be served in
person. Members try to make you feel guilty. It is a free
for all. They want Information, and the testimony then can
be taken to your business, neighbors, etc. so as to exert
social and financial pressure. They want information on other
individuals so they can harass them.

He then made an explanation as to methods of using
the 5th Amendment while being questioned which was confusing
to me. He also stated to take as much time as you want to
answer questions. He cited the story of PAUL ROBESON’S
testimony before the HUAC and stated when ROBESON was asked
if he was a communist he answered with a long speech on United
States foreign policy. He said the best defense is a good
offense, without stating what the offense should be.

Isaid he had nothing to hide when he appeared
before HUAC therefore did not take the 5th Amendment as to
take the 5th Amendment might be interpreted as as "acceptance"
of guilt. He further stated questions on individuals had no
legislative use so he did not name names.

At no time day anybody ask me as to what organizations
I belonged, if any. In conversations with the members of the
group I simply told them I was a pharmacist by profession and
that I was making the tour to find out the truth about Cuba
and to see If newspaper accounts were correct regarding life
in Cuba.

At no time did any progressive Labor individual
making the trip solicit me to join the organization or to do
anything on their behalf when I returned home. However, I
volunteered to be a member of the Continuation Committee
which was going to arrange for future student trips to Cuba
as I wanted to find out what future plans were for planning
future student trips to Cuba. I thought it Important to
find out specific information on how future trips were to be
arranged by this committee and the Cuban government.
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I never intended to actively assist in any of the functions
or work of this committee after I returned home.

While in Cuba I made it a point to notice the
weapons which were being carried by the Cuban soldiers and
militia. I noticed that the militia were using World War II
8 mm German Mauser rifles which I was told by

|

had been found in the Batista arsenal and sent to East
Germany for reconditioning. I also noticed that the embassies
and other important buildings were guarded by Cuban soldiers
with Czechoslovakia machine guns. This model came with a
metal stock and occasionally had a wooden stock. I was able
to ascertain this information by asking about the weapons from
people who carried them. I I also told me that
the official sidearm of the Cuban army was the P 38 , a German
pistol which had been supplied by East Germany. He said
these were rebuilt World War II models. In addition, he told
me that all officers will be armed with the new 20 shot
Russian automatic pistol which he said used a gelatine like
cartridge and removable shoulder stock. I noticed on some
occasions some of the Cuban soldiers also had the new PN rifle
which I I again told me was the official rifle of
the Cuban Army.

During a visit to an airfield where many pilots
were being commissioned, I noticed they were being issued
new pistols. I asked one of the pilots what these were and
he told me that these pistols were the official arm of the
Cuban Air Force pilots. These were Chinese pistols which
looked like the .32 Browning Colt or Automatic with exposed
hammer. These were in tan holsters.

I also noticed many of the officers did not wear
their rank, including

| |
who wore no ran|; but

told me he was a Commandant . This was also noted of the
Cuban pilots recognized as officers because they wore wings
on their shirt, but no bars. I asked why they did not wear
their rank and was told they did not want to take advantage
of It.

During a visit to the Granmar State Farm which is
where FIDEL CASTRO landed originally, I noticed an armed guard
where we were which was near the water. He was armed with
a Russian World War II machine gun which I recognized from
photographs I had previously seen. (I noticed a number of
these throughout the island used by Cuban soldiers guarding
buildings.) I noticed his sidearm was in a very large
canvas holster and looked odd. I went over and asked the
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guard if that was one of the new 20 shot Russian pistols.
He said it was not but was rather one of the new Russian gas
guns. In further conversation he told me that this was a
paralyzing pistol and that he was not allowed to take it out
of the holster to show it to me. However, he did raise the
flap of the holster and the exposed section of the pistol
looked like the back of a P 38. He told me upon further
questioning that he had two cartridges for the pistol j that
It uses a cylinder and that he was able to paralyze a man at
150 meters which he said was about a block and a half.

be
b7C

The information furnished me by relative
to weapons was given on various occasions during guided tours
mainly because we had a common interest in these things.

The guard said that each shot was capable of
paralyzing four or five people and would last for \ hour.
Several days later I asked I I about this as
when I described this to other Cuban soldiers they were
skeptical such a weapon existed. One explained he was an
arms expert and never heard- of this. I asked

| I
if he

were pulling my leg and he said no and that the guard should
never have told me as much as he did about the weapon, and
further that the guard was a member of the land coast guard.

Another weapon I noticed which was used by Cuban
soldiers to guard seemingly unimportant areas such as a
fishing village was a Czechoslovakia carbine called the R-2,
7.62 mm which had a folding bayonet. I was told by

]that previously most of the militia men used
1

automatic weapons, but now it was prevalent to give them an
R-2 or a Mauser.

I noticed on the ride to the East Havana housing
project that there were seven Russian trucks with canvas
covers passing us and I was told by one of the Cuban guards
In the militia that he was told these trucks carried the
Russian Kadruska rockets.

I was told by a member of the militia that sidearms
worn by militia members belonged to them and I noticed every
conceivable type of pistol worn by these people.

On the same ride to the East Havana housing project
and before arriving there I noticed on the right hand side--

of the road - with the ocean on my left - a number of anti-
aircraft and cannons pointed skywards.
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I noticed, mainly on Saturdays and Sundays, truck
loads of Russians. They were riding on the hack of
standard three or four ton military trucks. The Russians
were sitting on the back of the trucks. They wore civilian
clothes, however, there was a degree of sameness in their
sports dress. They appeared to be between 18 and 23 years
of age. I asked my guide who they were and he told me they
were Russian technicians. I also saw many Russian Tourists
at the hotel as well as throughout Havana. I was told by
my guide these were part of a tourist exchange between Russia
and Cuba.

On visits to the interior of Cuba I noticed usually
one to three Russian or Czechoslovakian agricultural experts
on the state farms. In addition, when we visited a new factory
which was a gift from Russia, I noticed there were a number
of Russians supervising the construction and the erection of
the machinery.

In_oonversation with
, he told me that he thought the young looking

Russians 1 noticed riding in trucks were used at the ground
to air missile site as guards. He also mentioned the
Russians unloaded their own freight at the docks and that
these young Russians were used for this.

One morning I was invited by , along
with other members of the group, to visit an airfield where
her I I had offered to take us.
Along with

| I I visited the airfield in Havana
which was part of the old Camp Columbia. This was not the main
airfield at Camp Columbia. When we arrived at the airfield we
watched graduation ceremonies for Cuban pilots and mechanics.
I noticed all air force personnel were wearing the standard
dark green fatigue uniform also worn by the Cuban army. It

was not clear just who was graduating as I was told not only
pilots but mechanics were receiving their wings or pins.
However, the Cuban air force pilot who was our guide mentioned
they were graduating the first Cuban pilots trained entirely in
Cuba, and I believe the total number of people receiving
pins and diplomas was 58 of which 15 i?ere pilots.

Next we walked to the airfield where we were shown
different types of airplanes. I asked our guide where all
the MIGS were as I only noticed one airplane which appeared
to be a MIG, but was covered with canvas. He said most of the
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Cuban MIG planes were kept under ground and other places
and did not tell me what model or make was on the field.
This field was one which received several bombs two days
prior to the Bay of Pigs Invasion.

On the field I noticed 19 new Czechoslovakian
training master airplanes which I was told were the initial
craft the Cuban pilots were trained with. These were yellow,
however, four or five were silver. I was told these were the
best acrobatic planes in the world, I also was shown the
United States airplane which had been stolen from the U. S.

Air Force and taken to Cuba. In another hangar I noted four
dual engine Czechoslovakian planes which looked like the
Beechcraft

.

Our guide told us the Cubans had all the MIG models
including the latest models, 19 and 21. Also on the field I
saw three crop duster planes marked INRA on the side which I
was told when not used for crop dusting could hold twelve
paratroopers.

Also on the field was a H 30 helicopter and a number
of brown transport planes, many of which I was told were just
lying there not in operating condition due to lack of spare
parts. When I looked at the helicopter I was told the Cubans
start training helicopter pilots in two months. I was not
allowed to take pictures at the airfield.

At another time in Havana I visited the docks
specifically where the Elcoubre freighted had exploded several
years ago. Where this ship went down there was a large sign
proclaiming this was the spot. Inasmuch as there were no
ships unloading we visited another section of the wharf which
I was told was the Juan Manual Diaz Wharf Line . I

I
told the guard that we

were members of the American student delegation and asked if we
could visit the dock. The guard checked with his superiors and
they told us we could visit the dock, ask questions, however,
could not use our cameras and could not board any of the
freighters unless we got a boarding pass which was easily
obtained from customs.

An employee of the wharf then told us that there were
940 men employed at the dock and that they had less mechanical
equipment now but were breaking all unloading records. He
told me they previously had three floating cranes but now had
only two which were mounted on a railroad. Previously they had
43 lift trucks and now had only 12. Previously they had 45
tow cars and now had 15. Previously they had 1050 platforms
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and now had only 250. When asked why they had less equipment
I was told now when a piece of machinery breaks down it is
necessary to put it aside as they have no spare parts to
repdr them. They do have some machine shops fabricating
parts but this is a slow process. He said in spite of this
where they previously unloaded 15,000 to 24,000 tons per
month they now average 34,000 tons. This was due to higher
morale and more ships. He said they worked a twelve hour run
with two six hour shifts. I was also told the 100 ton crane
at the Elcoubre dock was capable of being moved to any of the
docks when necessary.

While at the dock I noticed the new Cuban freighter
which was one of the three large ocean going freighters
which the Cuban merchant marine consisted of. I do not
remember if this one was Polish or East German.

I noticed the East Breeze, a British Freighter of
the Hong Kong line unloading. I was told by our guide this
had come from China and had unloaded 96,000 bags (6l kilos
per bag) of rice. Our guide said they were bringing in a let
of rice from China and I believe he mentioned a quarter of a
million bags were brought in the past few months. Our guide
also mentioned frozen duck and fruit was imported from China,

While on the dock I noticed a big pile of garlic
which I was told was part of a load of 40,000 bags from Egypt
brought in on a Lebanese freighter. Another freighter I
noticed at the dock was the Lord Gladstone and other British
ships I was told unloading rice were the Ocean Tramp and the
West Breeze. The guide said usually 17 or 18 ships are being
unloaded all the time and that this particular dock had 28
spaces and there were seven other wharfs similar to this one.
Later that afternoon I took a ferry ride in the harbor and
noticed many Russian freighters as well as Polish and East
German. I noticed one of the freighters had its deck loaded
with buses and another one loaded with trucks. I took many
photographs on the ferry ride.

At the
|

I gift shop I met|
a Cuban national, who while not sympathetic to the regime felt
too old to leave. He told me his son was a doctor and a
Lieutenant in the Cuban army and his son mentioned to him that
it was difficult to train Cubans to fly the MIG 21 and there
were Russian pilots flying them around Cuba.
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I never saw a Russian In military uniform. I
also noticed that there were many Russian Jeeps which were
used by-the various Cuban government agencies both military
and non-military and that a lot of the jeeps were driven by
Russians and contained two or three Russians.

„.I was told by
I I, a French

journalist on assignment from the New York Herald-Tribune,
that he had been told there was a section of Havana called
Little Moscow which was reserved entirely for Russians although
you could enter as a guest of the Russians. This area was
supposed to contain a Russian restaurant and two brothels
just for Russians. This area he said he was told was being
gustded by the militia. I never saw this area.

At the Hotel Riviera one of the delegations invited
for the July 26th celebration was the Venezuelan FALN, which
delegations were identified as such and they also passed out
literature -clearly identifying themselves. In addition there
was about twelve members of a delegation described as a
South Vietnam National Liberation Front. These people showed
us a film and gave us much literature. The South Vietnam
people had a large literature table which Included many
propaganda pictures depicting war in Vietnam as well as a copy
of the petition whichwas the open. letter to President KENNEDY
to sfopthe war in Vietnam carried in the American press.

While we were there I noticed a large delegation of
approximately 20 to 25 Algerian military officers who were in
uniform and who had also arrived to take part In the July 26th
celebration.

The only Chinese uniformed military personal saw
were those In attendance at the July 26th celebration held
on the evening of July 25th for the diplomatic corps as well
as foreign delegates at the ICAP building. There were
approximately a half dozen Chinese officers, apparently high
ranking in white uniforms, red shoulder boards with gold.

One of our guides was I |whose
address was

| I, Havana. He requested that
I send him news clippings and magazine articles concerning
Cuba. Although I told him I would do this I did not intend
to do so.

Other than this no requests were made of me by any
Cubans during our tour.
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16.

r

During our visits to schools, addresses were
exhanged with the students by members of the touring group.
I furnished my address to several individuals and recorded
names and addresses of several Cuban students I met.

bo
b7C
b7D

I can recall sitting in the lobby of I

~1
I lwhen I was approached by somebody whom I believed
to be an American who asked if I wished to participate in a
round table discussion on a Cuban radio program. I answered
that if I participated they would not play it on the radio.

In reference to radio programs I can recall
L who accompanied us on part of the tour, telling me

he worked for the Cuban government radio and he was collecting
material for radio broadcasts, I I told me he was
an American citizen and I noticed he was wearing a Cuban
military uniform. When I commented on this he showed me his
military identification card and stated that many of the
Americans now living in Cuba are members of the military.
He did not furnish any names of other Americans.

I later learned that in reference to the round
table discussion that several of the students did participate,
but I do not know who.

Our first introduction to the Cuban press came when
we stepped off the airplane at Havana and we were approached
by a large number of Cuban reporters who asked us our names,
schools and comments on Cuba, the revolution and what we
thought of FIDEL CASTRO. Many photographs were taken at the
airport. Many of the students did make quotes for the
Cuban newspapers. There were no formal press releases on our
arrival, or press conferences.

Throughout the tour we were always accompanied by a
number of Cuban photographers, cameramen and reporters ranging
in number from 4 to 15. In addition many of the students were
interviewed by the Cuban press.

In Santiago, Cuba following an official reception
years of
1

by the town officials, a girl named
age and who accompanied us on the trip, identiriea herself as
a reporter for the communist newspaper Hoy and attempted to
solicit from me comments on my feelings on the Cuban revolution
after having met some of the mothers who lost sons In the
revolution. Since I did not desire to have my name appear in
the newspapers I dismissed her with some innocuous statement
that it was an emotional situation and tore my heart to see
a mother lose a son.
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One day while waiting for a bus near the Hotel
Riviera I was approached by I I

'

who asked if I were one of the American students. When I
responded in the affirmative he said he wanted to talk to
me and make sure I knew the truth about Cuba. We walked to
a park bench where we had approximately an hour conversation
in which he told me the conditions under which he is living
with his sister, mother and father in Havana. During this
conversation he criticized the Cuban government and living
conditions and intimated that hi 3 life was In danger by even
talking to me. After the conversation

! l
asked if I would

like to come to his house to meet his family. JMs I did and
went to

| |
Havana where

I met his family. We spoke for several hours about conditions
in Cuba.

I was very much impressed with
| l

and his younger
sister who while they were of school age did not attend the
state schools as they were devout Catholics and they feared the
Marxist students.

In discussions with| |l learned that he
desired to go to the United States, as well as other members
of his family. He explained he could not do this inasmuch
as he did not have the American dollars which are needed to
purchase airline tickets to the United States. I offered to
pay passage for him to the United States if he did request
it of me.

When I wrote
|

|name down in
ray notes he appeared very scared and warned me if the
government ever found out he had been talking like this to a
foreigner his life and his family would be in danger. I
would therefore like to respectfully request that his name
not be made public.

After about the third or fourth visit to the
home I asked

| I
if I could ask a favor of him.

Inasmuch as I was leaving on a tour of the provinces of Cuba
with the students and would not be able to obtain the newspapers
issued during my absence I asked if he would obtain news
clippings from the papers Concerning the trip. This I I

agreed to do and on my return to Havana he supplied me with
numerous clippings from the newspapers. When I returned I 1

told me thatl I Con-
cerning the Santiago visit but he did not have a copy of this
newspaper.

also told me that he has seen a film of one of
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our visits on television which included me.

I added the newspapers I received from| to
my already large collection of newspaper clippings concerning
the activities of our group in Cuba. I have retained these
newspaper clippings.

During one of our many meetings at the Hotel
Riviera after the death of HECTOR WARREN HILL we were
addressed after the meeting by| '

I
and

I arrived at the Hotel Riviera as one or tne
newsmen invited by the Cuban government for the

July 26th celebration. He I s an American from Salem,
Massachusetts. is an American Catholic Priest
who I was told naa a validated passport for travel to Cuba and
who had escorted the body of HECTOR WARREN HILL to the United
States.

| |
addressed the group and said that

it was a very brave thing we had done and we were being
well received in the United States press. He suggested!
when we returned our best defense to State Department questions
concerning alleged illegal travel would be indignant innocence.

My best recollection is that I 1 gave a
brief talk on his accompanying the body of HECTOR WARREN HILL
to the United States.
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ReBosairtel to Bureau and interested offices dated 8/30/63 ,

which transmitted conie s of an FD-302 reflecting interview
of I lat Boston, Mass., on 63.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 22 copies of an FD-302 reflecting
interview of| |at Boston, Mass,, on
8/29-8/30/63 , ana copies to otner offices as designated below.

1

3

2

3
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- Bureau (100-439769) (Ends. 22) (RM)
- Charlotte (100-9871) (PSCTCl (Ends. 6)(RM)
[1 - 100-
1 - 100-
1 - 100-
1 - 100-

[1 - 100-
- Detroit (100-1

(1 - 100-
(1 - 100-

- Houston (100-1
(1 - 100-9994 )[ ,

- Indianapolis (100- ) (PSC^C) (Ends. 3)(RM)
' - 100- I

3. 3) (RM)

5nds. 2) (RM)

[l - 100-
- Milwaukee (10u-14hy i 1 fsci'c) (Ends. 2)(RM)
(1 - 100- )[ ]

(COPIES CONTINUED NEXT PAGE)
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2 - Newark (100- ) (PSCTCUEncls. 2) (RM)

(1 - 100-
][
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(1 - 100- )[

01s. 2

]

)(RM)

25 -'NewYork (100-l5020*5 ) ( PSCTC ) ( Encls 25) (BM)
'1 - 105-36228]
1 - 100-
1 - 100-

1 - 100-
1 - 100-

1 - 100-15147*
[1 - 100-
1 - 100-
[1 - 100-
1 - 100-
1 - 100-
1 - 100-
1 - 100-
fl - 100-
(1 - 100-
1 - 105-46966]
1 - 100-
1 - 100-
1 - 100-
1 - 105-54887]
[1 - 100-147372) (PROGRESSIVE LABOR)

2 - Richmond (100- HPSCTCHEncls. 2)(RM)
(1 - 100- )[

1 - 100-
1 -r

25- San Francisco (.y)0-515b9TTT5CTC)
'1 - 100-

J
(Ends. 25) (RM)

1 - 100-46080
1 - 100-
1 - 100-
1 - 100-
1 - 100-
1 - 100-45381
1 - 100-

1 - 100-
1 -

T

2HEKDEEEKS)

1 - 100-
1 - 100-

(COPIES CONTINUED NEXT PAGE)
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Sa.n Francisco)

1 - 100-51616
1 - 100-
1 - 100-51705
1 - 100-

1

1 - 100-47657
1 .- 100-
1 - 100-

1 - 100-
1 - 100-

MJMjrar
(83)
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APPENDIX

WORKERS WORLD PARTY

On April 17, 1959 } a source advised that on February 12,

1959 , a Socialist Workers Party (SWP) minority group,
under the leadership of National Committee member,
SAM BALLAN, split from the SWP.

The source stated that this minority group, referred
to as the Marcyites, after many years of program and
policy differences on varied issues concerning tactics
and interpretation of political events, split from the
SWP on the grounds that the Party was liquidating
itself by departing from the Marxist precepts of LEON
TROTSKY and retreating from the fight for the world
socialist revolution. The final issue which ultimately
forced the split was the minority’s opposition to the
SWP regroupment policy which involved cooperation with
the Communist Party (CP) periphery - individuals
characterized by the minority as petty - bourgeois.

The minority program, according to the source,
advocates unconditional defense of the Soviet Union and
has as its goal the building of a revolutionary party
with a complete proletarian orientation for the purpose
of overthrowing capitalism in the United States and
throughout the world.

On May 12, i960, the source advised that this minority
group had chosen the name Workers World Party.

On April 18, 1962, the source stated that the headquarters
of the Workers World Party were located at 46 West 21st
Street, New York, New York.

The SWP has been designated by the Attorney General of
the United States pursuant to Executive Order 10450.

- 60 -
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APPENDIX

YOUNG SOCIALIST ALLIANCE

The May i960 Issue of the "Young Socialist" (YS),
page 1, column 3, disclosed that during April 15-17, i960,
a national organization entitled "The Young Socialist Alliance"
(YSA), was established at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. This
issue stated that this organization was formed by the nation-
wide supporter clubs of the publication YS.

The above issue, page 6, set forth the Founding
Declaration of the YSA. This declaration stated that the YSA
recognizes the Socialist Workers Party (SWP) as the only
existing political leadership on class struggle principles,
and that the supporters of the YS have come Into basic political
solidarity with the SWP on the principles of revolutionary
socialism.

A source advised on Jfey 10, 1962, that the original
YSA was an organization formed during October 1957 in New
York City by youth of various left socialist tendencies,
particularly members and followers of the SWP. The leaders
of this group were the guiding forces in the establishment
of the national organization.

The source further advised on May 10, 1962, that the
YSA is dominated and controlled on a national basis by the
SWP through having SWP members comprise, almost exclusively,
the national leadership of the YSA. The YSA, in reality, is
the youth section of the SWP and the main source of new SWP
members

.

The "Young Socialist," a monthly publication self-
described in the April i960 issue as the official organ of
the YSA, discloses the headquarters of YSA as 10 East 23rd
Street, New York City.
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APPENDIX

1

PROGRESSIVE LAEOR MOVEMENT

A source advised on January 15 , 1962, that at a
meeting of the Milton Rosen faction in Philadelphia,
PennsyTvania, on January 11, 1962, it was pointed out that
this group was in touch with Communist Party (CP) and former
CP members in various cities throughout the United States
hoping to convene a National Conference in the Summer of 1962
for the purpose of establishing a National Marxist-Leninist
organization

.

"The Worker", an east coast communist newspaper,
issue of January 7, 1962, page 10, column 3> reported the
expulsion of Milton Rosen, former Labor Secretary of the
New York State CP, from the CP.

A second source advised on July 2, 1962, that
Progressive Labor groups held a conference in New York City,
on July 1, 1962, where Milton Rosen acted as chairman. He
read a statement at this conference setting forth their
intention to form a new Marxist-Leninist party in the United
States. Rosen stated that a more formal organization was
necessary, one which would provide a framework for all who
wanted to Join in a united effort to build an American
vanguard. The functions of this new organization are to
include consolidation of all existing forces around Progressive
Labor and organizing additional forces, expand and improve
political activities, win additional forces to an outlook of
Marxism-Leninism and increase the open advocacy of socialism,
develop a significant Marxist-Leninist program for the new
party and organize a collective organization of leaders and
members

.

A third and fourth source advised in February, 1963,
that this new Marxist-Leninist party has not yet been organized
on a formal basis, but that Progressive Labor groups had been
formed In several localities in line with proposals of Milton
Rosen. The sources advised as of February, 1963, that the
leaders of this group are referring to it as the Progressive
Labor Movement

.
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APPENDIX

PERMANENT STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR
TRAVEL TO CUBA

"The Columbia Owl," a weekly student
newspaper of Columbia University, New York City,
December 13* 1962, issue, page 1, contained an article
entitled "Students to Visit Cuba During Holidays." This
article stated in part that the Ad Hoc Student Committee
for Travel to Cuba was formed October 14, 1962, by a
group of students from New York City universities, the
University of Wisconsin, Oberlin College and the University
of North Carolina, who stated that as students they
would like a chance to see and evaluate the situation
in Cuba for themselves and had received an offer of
transportation and two weeks stay in Cuba from the
Federation of University Students in Havana, Cuba, as
guests of the Federation. The committee accepted the
offer and applied to the U. S. State Department for
passport validation which was refused; however, over 50
students planned to defy the State Department ban and go
to Cuba.

A source advised on December 6, 1962, that
during December, 1962, it was learned that the Ad Hoc
Student Committee for Travel to Cuba had recently been
formed by the "Progressive Labor" group.

"Progressive Labor," Volume II, Number 1,
Issue of January, 1963* page 11* in an article captioned
"State Dept. Pulls Strings to Keep U. S. Students from
Cuba" states that "For more information on the Cuban Trip
contact the Ad Hoc Committee for Travel to Cuba, 42 St.
Marks Place, New York 3* NY."

A second source advised on April 24, 1963*
that a party sponsored by the Permanent Student Committee
for Travel to Cuba was held on April 20, 1963* in
New York City. At this party it was announced that the
Ad Hoc Student Committee for Travel to Cuba Is now
known as Permanent Student Committee for Travel to Cuba.

The same source further advised that
at this party it was announced that the committee had
received a cable from the Federation of University
Students in Havana inviting the students to spend the
month of July, 1963* in Cuba and a new trip was planned
whereby the students would leave New York City the last
weekend of June, 1963* for Canada and travel by plane
from Canada to Cuba.

- 58 -
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EMERGENCY CIVIL LIBERTIES COMMITTEE (Cont.)

’Disputing the non-Communist claim of the
organizations, the Committee finds that a
number of other individuals connected with
the ECLC also have been identified under
oath as Communists.
* * *i

(Committee on Un-American Activities, Annual
Report for 1958, House Report 187, March 9 >

1959, PP. 34 and 35).

'To defend the cases of Communist law-breakers,
fronts have been devised making special appeals
in behalf of civil liberties and reaching out
far beyond the confines of the Communist Party
itself. Among these organizations are the
* * * Emergency Civil Liberties Committee.
When the Communist Party itself is under fire
these fronts offer a bulwark of protection.'

(internal Security Subcommittee of the Senate
Judiciary Committee, Handbook for Americans,
S. Doc. 117, April 23, 1956, p. 91.)"
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EMERGENCY CIVIL LIBERTIES COMMITTEE

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and Publica-
tions," revised and published as of December 1 , 1961, pre-
pared and released by the Committee on Un-American Activities,
United States House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.,
contains the following concerning the Emergency Civil Liber-
ties Committee:

"Emergency Civil Liberties Committee

"
1 . ’The Emergency Civil Liberties Committee is

an organization with headquarters in New York,
whose avowed purpose is to abolish the House
Committee on Un-American Acitvities and
discredit the FBI. * * * The committee finds
that the Emergency Civil Liberties Committee,
established in 1951 > although representing
itself as a non-Communist group, actually
operates as a front for the Communist Party.
It has repeatedly assisted, by means of funds
and legal aid. Communists involved in Smith
Act violations and similar legal proceedings.
One of its chief activities has been and
still is the dissemination of voluminous
Communist propaganda material .

'

'FRANK WILKINSON was called as a witness
when he appeared in Atlanta as a represen-
tative of the Emergency Civil Liberties
Committee to propagandize against the Committee
on Un-American Activities and to protest its
hearings. In 1956 WILKINSON was identified as
a Communist Party member by a former FBI under-
cover agent within the party. Summoned at
that time to answer the allegation, his reply
to all questions was, "I am answering no
questions of this committee." This also
became his stock reply to questions when he
appeared during the Atlanta hearings. * * *

WILKINSON has since been convicted of contempt
of Congress and sentenced to one year in jail. 1
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APPENDIX

THE HARVARD CBIMSO.N

"The Harvard Crimson" is a Harvard College, Cambridge,
Massachusetts undergraduate daily newspaper published at
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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APPENDIX

BOSTON GLOBE

The "Boston Globe" Is a dally newspaper published
at Boston, Massachusetts.
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14.

194. Interior of ERNEST HEMENWAY museum.

195. Same as #194, and showing
| |

and
I I.

196. Same as #195.

197 . Supermarket and fishing village in Orient® Province -

unidentified customers.

198. Inside Camilio Cien Piego clothing factory in Oriente
^

Province. CLINTON JENCKS

,

and
| [ shown in photo.

199.

200. July 26, 1963 at Plaza de Revolution, FIDEL CASTRO making a
speech, Havana.

201. Same as #200 with
[

202. Same scene.

203. Scene of the Plaza de Revolution. People gathered for
CASTRO's speech on July 26th with model of Russian rocket.

204. Crowd scene at the July 26th affair at Plaza de Revolution.

205. Same as #204.

206. Crowd scene at July 26th celebration, Havana, Cuba. Cuban
guide

.

207. Same as #206. Cuban guide.

208. Same at #206. Cuban guide not shown.
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students

.

Same place as #174. and showing

I

and other

162. Same place as #174, and showing

and CLINTON JENCKS.

186. Same place as #174, and showing

187. Same pit wing
, CLINTON JJ

188 . Same place as #174. and showing
|

~

|
and

| E

189. Scene in Minar Del Prios Club. Photo shows American and
Cuban students singing Internationale.

190* Cuban Electric Co. next to Havana Harbor.

191. Havana Harbor scene.

192. National School of Art near country club section of
Havana

.

193. Scene along docks - crates of tractors from Canada.
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162. Same as #l6l.

163. Balmoral Castle and Prison in Havana.

164. Russian freighter.

165. Havana Harbor. Moroccan freighter unloading at Regia.

166. Dock at Havana Harbor showing Lord Gladstone at the pier.

167. Russian freighter tied up at pier in Havana Harbor.

168. Cuban Coast Guard or naval vessel tied up at pier.

169. Same as #168.

170. View of Russians in back of Army truck taken from the
Malecon.

171. American Embassy in Havana.

172. Automobile with New York license plates photographed in
front of Hotel Riviera.

173.

174.

.t, Havana department store. Photo shows
and unidentified woman.

Taken in office of CHE GUEVARA, Minister of Industries,
Havana Shown in photograph are

|

and 1.

175. Same place as #174, and showing
I and

|

176. Same place as #174. and showin

179 .
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142. Scene In Havana Harbor looking toward Regia. Cuban
destroyer in picture.

143. Russian fishing trawler in Havana Harbor.

144. Freighter in Havana Harbor carrying buses. Nationality
unknown.

145. Shot from ferry showing English freighter Lord Gladstone
being unloaded. Pier and unidentified building in
background

.

146. Russian freighter tied up at pier.

147. Same as #146.

148. Russian freighter unloading at Regia in Havana.

149. Harbor scene in Havana showing naval base.

150. Havana Harbor. View of houses on waterfront in Regia.

151. Sign on building opposite docks on Mao Tse-Tung.

152. Unidentified building on the Malecon in Havana.

153. In front of Hotel Riviera, Havana. People gathering around
new 1963 Pontiac with New York license plates.

154. Same as #153.

155. Monument to Battleship Maine on Malecon in Havana.

156. Havana Harbor showing remains of ERNEST HEMENWAY's yacht.
Oil refineries in background.

157. ERNEST HEMENWAY's yacht in Havana Harbor.

158. Havana Harbor looking towards Regia with naval vessels in
background

.

159. Havana Harbor. Unidentified freighter in background.

160. Havana Harbor. View of Russian freighter.

161. Havana Harbor. View of East German freighter loaded with
buses

.
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124. Front of same new building. L Cuban militia.,

Cuban guides.

126. Taking wreath to JOSE MARTI, Santiago. Shown in photo are

| |

and unidentified Cubans.

127. Militia home guard in front of Havana Libre Hotel.

128. Walls of classroom (probably Santiago). Walls bear photo-
graph of MARX and LENIN.

| |

is in this photo.

129. Unidentified building in Cuba. Location not recalled,

130. Meeting with Cuban students at school, the name of which I

do not recall. is in picture.

131. Same as 131 with .

132. Cuban scholarship students marching to school down 7th
Ave. in Havana.

133* Shot taken on street parallel to Harbor of English
freighter Lord Gladstone, Cuban military ship and pier.

and
| |

are in the photo.

134. Scene showing Havana Harbor, El Morro Castle and Prison
in background.

135* Harbor scene. Polish or East German freighter loaded with
buses.

136. Same as 135.

137. Cuban naval vessel tied up at pier in Havana Harbor.

138. Havana Harbor showing Regia in Background.

139. Same as #138.

140. Same as #138.

141. Scene in Havana Harbor.
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104. Same as #102. Photo shows and
Cuban photographers

.

105. Same as #102 with photo showing Cuban photographers.

106. Exactly the same as #105.

107. Pishing cooperative in Cardenas. The building is the office
building. Shows Cuban and American students.

108. Another scene of the buildings of the fishing cooperative.

109. Cuban and American students at fishing cooperative.

110. Shot taken from in back of shipyard looking across water
in Cardenas. Photo also shows unidentified freighter and
oil tankers. There are also 3 Cuban fishing boats in the
photo

.

111. Same as #110.

112. Santiago. New Thermo-Electric plan£ under construction.

113. Same as #112. Shot taken from side of new Thermo-Electric
plant and shows oil refineries.

114. New Thermo-Electric plant.

115. Same as #114.

116. View from new Thermo-Electric plant across water.

117. Thermo-Electric plant under construction.

118. Same as #117.

119. Same as #117.

120. Photo of CLINT JENCKS taken at a state farm in Cuba.

121. Photo taken of mouth of Santiago Harbor with lighthouse
in background - also

|
.

122. Santiago. Impromptu dance after lunch. Unidentified
Cubans

.

123. New factory in Santiago for the manufacture of bolts

,

and
ar< »wn le pnoto.
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89 . Same as #88 with photo showing

Same as #88 with photo showingf

91. Same as #88 with photo showing unidentified Cubans and
Americans

.

92. Exactly same as #9.J»

93* Same scene as #88 with photo showing
I land two Cuban guides.

94. Photo of Cuban students at Gonzales Lines School for future
fishermen.

95. Same location as #94 with photo showing l
and

|
with the Cuban students and Cuban guide.

96. Same location as #94 with photo showing one of new Cuban
fishing vessels with Cuban students.

97. Same school and photo shows Cuban photographers, Cuban
guides and

| |

98. Same school. Photo shows and
Cuban students.

99. Same school. Photo shows Cuban students and Cuban
photographers

.

100. Cardenas Shipbuilding Yard. Cuban fishing boats.

101. Same as #100.

102. Cardenas Shipbuilding Yard. Photo shows

, CLINTON JENCKS,
students and workers

.

103. Same as #102. Photo shows t

Cuban workers.

Cuban

with students and
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7.

Same experimental tomato
shows I

I I and!

exper
\ and

Same experimental tomato

as li

farm with photo showning

photo showing
andl

ng I I

In front of the Dormitor;
HAVANA.

~~|
and

this phobo"I

Same scene as #78 .

other unidentified StUdShtd

.

Exact same shot as #79.

1 Students in
are shown in

is in this photo with

Same location as #80. Impromptu dance showing
|

’
|

and other
unidentified cuoan and united states students.

Same scene as #8l,showin
1

Same scene as #8l, showing
|

|

I I and other American students as well
as Cubans.

Same scene as #8l, showing

people.

Same scene as #8l. showing
and

Same scene as #81. showing

land other unidentified

Having lunch with the Cuban scholarship students in Havana,
Shown in Photo are

|

and other American and cuoan students.

At Lincoln Memorial in downtown Havana - wreath laying
ceremony. Shown in this photo are

- 46 -
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6 .

organization of Americans living in Cuba.

58 . Cuban students in front of the Medical School in Havana.
is shown in this picture.

59. Cuban students in front of the Medical School in Havana.

60. Cuban students marching at the school which was formerly
Camp Columbia.

61. Same as #60.

62. Same as #60.

63 . Same as #60.

64.

School at former Camp Columbia. Students gathered around

are shown in .s shot.

65

.

Same scene as #64.
I Iare shown in this shot.

ARMANDO HART and

ne as #64. ARMANDO HART,
are shown in this shot.

67

.

Same scene as #64. Shown in this picture are ARMANDO HART,
CLINTON JENCKS and I ~l In the background is one
of the new buildings.

68. Dormitory for scholarship students in Havana. Miscellaneous
Cuban students.

69 . Singing Internationale at a school in Havana.
l and | 1 are shown in this shot

.

70. I I. Background is Valley of Vinales, Pina? del
w:

71. Hotel at Vinales, Pina? del Rio.

72. Observation section next to Hotel at Vinales, Pinardel Rio.
Photograph taken from hotel.

73. Same as #72.
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5.

44. Hotel Internationale. Shot shows FIDEL CASTRO, I I

I and I L
1 1

45. Hotel Internationale. Shot shows FIDEL CASTRO, I I

1 and I I.
' '

46 . Hotel Internationale. Shot shows FIDEL CASTRO.

I

I

"l and | |T

47 . Hotel Internationale. Shot shows FIDEL CASTRO .

I

|
and |

48. Hotel Internationale. Shot shows
|

and members of the entourage playing ping pong with FIDEL
CASTRO

.

CASTRO.

52. Hotel Internationale : Shot shows
and

|

53. Hotel Internationale: Shot shows
CASTRO.

and FIDEL

54. FIDEL CASTRO entering his automobile upon leaving the
Hotel Internationale, Varadero Beach, with his guards.

55. Private room in Hotel Sierra Maestra where reception for
students given by the North American residents of Cuba.
Shot shows

|

| |
and unidentified American

residents or Cuba.

56 . addressing the students in the same room
with North American residents of Cuba whose identities are
unknown to me.

57. Same picture showing ,

President of the North American Amigos de Cuba, an
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31. University of Havana
the Ghana exhibition

- In front of Exhibition Hall where
was held. This shot showsl~ ~ Tand

32. University of Havana
shot shows I

- in front of Exhibition Hall. This
land

33 * University
shot shows

34. University of Havana
shot shows I

in front of Exhibition Hall. This
I and I L

35 . University of Havana
shot shows

|

- in front of Exhibition Hall, This

36 . University of Havana
shot showsl

37 . University
shot shows
and

38 . University
shot shows

39.

University of Havana
shot shows I

"" ~

in front of Exhibi

t

lon Hall. This
~| and|

in front of Exhibition Hall.
I and I

This

This

40. Bridge between Havana and Malanza where we stopped for
lunch. Shot taken from restaurant overlooking feridgs,

41. Another photo of bridge.

42. Shot taken from restaurant on way from Havana to
Malanza . This is a shot of the landscape and shows

l

and
[

.

43. Hotel Internationale, Varadero Beach. This shows FIDEL
CASTRO playing ping "pong with members of the group.
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3.

b6
b7C

18 . School In East Havana Project. Shot shows Cuban students
plus I I

and

19. Shot taken from Inside bus awaiting departure from East
Havana Housing Project. This shows curious Cuban
bystanders and unidentified people in bus.

20 . East Havana Housing Project showing our two buses and
curious bystanders around the buses; Also in the picture

and
|are ]•

21. The school in the East Havana. Housing Project, ffiis shows
Cuban students and and

22. The University of Havana - Hr 11 of Martyrs. The shot
shows the President of FRIT

} _
and others not identifiable.

23* The University of Havana - Hall of Martyrs. This shot
shows and HECTOR WARREN HILL.

24 . The University of Havana - Hall of Martyrs. This shot
shows
and

25. The University of Havana - Hall of Martyrs. Shot blurred
and individuals not identifiable.

26. The University of Havana - Hall of Martyrs. Shot shows
andt L The others are blurred.

27.

The University of Havana - Hall of Martyrs. Shot shows
and

28.

The University of Havana. Hall of Martyrs. Shot shows

and [ T

29.

The University of Havana - Hall of Martyrs . Shot shows
and[

30.

The University of Havana - Hall of Martyrs. Shot shows
and
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2 .

5.

6 .

77.

8 .

9.

10 .

11 .

12 .

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

Boarding Cubana airliner in Prague for flight to Cuba.
Persons in the picture recognized by me are I

Boarding Cubana airliner in Prague for flight to Cuba.
This was taken from a greater distance and the individuals
therein are not identifiable.

Boarding Cubana airliner in Prague for flight to Cuba.
Persons in the picture recognized by me are

7
and

Boarding Cubana airliner in Prague for flight to Cuba.
Persons in the Picture recognized by me arel

I and | I.

Abeard bus en route from Prague to Carlsbad. This was
taken from back of bus and as only backs of heads are
shown the persons are not identifiable.

Boarding plane from Prague to Cuba . Persons in the picture
recognized by me are

|

~| and

|

Scene in Hotel Riviera lobby.
recognized by me are

Persons in the pic ture
1 and!

Scene in Hotel Riviera. Too blurred to identify anyone.

En route to East Havana Apartment Project in Havana. Shot
taken from bus of Cuban Army truck with what was described
to me by my guide as a Russian World War II rocket called
Kartuska

.

Another Russian Kartuska - part of a convoy of six.

View of apartment project called East Havana. Shot taken
from top floor of one building in project.

Another building in East Havana Project.

Shot from top floor of building in Project. Shot shows
| and other unidentified people.

ho
b7C
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_ September 4, 1963
Date

,
,was interviewed at the Boston

nf the frt on sepuemper 3 > 1963 by Special Agents

GORDON HALL.
Jand DARREL B. CURRIE in the presence of

He was again advised of his right to counsel;
wrviu/vii "O'- * w .. ,

that he did not have to make any statement, and that any

statement he did make could possibly be used against him in

a court of law. He again furnished a narrative type state-

ment to Stenographer It is as follows:

During my trip to Cuba, by way of France and

Czechoslovakia, I took numerous photographs with my personal

camera. I have examined these photographs and identified

them as follows with my initials and the date

:

4. Boarding Cubana airliner in Prague for flight tP Cuba.
Pftranna in the picture recognized by me are|

and
|

.

On

by

9/3/63 .at noaton. Massachusetts File i Boston 100-35192

SAS r and

-Date dictated 9/3/63.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions ff-lhe FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outsichs yrrO aijfency

.
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I, Security Officer,
River Works Plant, General Electric Co.,
Lynn, Massachusetts, advised SA CLEMENT A.
O’BRIEN in September I960, that upon
intervi ew on September 21, 1950 1 I

I,
an employee of the above company,

admitted membership in the Communist Party (CP)
from approximately 1935 to 1946. 1
stated that he had been involved in no CP or
front group activities since that time and
described himself as too rebelious to be
acceptable to the CP.

- 39 -
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

I

Copy to:

bo
b7C
b7D

Report of: I I

Date: 9/6/63

Field Office File #: 100-35192

Title: PERMANENT STUDENT COMMITTEE
FOR TRAVEL TO CUBA

Office:
Boston, Massachusetts

Bureau FlU ii
100-^39769

“—a™ INTERNAL SECURITY - CUBA

Synopsis:
|,

participant in Cuba trip with subject
group (PSCTC), interviewed. He is cooperative and willing
to testify as Government witness. He furnished detailed
information concerning trip and can identify all members
of group who traveled to Cuba. Advised that members of
Progressive Labor were leaders of group.

- P -

DETAILS

:

all otmmm

Thts document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned toyour agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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' During the trip by the PSCTC,
|

|made extensive
personal notes concerning activities of the group and statements
made by various members which he used to refresh his recollection
during interviews. He will retain these notes.

During the trip| Itook numerous photographs both

Surrendered his camera and
the negatives of these photographs to an SA of the New York
Office. He has granted permission for the FBI to retain these
negatives

.

The New York Office developed 208 photographs from
these negatives which

|
has identififidL_This report

contains descriptive data furnished by concerning the
photographs .

1

The photographs identified in Boston by are
being retained as an exhibit in Bsfile 100-35192.

On 9/3/63 his personal camera was returned to him at
Boston and a receipt obtained.

GORDON HALT, contributed in no way to expenses incurred
on the trip by

| |with the exception of possibly accepting
some collect telephone calls.

HALL'S home and office are located at 222 Marlboro St.,
Boston, Mass.

~|
ias been subpoenaed for appearances in

Washington, D. C. as follows:

GORDON HALL has been invited to accompany
|

Washington, D. C.

On September 4, 1963 Departmental Attorneys PAUL
C. VINCENT and WILLIAM J. HIPKISS conducted a preliminary
interview of

|

|in the Boston Office, as a potential
witness

.

The attorneys requested that efforts be made to
obtain a cancelled check, or Recordak of same, which

|

- D -
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recalled he sent to sometime in December, 1962,

be
The

obtained which would
to

attorneys also requested that if possible records
show telephone calls made byl

.
in New York City during the months

of October^ November and December, 1963-

In addition the attorneys requested that a photostat
be obtained of a letter dated 12 /14/62 from

1 the original of which
in GORDON HALL’S file.

to
advised was contained

It was also requested that details concerning the
mailing cf the 12/14/62 letter be obtained

The Boston Office will cover the requests of the
Departmental Attorneys and results will be submitted in a
separate communication.

Twenty extra copies of this report are being run off at
Boston in the event that the Bureau or New York, the Office of
Origin, desire further dissemination. If no request for further
dissemination is received these copies will be destroyed in
thirty days.

- E* -
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to:

Report of:

Date: 9/90/63

Field Office File #: 100 -"*35192

Title:

Office-
Boston * Massachusetts

Bureau File
100-439769

PERMANENT STUDENT COMMITTEE
FOR TRAVEL TO CUBA b6

b7C
b7D

Character! INTERNAL SECURITY - C

Synopsis: On reinterview 9/17/63* [ recalled first became
interested in Cuban trip upon reading UPI article in
12/13/62 edition of "Boston Globe" article which is set
out . Recalled phone calls to

| |
in NYC during

12/62 to discuss trip. Telephone yomoanv records obtained
shewing these

dat
toll calls

lejLephone

j
ted 12/14/62 in which

received letter from
advised he

was notified by State Department that wilful violation of
travel ban was punishable by fine or imprisonment. Letter
set out. I I Identified passport phyto of I I

known to him as
participated in Cuban trip. Details of mailing to

as person who

of
and $10. deposit set out.

s application for trip, visa photos

- P -

DETAILS

:

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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September 1g, 1963

I
|
was Interviewed In the Boston

Office of the FBI . He was advised of the Identity of the
interviewing Agent; that he did not have to make any
statement; that anything he said could possibly be used
against him In a court of law, and of his right to counsel.
He fumihed the following information:

After seeing the December 13* 1963 clipping of
the Boston Globe about the Cuba trip, entitled "250 STUDENTS
MAY DEFY U. S. ON CUBA YULE TRIP," I can now state that
this undoubtedly was the initial article which prompted my
trip to Cuba. I now recall that after seeing this piece
and checking with GORDON HALL. I attempted to locate the
telephone number of I I

I telephoned New York information and they were
unable to give me r s telephone number.
Then since the piece mentioned Harvard University and knowing
that the Harvard Crimson newspaper also would have received
this news story over the wire service, I telephoned the
Harvard Crimson that evening to find out if they had any
further information. At the Harvard Crimson I spoke to

L a writer and Harvard student, who told me
he had further information and that he had indeed Interviewed

~|and froml Ihad obtained some details of the
trip . Mr. gave me a New York telephone number
where I might contact Mr.

| |
.

On December 14, 1963 I telephoned I

~
at the New York number which had been furnished to me by

~|
« I do not now recall this number. In this

conversation I mentioned my interest in going to Cuba with
the tour.

|
lsaid he would send me the details. I

can recall during this conversation with I ~~l he gave
me another one of his telephone numbers where I could try
him during certain hours He also mentioned I could call a
Mr. at a University exchange whom said
was also a spokesman

.

I can recall perhaps two other telephone calls to
that date. During one of the calls an answering

9/17-18/63
at

Boston, Massachusetts 4 Boston 100-35192
File ?

.Date dictated
9/18/63

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusion^ oMhe FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to

your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outsid^your agency.
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b7C
b7D

service answered and said Mr. was not In. I asked
the answering service what the name of the company was which
had this telephone and she mentioned it was Toho International,
and I believe
details.

I called Mr. back that day for further

Approximately two days later I received a letter
which was dated December 14 , 196s. Thef :rom

original of this letter is maintained in the files of GORDON
HALL. This letter was postmarked 11:00 p.m., December 14,
1962 at Grand Central Station, New York, New York and was
sent Special Delivery. It is as follows:

NYC 3
December 14, 1962

"Dear

The State Department has Just notified me that a
willful violation of the travel ban is punishable
by a fine of not more than $5,000 and/or imprison-
ment of not more than five years. This however is
not going to deter us from our objectives ; to
exercise our rights as citizens and students to
travel and to see and evaluate for ourselves.

"Please contact Myles Standish Hall,
Bay State Road at Bit room 321 for complete details.

"I sincerely hope that you will be able to Join us.

Very truly yours,

w
tJ

I recall there was an additional telephone
conversation with l Ibut I do not recall the date or
the details except it probably was to get more information
concerning the trip to Cuba.

I later noticed an article in the Harvard Crimson
which appeared several days later and went into greater
detail on the trip.

Mr.
interested in

I cfln recall in one of our telephone conversations
mentioned there was a $10,00 deposit for those
making the trip. I do not recall whether I

- 3 -
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3 .

sent the $10.00 and if I did whether it was cash cr check.

In regard to the letter I received from
| |

I in May, 1963, 'I recall that I replied by sending
him the completed application form, visa photographs and a
ten dollar bill for a deposit. This was mailed for me by
Mrs. GORDON HALL who sent it by Special Delivery.

b6
B7C
h7D

to or from Mr.[
I believe that there were several telephone calls

thatremember specifically t
telephoi^d I I in

^

|during this period and I can
towards the end of May, 1963 I

Jew York and spoke to his wife who
told me

|
lwas in Washington testifying before

the House committee on Un-American Activities. I asked her
about my application and if I had been accepted for the trip.
She indicated I should have heard by that time and probably
would be hearing very soon.

I heard from mv parents that a letter for me had
been received at

| |
and I received

this letter on approximately June 22 or 23, 1963. I also
heard somebody had been trying to telephone me around the
same time and on the back of the envelope of this letter my

at asister made a note that I was to call
UN exchange number. I got this letter fyom mv parents and

, This
GORDON

it was a letter dated June 15 , 1963 from
letter, the original of which is maintained in Mr.
HALL'S files, is as follows:

June 15, 1963

"Dear

"We haven't heard from you in awhile but we’ve
made all the arrangements necessary for you to
make the trip with us. We'<g like you to be in
N.Y. by the 24th - we will be leaving sometime
during that week.

"Please get in touch with us immediately.

"Hope to see you soon.

"/V I

PSGT..CJ

- 4 -
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On September 17 . 1963 I viewed a passport photo-
graph of

|
| dated May 9# 1961. This

photograph Is Identical to the girl I have previously referred
to as l I

who was a member of the group which toured
Cuba. I first met her at the airport in Prague, Czechoslovakia.
She was in the company of three or four Cubans waiting the
arrival of the plane from Paris carrying several members of
the student group. I was not formally introduced to her but
recall that an unknown member of the group had referred to her
as

|
Fs girlfriend. Upon arrival

|

Immediately
embraced this girl. Her name was mentioned asj f and I do
not recall how I came to associate her with the name

| |.

During the time that I knew her as a member of the touring
group she wore her hair in a long braid and also wore glasses.
I have no information as to how this girl arrived in Prague,
Czechoslovakia

.

- 5 -
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The following la a clipping from the "Boston
Globe" Issue of December 13, 1963 entitled "250 STUDENTS MAY
DEFY u. s. ON CUBA yiTLE TRIP", which is referred to by

in his interview of September 17, 1963:

"NEW YORK (UPI) — An estimated 80 to 250
American college students are preparing to defy
the U. S. Government ban on travel to Cuba and
accept a Fidel Castro offer of an all-expense-
paid Christmas vacation there, it was learned
here Wednesday.

"The students, mobilized by Anatol Isaac
Schlosser, 25, a graduate New York University
student identified as a Castro sympathizer,
plan to slip out of the U. S. to Canada and
take Cuban government air transportation from
Montreal to Havana either Dec. 22 or 23.

"Their expenses during 12 days in Havana will
be paid by the Castro regime, according to
reliable sources.

"Schlosser said the students recruited for the
trip were from the New York city area,
including City College of New York, the
Universities of Wisconsin, Chicago, North
Carolina, California and Toronto, Boston
University, Harvard, Cberlin and others.

"Schlosser said he expected at least 80 students
from the East, West, Midwest and Canada to make
the junket,. But Joseph A. Diodata, 21, a student
at the State University of Buffalo, N.Y. said
62 students were planning to go from there alone
and predicted as many as 250 would eventually
make the trip."

This clipping was made available to SA DARREL B.
CURRIE on September 11, 1963 by personnel at the "Boston
Globe", Boston, Massachusetts. The original Is maintained
in the "Boston Globe" index under the caption "U. S,

STUDENTS TOUR TO CUBA."

- 6 -
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^|D:ERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIONi^O

Date

1
•a. •

SepteraDer 1 /, 19^3 Be
b7C
b7D

The above Information was furnished on a confidential

basis and should not be made public except in a usual

proceeding following the ^ samnae of a subpoena duces tecum.

^ThP nprsnn t.r> be subpoenaed is I

On

by

at

9/13/63 Boston, Massachusetts
File #

Bbstdh 100-35192

3
Date dictated ^^3^/53

ither recommendations nor conclusions of theThi?$uutuiiuiu/ uum/Qiiiij

FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it
and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Date September 13> 1963

Massachusetts
, Boston,

furnished the following informal! on:

In May, 1963 at the request ad
| she mailed a letter for him to

|

She said she addressed the envelope in her own nana-

writing to
| |

>

New York 3 j New York. The envelope contained an

application blank executed by | ~l three visa type

photographs of
|

land a ten dollar bill. She

sent it Air Mail Special Delivery and personally posted

it in a United States mail box on Boylston Street near

Copley Square, Boston, Massachusetts.

9/5/63 Boston, Massachusetts
File #

Boston 100-35192

Date dictated
9/10/63

This document contains neither ranquimendations nor conclusions of the
FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it
and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Date
September 3, 1963

|
Officer-in-Charge , Immigration

and Naturalization Service, United States Department of Justice,

New York International Airport. Jamaica. New York, advised that

he examined the passport of I [

| L when arrived at New York:

International Airport aboard Pan American flight 133 4^QQ .p.m.

on I L 1963. I I
's paasoort was numbered l

and his date of birth was given as

Mr.
|

advised that after examination of

I E s passport, he stamped the passport for re-entry into
the United States.

[
63

New York
International Airport

Pile #
NY 100-150205

SA JOHN W. ROBINSON:mfd : jph
Date dictated

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the
FBI, It is the property of the FBI. ajid. is loaned to your agency; it
and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Date

Captain WILLIAM F. MUNSTER, Police Commanding Officer, b7D

New York International Airport, The Port of New York Authority,
Jamaica, Mew York, advised that on

| l 1963, he briefly
interviewed L who had arrived on Pan American
flight 133 at 4:00 p.m. that date from ! |

.

advised Captain MUNSTER that the plans of

the other students upon their arrival at New York City were

as follows: (Referring to the other students returning from Cuba,

The students are represented by the ECLC (Emergency Civil

Liberties Committee). Mr. I L who is an employee of

ECLC, is travelling with the group and is an advisor and
leader of the group although he is not an attorney.

A Mr. is handling the case for these students.

4, When the group arrives at New York International Airport,
there should be "lots of attorneys, friends and relatives to

meet them,"

5 . The students have already had an extensive entire aftemooon
meeting regarding the plans for their arrival at New York
International Airport. Based upon this meeting, the follow-

ing is the procedure which states they will
follow

:

a. The students will be divided into either groups of 8

or into 8 groups with a Captain for each group.

New York
atlnternational Airport Pile #Y 100-150203/

by SA JOHN W. ROBINSON: mfa/lft Date dictated Ob
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the
FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it
and its contents are not to be disttOibuted outside your agency .
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b. The first group will go through Public Health but will
not answer questions and will ask "By what authority
is your question asked?"

c. They will not surrender their passports and will ask
"By what authority are they asked to surrender their
passports?"

cs. The first group through is a test group. If the
passports are taken or similar action taken against
the first group, the rest of the groups will immediate-
ly demonstrate by either a sitdown, lie down, etc.

e. Communications have been established between the groups.
They will refuse to submit to a personal search of
any kind.

f . If a passport is surrendered, it will only be surrendered
under protest.

g. No single group will go through till the first group has
gone through without problem.

h. The groups will not be separated and will not go in
separate lines.

|
[explained that the groups

would stay together when any one group reached one of
the agencies.

i. He stated that the balance of the groups will definitely
demonstrate if the first group meets with a problem.
He indicated that the groups who demonstrate, may
engage in lengthy demonstrations but he does not
know for how long.

6. |
I stated that all members have received Communist

propaganda but that they will not have this material with them

11
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when they arrive. All such Communist propaganda will be handled
by the Cuban Government in mailing all such material directly to
the home of the student.

lemphasized the fact, in general conversation, that
there would be numerous relatives, friends and attorneys here to
meet the group and although we were interrupted during our inter-
view, he indicated that every effort was being made to establish
procedures and to carefully organize what action the students
would take, when they arrived at New York International Airport.

12
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]

, on
| [ 1953, at approximately 4: p.m.

,

voluntarily furnished eleven (11) rolls of exposed Plus-X Pan

35nim \film for development by and use of the Federal Bureau of

Investigation, New York City.

According to| L these films were pictures taken

by him during his trip and visit to Cuba with the Permanent
Student Committee for Travel to Cuba, July and August, 1963.

New York International

at
AlrP°rt Pile #

NY 100-150205

SA JOHN W. ROBINSON:mfd : jph
Date dictated
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date September 20, 1963

Permanent Student Committee for Travel to Cuba at Buffalo,
New York, December 23, 1962.

|
| also furnished the

December 23 , iyb2, which he prepared
attending this conference. It is as

original release dated
as the result of
follows

:

be
b7C
b7D

"BFN10B

"(NX-JN-OA)

""BUFFALO, N.Y., DEC. 23 (UPl)--A GROUP OF AMERICAN
COLLEGE STUDENTS WHO HAD INTENDED TO DEFY A STATE
DEPARTMENT BAN AND ACCEPT A CASTRO-FINANCED TRIP TO
CUBA TONIGHT 'TEMPORARILY' CALLED OFF THE PLAN IN THE
FACE OF CANADIAN GOVERNMENT OPPOSITION.

"ANATOL SCHLOSSER, 23, A NEW YORK UNIVERSITY GRADUATE
STUDENT AND HEAD OF THE GROUP, ARRIVED HERE FOR HURRIED
CONFERENCES WITH LOCAL LEADERS OF THE MOVEMENT. HE THEN
ANNOUNCED PLANS TO 'HAVE FURTHER CONFERENCES WITH SOME
200 CANADIAN STUDENTS WHO WANTED TO MAKE THE TRIP.'

"THE CANADIAN GOVERNMENT YESTERDAY FORBID THE AIR
TRANSPORT OF CANADIAN OR UNITED STATES STUDENTS TO
HAVANA.

"THE TRIP, WHICH AT ONE TIME HAD ATTRACTED AS MANY AS
250 STUDENTS FROM THIS COUNTRY, WAS TO HAVE BEEN
SPONSORED AND PAID FOR BY THE CUBAN FEDERATION OF

On 9/19/63 at Concord, N. H, File # Boston 100-36192

by SA SAMUEL T. ROEDELL/lc Date Dictated 9/19/63

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of
the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your
agency.
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2 .

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS . HOWEVER, ACCEPTANCE OP THE
INVITATION HAD BEEN MADE DESPITE A TWO-YEAR STATE
DEPARTMENT BAN ON TRAVEL TO CUBA.

"SCHLOSSER MADE THE MOTOR TRIP PROM NEW YORK CITY
TO BUFFALO WITH TWO GIRL STUDENTS AND FOUR OTHER
MALE STUDENTS IN AN ATTEMPT TO PERSUADE BUFFALO
STUDENTS WHO HAD BACKED OUT TO REJOIN THE MOVEMENT.

"'IF THE CANADIANS CONTINUE TO STOP US, THEN WE WILL
JUST SEE WHAT WE CAN DO TO MAKE THEM CHANGE THEIR
MINDS, 1 SCHLOSSER SAID AT A NEWS CONFERENCE HERE.

"'WE ARE MARSHALLING OUR FORCES,' HE SAID, AND
INDICATED THAT HE PLANNED THE MEETING WITH THE
CANADIAN STUDENTS WHO WANTED TO MAKE THE TRIP IN
TORONTO, ONT., TOMORROW.

"THE GROUP, CALLED 'AD HOC STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR
TRAVEL TO CUBA, « HAD ACCEPTED THE CUBAN INVITATION FOR
AN ALL-EXPENSES PAID VACATION LAST MONTH. STUDENTS
FROM CAMPUSES THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA
HAD BEEN ATTRACTED BY THE IDEA OF A FREE TRIP TO CUBA
BUT MANY BACKED OFF AFTER THE STATE DEPARTMENT REFUSED
TO VALIDATE THEIR PASSPORTS FOR TRAVEL TO THE COMMUNIST-
HELD ISLAND.

"MG1027PES .
.

"

- 15* -
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

REPORTING OFFICE

Boston
j

OFFICE OF ORIGIN

New York

TITLE OF CASE

INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

9/20/63 9/5 - 19/63

TYPED BY

lc

PERMANENT STUDENT COMMITTEE
FOR TRAVEL TO CUBA

CHARACTER OF CASE

REFERENCE: Report of SA

IS - C

9/6/63, Boston.

Buairtel 9/5/63 to New York, Atlanta, etc. requesting
interview of all participants in Cuban trip.

Buairtel 9/10/63 requesting copy of December, 1962
issue of "Harvard Crimson”.

Butel to Boston 9/6/63 requesting details on
"Boston Globe” article.

- P - all inpormatiowconyambb

BUS

THE NEW YORK DIVISION

AT NEW YORK. NEW YORK

Tf nryb already done will Identify subscriber to

, which number was called by I L and[

SPECIAL AGENT
IN CHARGE DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

SEE FOLLOWING PAGES
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which number Is set out in the 6/15/63 letter from
to I I.

1 1

THE WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE (INFORMATION)

An information copy is designated for the WFO because
of investigation being conducted by this office.

THE BOSTON DIVISION

AT BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS

Will review microfilm of
I

's checking account at
the New England Merchants Bank forTEe month of 12/62 to
determine if he issued a check to I I for $10.00.determine if he issued a check to for $10.00.

Will obtain Bureau authority to interview
reporter for the "Harvard Crimson", upon ms

return to Harvard University, Cambridge . Massachusetts for
information concerning his interview of

L

ADMINISTRATIVE

On September 4, 1963 , Mr.|
I,

Departmental Attorney, requested that telephone records be
checked to locate any calls made in October, November or
December, 1962 by | | to| |at New York, New
York telephone number OR3-73oy, the telephone number of the
PSCTC.

|
1 had advised that he had been in telephonic

contact with
|

in New York City.
|

| said the
call or calls made by him woijld have been charged to one of
the following numbers

:

These latter two numbers are at his
business, the

ace of

The telephone records do not contain any toll
charges to the above three numbers for any calls to
New York City 0R3-7369 during October, November or

- D -
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December, 1962. However, the records show four toll calls
to New York City

| |

in December, 1962.

. 1 N recollection Is tha t he obtained the
Inumber from| of the "Harvard

Crimson" (an undergraduate newspaper published in Cambridge,
Massachusetts) . as a number at which| 1 could
be contacted. fs recollection of phone cans to

| |
is set out in the body of this report.

Photostats of telephone bills containing record s

of toll charges to telephone numbers I

and I Ifor the months of October, November and
December, 19o2 have been obtained and are being kept as
exhibits in the Boston file.

Mr. I I also requested that a copy of a
letter dated December 14, 1962 froml | to
be obtained. Photostats of this letter and the envelope in
which it was enclosed were furnished to the Bureau and New
York by Bsairtel to Bureau dated September 6, 1963 . The
originals are maintained in the files of GORDON HALL.
There is a piece of note paper attached to the original
containing a notation of telephone number ! \ Copies
have been made an exhibit in the Boston file. The letter is
set out verbatim in this report.

I 1 has no recollection as to to® he replied
to

| f s letter of December 14, 1962 or if in fact he
actually did make any formal reply. He said he personally
has no copy of any reply and there is none in the files of
GORDON HALL, the repository for all documents relating to
his trip to Cuba.

In his initial interview, 1.1963*
said he sent a check for $10. to | _ I

(in December, 1962 ) . On September 4, 19o3 Mr. I l

requested that the cancelled check for this $10. or a copy
of it be obtained to determine who endorsed it.

On interview September 17, 1963.
1~~~

said
he is not certain whether he actually sent $10. to
by check or actually whether he sent the $10. or notl He
said he had reviewed his check stubs and could not find any
record of it.

I has regular checking account
with the New England Merchants Bank, Copley Square"
Boston, Massachusetts.

- E -
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Boston has not been able to review microfilm
of this account to date because the bank has been in process
of converting records to IBM Computers and the records
in Archives have been completely tied up. A search for
the above check will be made as soon as possible.

On September 4, 1963 .* M:

the details be obtained as to how s application for
the trio, visa photos and $10.00 in currency were sent to

in May, 1963. An interview with

requested that

is set out in this report containing this information.£

Pour photostats of the "Boston Globe" newspaper
article of December 13, 1962 , which first awakened I I

*

s

interest in the PSCTC, were furnished to the Bureau and one
photostat to New York, by Bsairtel of September 11, 1963*
This article is set out in its entirety in this report and a
copy is retained in the exhibit section of the Boston file.

One original and four photostats of the article
appearing in the December 19* 1962 issue of "Harvard
nrlnson" relating to the PSCT8 and interview ofl

were sent by Bsairtel to the Bureau September 13*
19b3 . on& photostat was also sent to New York with this
airtel. A photostat has bean placed in the Boston file as
a replacement for the original. Boston has not been able
to locate additional original copies.

Referenced Buairtel dated September 5* 1963
requested that all persons interviewed be questioned for
information concerning

and T
On September 4 and 17*

activities
1 said he had

or 1 lin connection with the subject group.
Isaic1 that the only information he had concerning

's participation in the planning of this trip was
1

SAl

IQ63 set out on page 17 of the report of
dated September 6, 1963 at Boston.

- F* -
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SAC, CLEVELAND

SAC, BOSTON (62-0)

INPOKf-JATIOi^CONCERNING -

SECURITY MATTER

r -
* —

Mrs. GORDON HALL, wife of GORDON HALL, a profc-asional
lecturer- on extremist groups, Boston, Mass . , . ,‘lephonieally
advi tho Boston Office on 10/1/63, that s!i was calling
at tho request of her husband, currently In Nov; York,
relative t o the concern expressed by L

Akron, Ohio, over her possible involvement
in an expected pro-Nazi investigation to be conducted at
Akron, as a result of a service performed by her for
GORDON HALL,

Mrs. HALL in explanation stated that
actually a "mall drop" for her husband, HALL, and that
at hie request has been receiving literature from pro-
Nazi and other groups through the mail for later use as
source material by HALL in his lectures, Mrs. HALL

J 1b accordingly apprehensive thatsaid that
she may be considered pro Nazi by anyone who nay be aware
that she receives pro-Nazi mall but who Is unacquainted
with her true role in such matter.

willMrs. HALL stated that she believes

|

undoubtedly follow her husband • s suggestion that she
contact taa FBI and explain explain exactly her connection
with him and her true position in the matter-

.

The above la furnished Cleveland /or information purposes.
2 - Cleveland
2 - Boston (62-0) (1
LMM:rar

(*)

94-6; HALL)
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(Mount Clipping in Space Below)

fiRAn Hall, AnthBigOtry Crusader

Tij Speak Sunday On “Hate Groupf
Gordon Hall, one-man crusader against all fonwrof

bigotry, will lecture this Sunday at 8 p.m. in Goddard
Chapel. Mr. Hall’s speech, “Hate Groups—On and Off
Campus,” is expected to

about seven mlllion Americans
deal with both left and are currentiy involved in po-
right-wing extremist groups, litical fringe groups. Of this

The Unity Club in co-ordina- number, approximately five and
tion with the Billings Lecture- a half million are on the right,

ship of the Unitarian-Univer- one and a half million on the

salist Association is sponsoring left. These figures, according to

the lecture. Mr. Hall, are conservative, with
While there are many organ- estimates by the groups them-

izations which devote their time selves running far higher,

to the investigating and expos- However, the manner of op-
ing of hate groups, Mr. Hall Is eration of the two rides differs

die only individual who makes greatly. As a rule, the rightists

this job his permanent voca- concentrate on a specific racial

tion. For the last twenty years, or religious group, such as Jews,
he has worked without the aid Catholics or Negro&f. On the

of official backing, sponsors, or other hand, according to Mr.
a paid staff. Any funds he earns Hall, the leftists usually con-
come from lectures h© delivers eentrate on a system &r
to interested groups, - which ofteh makes fhes^
la the last few years, Mr, harder to oppose. They

mm has concentrated mainly their hate against broad aspi^l
on exposing right-wing extrem- such as war and poverty — im* ?

ista. It his belief die fares of society which most poo-
cag^try is becoming aware pie are opposed to. f

they menace of internal
^
Com- though Mr. Hall does Jiot

muAsts, but that there is still approve of any of the extnm
a treat from cm groups, he is quieltq
jttfcfWr extreme. their right to be

Sir. Hall believes there are taming that in g i

large numbers of radkals on should be possible fer unpopular

Ipjx He , estjmah5§ f thatlip^ups to h% ^eard^lly,^
I

(Indicate page, name of
newspaper, city and state.)

BOSTON GLOBE
Boston, Mass*

BOSTON HERALD
Boston* Mass*.

BOSTON TRAVELER
BoStOn* Mass.

CHRISTIAN
SCffiHCE' MOfUTCR
Boston* ft&ss.

RECORD AMERICAN
Boston* Ifess*

Date: /0 ~ ^

Character:

Classification

:

Submitting Office: BOSTON
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Mr. ,. *. U.J ^'W
Senior Vice Pretiktaat nod Secretary
The Union life Insurance Company, Inc.

11 North Sixth street

Richmond 1, Virginia

Bear Lawler:

X hare receive** your letter of Iieeember 30th,

esclosing the pamphlet distributed by the Richmond Public

f orum, and I certainly appreciate your interest in bringing

thia to our attention.

B was good of you to offer to be of assistance

in correcting any inaccuracies, but I see no reason for you
to become involved. However, I have instructed our
Richmond office to contact representatives of the Forum and
clearly point oat that Hall has never been associated with toe

* Bl and that we neither approve nor disapprove of his activities.

Thank you for the kina sentiment* you expressed
mod I hope that the coming year will bring you all possible good
health ami happiness.

sincerely,

2 - Richmond - Enclosures (4)

(%- Boston - Enclosures (4) (94-629) ^
ATTENTION SACS: (See next page)
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Mr. J. E. Lawler

ATTENTION SACS: Gordon D. Hall has previously been admonishea
by the Boston Office in connection with allegations that he has implied

Bureau approval of his endeavors. He has emphatically denied such
allegations and has claimed that he merely quotes from my books and
other FBI publications. Publicity concerning him in the enclosed

pamphlet must have emanated from him or sources close to hira and

is cleverly worded to Leave the distinct impression that the FBI and

he have worked together and his endeavors are sanctioned by the

Bureau.

The Boston Office is instructed to contact Hall and
bring this pamphlet to Ids attention and the impression it leaves. He
should again be admonished and told that we are contacting tae Richmond
Public Forum representatives to point out the falsity of this impression,
that he has never had any connection with the FBI, has not worked with

the FBI and that the FBI neither approves nor disapproves of his

activities and lectures. He is to be further advised that in view of the

allegations regularly coming t^
Q
our attention, it will be necessary for

us in all similar occasiona contact appropriate persons and deny
any association with Mm or approval of his activities.

The Richmond Office is instructed to contact appropriate

representatives of the Richmond Public Forum and advise them as
indicated above. Further request that any additional prints of this

pamphlet omit references to the FBI or any implication that Hail uaa
ever been associated with or has the approval of this Bureau.

- 2 -



The Union Life Insurance Company
INCORPORATED

Home Office - n North Sixth Street

Richmond i, Virginia

December 30, 1963
J. E. LAWLER

SENIOR VtCE PREStDENT
AND SECRETARY

The Honorable J. Edgar Hoover
Director, FBI Justice
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Hoovers

I am attaching a folder entitled, "An Informed Citizenry For A
Working Democracy.” They asked me to appear on the panel to
question Gordon D. Hall, which I do not plan to do at this time.

You will note that he seems to be using his alleged association
with the FBI to sell himself. If I can be of any service in
correcting any inaccuracies, please let me know.

*’C-

’

< i

With every good wish for your continued health and happiness in
1961*.
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for a

is the motivation for the rebirth of “The Richmond
Public Forum”. The Forum will bring to the citizens

of this community personalities of national reputation

to discuss issues that are current and significant. This

year’s program presents authorities in the fields of

literature, news analysis and politics. You will find

a spectrum of viewpoints as well as subjects.

This is an open forum at which ample time will be

provided for questions from the audience.

.10
CHET HUNTLEY
NBC-TV News
Commentator

January 25

"Mr. President 1964?”

"No one is born with a ‘nose for

news’/’ says Chet Huntley. “It’s

something one develops the same
as anything that must be
learned". Chet Huntley has been

developing his ‘nose for news’
since 193+ when he first began
to broadcast on a Seattle radio

station. Today, Huntley is one
of the outstanding news commen-
tators of our time, appearing reg-

ularly on the Huntley-Brinkley

report on NBC-TV. Other as-

signments also include the “NBC
White Papers’’, regular contribu-

tions to NBC Radio’s “Emphasis"
and such hour long TV specials

as “The Land” and “The Many
Faces of Spain”.

A graduate of Washington State

University, Huntley has covered

many top news stories in the

Far West as well as stories in

Asia and the Middle East, Join-

ing with Brinkley in 1955, the

team blossomed with wide praise

from the nation’s TV critics and
the ratings have continued to re-

flect the nation-wide popularity

of the men.

GORDON D. HALL
Writer-Lecturer

March 14

"From Left to Right:

an analysis of the

mainstream vs. extremism’ 1

Gordon Hall was described in a

1962 Saturday Evening Post ar-

ticle as a “fearless one-man task

force . . . who flails the ‘hate

boys’ with their worst scourge

—

exposure.” The description

couldn’t have been more accu-

rate because, for nearly 20 years,

Hall has been a one-man FBI
devoting his time to the investi-

gation of and attack on hate

groups. Although he frequently

works with the FBI and is

considered one of the nation’s

foremost authorities on hate or-

ganizations, Hall, who battles

both far right and far left groups,

has no official backing or tie-ups,

no sponsors, no paid staff, no

funds except what he earns as a

lecturer.

Concerned with the dangers of

extremism, and both appalled

and fascinated by hate groups,

Hall began pursuit of his career

shortly after getting out of the

service in World War II. Times
were lean in those first few years

but, Hall’s persistant study and
his growing recognition as an

authority on such groups soon

caused the picture to brighten.

Today, Hall’s lecture dates aver-

age about 125 a year, and his

collection of data, statistics, and
factual information relating to

hate groups is the most extensive

and complete in the country.
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VICTOR LASKY
Author

April 4

"Follies of the

New Frontier”

;

NORMAN COUSINS
Editor, Saturday Review

May 1

"World Report”

Victor Lasky, controversial au-

thor of one of the year’s top

best-sellers* “JFK: The Man and
the Myth”, has long been known
as a hard-hitting, fast- digging

reporter and journalist. In a

journalistic career ranging over

two decades, Lasky has inter-

viewed and written about presi-

dents, would-be presidents and
statesmen (including a few dic-

tators). He has visited and writ-

ten about many of the hot spots

of the world—Kashmir, Castro’s

Cuba, South Vietnam and Al-

geria.

Formerly a Washington corre-

spondent, Lasky has worked for

such newspapers as the New
York World-Telegram and Sun,

the Chicago Sun (now Sun-
Times) and the defunct Paris

(France) Post. In 1950 he co-

authored the best-selling book on
the Alger Hiss Case, “Seeds of

Treason”, and later wrote a full-

length documentary on the Com-
munist problem, “The Hoaxters”,

which was produced by Dore
Schary for MGM. Lasky, who
has lately been specializing in

analyses of world and domestic
affairs, now writes a syndicated

column which appears in over
100 newspapers.

A distinguished editor, who
stands as a symbol of America’s

creative, crusading and sensitive

mind, Norman Cousins is a man
of extraordinary talent and stat-

ure. Cousins, whose travels have
taken him around the world six

times, has lectured widely
throughout Asia and has been

an observer or correspondent at

such events as the Asian-African

Conference in Bandung in 1955,

the Berlin Airlift in 1948 and
Korean Crisis of 1951.

A recipient of many awards, in-

cluding the Thomas Jefferson

Award for Journalism in 1948

and the John Dewey Award for

Public Service in 1958, Cousins

is a member of the Board of

Editors of the Encyclopedia Bri-

tannica and is a former Vice

President of P. E. N., the world

organization of writers, editors

and publishers. He holds de-

grees from 15 universities and
colleges. Among the outstanding

books written by Cousins are “In

Place of Folly”, “Dr. Schweitzer

of Lambarene” (a book-of-the-

mouth selection in I960), “In

God We Trust”, and “Talks
with Nehru”.

%
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Remember the old Richmond Public Forum

It was an exciting opportunity to hear distinguished

guests speak on timely and sometimes oddly interesting

subjects. Each guest was challenged by an eager and

inquiring audience and an evening at the Forum was

both stimulating and thought provoking. The first

Forum was organized in 1934 under the sponsorship

of the Richmond Council on Adult Education, and

continued in operation until 1955. During its life

span, approximately 21 years, the Forum brought to

Richmond many notable speakers, including Arthur

Garfield, Bertrand Russell and Arthur Schlesinger,

Jr. Each of these speakers added greatly to the cultural

and civic climate of our community, providing us

with a diversity of ideas and opinions,’ as well as

serving as a sounding board for our own thoughts.

The discontinuance of the Forum left a gap in our

city’s cultural life—a gap the new 1963-64 Forum
hopes to fill.

Richmond has grown substantially since the birth Of

the first Forum. Our population- has greatly increased,

new industries have sprung up, our standard of living

has spiralled upward. But with this growth have

also come greater social, economic and political prob-

lems . . , and greater responsibilities. The Richmond
Public Forum will not be able to solve our problems

for us, but hearing what the learned men of our

generation have to say about these problems will

certainly do much to help make us more informed,

aware citizens and, perhaps, encourage us to think

and act more wisely in times of decision.



DIRECTOR, FBI (100-439769) 1/15/64
Attentions Research, Correspondence and Tours

SAC, BOSTON (94-629) (P)

GORDON D, HALL
RESEARCH (CRIME RECORDS)

Rebulet to Mr, J, E, LAWLER, etc., dated 1/6/64.

On 1/14/64, Mrs. DOROTHY HALL, wife of OORDOM D. HALL,
advised that her husband left Boston 1/6/64 on a seven-
weeks* lecture tour throughout numerous of the Dhlted States.
She stated his lectures trill be "one night stands" and that ^

he Is due to return to Boston 2/22/64. 7

Mrs. HALL will furnish the Boston Office a copy of his
Itinerary.

UACB, Boston will contact GORDON HALL upon his return to
Boston and comply with instructions In rebulet.

2 - Bureau (»)
1- Richmond (Info) (KM)
J&/*i.;9eston
MJMnaaJ

ALL «' m
;

l“SRS>N !S
'^TAJNi'Si

/itf
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DIRECTOR, FBI 1-15-6**
Attention: RESEARCH CORRESPONDENCE

AND TOURS
SAC, RICHMOND (9*1-479) - RUC -

GORDON D. HALL
RESEARCH MATTER

Re Bureau letter to Mr. J. E. LAWLER, Senior
Vice President and Secretary, The Union Life Insurance
Company, Inc., Richmond, Virginia, 1-6-64.

Mr. RALPH F. . KRUEGER, JR., Account Executive,
WRVA Radio, Hotel Richmond, Richmond, Virginia, v.ho is
also director of the Richmond Public Forum, was contacted
by SA on 1-13-64. Mr. KRUEGER was advised
in accordance with Bureau instructions set forth on page 2

of referenced letter. He was extremely grateful for the
information and expressed deep regret that he had not been
aware of the true situation prior to the preparation of
the pamphlet setting forth Information concerning HALL.
He related that the Forum was preparing to reprint 6000
additional copies of this pamphlet but he would immediately
take steps to eliminate any reference to the FBI on these
reprints

.

Mr. KRUEGER pointed out that the first reference
to the FBI in the HALL wrltoup 49 tftl*. MQsphlet was taken
.froa *n which ha£ i^.AMK'lssue of the

foet * to l962. TlmiTjt$on& reference
to th» ITU* tth*rw HAUL >ork with the

FBX, *** vwrtwlly furai»b»d to ttCEflfcR by HALL on the

twlophhnw when arrangements for HALL’s appearance were
being negotiated. Mr. KRUEGER stated he specifically
asked HALL if it was permissible to use his '’frequent

works with the FBI" In the pamphlet and HALL had answered
in the affirmative.

Z - Bureau
(l 1-- Boston (94-629) (info)
1 - Richmond

RET/pgh
(4)



RH 94-479

Mr. rKRUEOER expressed complete agreement
with the Bureau’s position and desires In this matter
and assured full cooperation. He further informed
that trtB would definitely alert him and other represen-
tatives of the Richmond Public Forum to any future
situations of this nature.

He advised he realizes that frequently they
have controversial figures on the Forum but that this
did not constitute a license to these individuals fco

make false representations or to use his organization
as a vehicle to publicize it.

It is felt Mr. KRUEGER is genuinely concerned
over this incident and will not knowingly permit a
recurrence if it is within his ability to prevent it.
He was appropriately thanked for his acquiescence to
the Bureau's request to omit any reference to the FBI
in future reprints of the pamphlet.

In view of the cooperative attitude exhibited
and expressed by Mr. KRUEGER, no further action is con-
templated in this matter at this time.

2



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 1 it

5010-104

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM

SAC, Boston (94-629)

Director, FBI (62 -104564')"

date: 1-20-64

subject: GORDON D. HALL
RESEARCH (CORRESPONDENCE AND TOURS)

Re Boston and Richmond letters dated January 15, 1964.

Since Hall will be in travel status until February 22nd,

no effort should be made to contact him until he returns home at which
time the Boston Office should comply with Bureau’s instructions. During
the contact with Hall, it should be made clear that we. are aware that the

statement concerning the FBI was placed in the brochure with his specifics

authorization and that we will not tolerate future incidents of this type.-

1 - Richmond (94-479)





DIRECTOR* FBI (62-104584)
(Attn i RESEARCH, CORRESPONDENCE AND TOURS)

SAC* BOSTON (94-629)

3/4/64

8BKD0K D. HALL
RESEARCH MATTER

•oit'AlNiflO

ReBulet to Mr. J. B, LAVISH of The union Ufa
Insurance Company, Inc., Richmond 1, Virginia, dated
January 6 , 1964, and Bulet to fioeton* 1/20/64,

GORDON D, HALL was Interviewed at the Boston Office
on February 28 , 1964, by Special Agent

|

In accordance with Bureau instructions.

He stated that in late August or early September,
1963 * he made a long distance telephone call to a man who
identified himself as Mr. RALPH KREUOBR of the Richmond Public
Forum, Richmond, Virginia. This call was In answer to several
calls previously placed by XRBUOER. HALL stated that the
reason he had not received ERguagR * a earlier a*ii« %>«» because
it was during the period when he and| Iwere
being interviewed by various Oovernaent agenciee (including
FBI) and Congressional committees.

This was in reference to activities of the Permanent
Student Committee for Travel to Cuba, Bufilc 100-439769 wherein

L a cooperative sourey'lllo Interviewed on several
occasions by the Boston Office of the FBI.

,
HALL said that KREUOER informed him that he had read

about I
I
end HALL in the newspapers and that he had been

following HALL s activities for several years. He further said
that he and others in the Richmond area had wanted for some ,

time to bring HALL in as a speaker.

XREUQfER inquired as to a date when HALL would be
able to speak before the Richmond Public Forum and there
ensued a discussion of a honorarium and expenses-X HALL said
a date and a fee were agreed upon\ / /

\ 2 - Bureau ( 68-]
\ 1 - Richmond 1 9V*

1

(1
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(Infs)
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BS 9^29

• •

ISUraoXR then Inquired for advance publicity materials,
HALL told him that h« would forward several copies of a Satur-
day Stalling Pont Ufa ftery datad December 18, 1962 concerning
himself* KAIL inforead KRXU9ER that ainca thia mu a long
biography any publicity naadad could ba taken from thia piece.

HALL stated that ha made no abatement that he "works
with the FBI" but did mention that he had recently been
engaged in interviews with other Government agencies and that
the words "Security Agencies" may have been used,

HALL advised that he would deny emphatically ever
stating to KREtKHOI or anybody else that he "works for the FBI."
As a matter of fact, he stated his recollection is that there
was no question of any FBI connections for use in advance
publicity discussed nor even hinted at by either party and
that he therefore would categorically deny authorising KREHOER
to make or use such e statement

•

HALL said that in dealings -.Of this type he Is rest
circumspect that people handling publicity for his appearances
do not refer to him as having any connection with the FBI.

HAIL said there was rely one telephone conversation
with KRHHQER and that it lasted approximately 20 minutes.

HALL stated that he regrets that publicity has been
issued in connection with his proposed appearance in Richmond,
Virginia incorrectly identifying him as having worked with the
FBI.

2 -
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lev. 12-13-56)

Transmit the following in

via TELETYPE

Date: 1-J-/7

/

6I4.

(Type in plain text or code

)

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO : DIRECTOR, /FBI (62-10l±58J±) ' MLWKXmT\mGONi*MB

.

/ y JV„
FROM: SAC, BOSTON / ( 92^-629

% DAT? S"

v •" ‘750**/ {

GORDON /D. HALL, INFO CONCERNING.

BOSTON IN RECEIPT OF COPY OF LETTER DATED APRIL TWO LAST

FORWARDED TO DIRECTOR BY I

I, BROCKTON, MASS., ON WHICH IS INDICATED COPY TO

BROCKTON OFFICE, FBI.

AND ADMITTED

|
ALLEGES THAT ON APRIL ONE LAST HALL LECTURED

IS ONE OF HIS PRIVATE INVESTIGATORS

AND SAID HE HAD BEEN AN FBI AGENT. IS IDENTICAL WITH

BUFILE ONE HUNDRED DASH THREE SEVEN FIVE THREE FOUR SEVEN.

|

IS KNOWN TO RESIDENT AGENTS AT BROCKTON AS

WELL KNOWN JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY MEMBER IN BROCKTON AREA. HE IS

EMPLOYED AS ENGINEER BY BROCKTON EDISON CO. AND RAN UNSUCCESSFULLY

FOR OFFICE OF SCHOOL COMMITTEEMAN IN CITY OF BROCKTON.

BOSTON INDICES DISCLOSE INDIVIDUAL OF SAME NAME, THEN

RESIDING BROCKTON, MASS., CAME TO

BOSTON OFFICE ON JULY SIXTEEN, NINETEEN FIFTY THREE, FOR PURPOSE

OF ASSISTING FBI IN ANY WAY HE COULD.. HE PROVIDED NO INFORMATION

AT THAT TIME.

END PAGE ONE

FMC:ma i

( 2 )
r

Approved:

SpppapAgent in Charge

// PAJAu Per

~3 ?



BS 94.-629

PAGE TWO

b6
b7C
b7D

RECOMMEND BOSTON CONTACT AND ADVISE

WAS NOT A SPECIAL AGENT OF FBI. HE DID, HOWEVER,

FURNISH INFO CONCERNING SUBVERSIVE ACTIVITIES ON A CONFIDENTIAL

BASIS FROM JAN., NINETEEN FORTY NINE TO MAY, NINETEEN FIFTY FOUR.

THIS STATEMENT PREVIOUSLY AUTHORIZED BY BUREAU FOR RELEASE IN

REPLY TO PRESS INQUIRIES

.

END

CC:



0-9 (Rev. 12-13-56}

Date: 4-8-64

Transmit the following in

Via airtel

(Type in plain text or code)

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

^o: SAC, Boston (94-629) &5^™CONTA»
%rom: Director, FBI

GORDON D. HALL
INFORMATION CONCERNING
RESEARCH (CORRESPONDENCE AND TOURS)
BUDED 4-26-64

Reurtel April 7, 1964.

You are not authorized to contactl as suggested

in referenced teletype. Bufiles indicate
| \

has bee/i critical of the Bureau
in the past and communications from him are not acknowledged. It is not deemed
to the Bureau’s advantage to provide him with any information which would tend

to inject the FBI into a resulting controversy between
j

and ^all.

You are instructed to immediately contact
|

|
and

advise that we have received information that he has been identified as one of

Hall's private investigators and allegedly has been described by Hall as a former
FBI Agent. Point out to

| |
that the Bureau, in the past, has found it neces-

!

sary to contact Hall and request him to refrain from leaving the impression with

audiences that he has the FBI's endorsement and cooperation in connection with

his activities. Tactfully suggest to that he insure that his relationship

with the FBI is not inaccurately described by Hall and that his former association

with the Bureau not be used to further imply any relationship between Hall and the

FBI. Advise him that we neither approve nor disapprove of Hall's activities and

that we will not condone any misrepresentatiqaJLnUiis connection.

Results are to be f^ntished^under aM>ve* caption, to reach the

Bureau by 4-20-64. * / '

I -l / :

[sra —.TTcXLO-.-^-

I I / / s yy -w l rr.fr



4/15/64

Hi. STORJaATiON COWTAJW®

fromi

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, BOSTON (94-*29) (C)

SUBJECT 1 OORDOR D. HAIL
INFORMATION COMCSRHlNO
RESEARCH (OORREtPOKHUfOE AMD TOOTS)
BODED 4/20/64

Re Bualrtfl 4/8/64.

I I hm contested on 4/14/64 add he advised
that ha 11 pMUUUJf «i>loved operatios a fork lift for the
Walworth Company, 1515 Washington Street, South Braintree,
Masaaohusettg. He continues to reside at

|

I, Massachusetts.

I bald that he has worked off and on for GORDON
D, UASJa after hit association with the Bureau, hut did not
elaaslfy hlw*elf specifically as an investigator. He said
that he Is doing this work for HALL because he feels that
people should know about and be told about organisations such
at the Birch Society,

was advised that he allegedly has been
described oy haLL aa a former FBI Agent. Hi said that to
hie knowledge, HALL hae not described hi* aa m former FBI
Agent, but rather as a fnewer undercover Agent for the FBI.
He stated, however, that he hasn't beep prrsent at all of
HALL'S talks. . / /

/ r/ m
\ .Y

v#



BS 94-629

It was pointed out to l I that the Bureau in the
past has found it necessary to contact HALL and request hi* to
refrain freo leaving the impression with audiences that HALL
has the FBI’s endorsement and co-operation in connection with
his activities.

It was tactfully suggested to| |that he Insure
that his relationship with the FBI is accurately described
by HALL and that his former association with the FBI not be
used to imply any relationship between the FBI and HALL.

was advised that the FBI neither approves
nor disapproves of XALL’s activities and that the FBI would
not condone any misrepresentation in this connection.

I advised that he desired to continue to
co-operate with the Bureau, as he has in the past, and would
tactfully conform and handle the Bureau 1 s desired in this
matter with HALL. He added that he himself is aware that
he was never employed by the FBI nor was he ever a Special
Agent of the FBI.

| |
stated that, in the event it is necessary

to contact him in the future, he be contacted at his residence
after 4:30 p.m. as in the past.

— 2 —

1



April 2,1964

J. Cdgar Hoover, Director
federal Bureau of Investigation

Washington, D.C.

Dear Sir:

last evening 1 attended a lecture of one Coi

sional smear artist and peddlar of hatred betwei

and religions of Americans, with special venom
Society, of which 1 am a member.

n Hall,a
'variouara^ss
theJohnBi^hT.

b6
b7C
b7D

He admitted last night that one | |is one of his
private investigators, and said that he hid been an "P.Bvi. agent'*-,,

I had heard
| |

say this before over the radio, end I think that

the public should be entitled to know whether or not this ls TO, at
least, if it is not so.

I have reason to believe that this man was the aaoayS»d$; phoh#
caller who threatened ay life in connection with the showing Of the

film “Operation Abolition1
’ last January-1963, here in Brockton.

|

might have been some kind of an informer, but I

doubt that he could ever have made tho grade as an F.B.l agent,which
is the claim they repeatedly make. -

Any information which you can provide regarding this Claim, f

would be most appreciated. Frankly, I am getting a bit fed up with
taking the baloney of these left-wing liars, and vronder whether

anybody in official capacity cares anymore whether they win over the
public or not. if 1 am wrong, I wish that someone would let as ioKJW.

Very truly yours.

Copy, Brockton Office, F.B.l,

Ml INFORMATIONCONTAIN®



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA GEN. REG. NO.«j7

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
*

Memorandum
date: 4/2/64

FR0M : SA FRANCIS J. /PIERONI

subject: GORnON HALL;

Information Concerning

all informationCONTAWBB

<w&<4

j On April 2, 1964
| \

Brockton,

Massachusetts appeared at the Brockton Resident Agency and made available
a copy of a letter dated 4/2/64 which is addressed to the Bureau and which

is self-explanatory.

It will be noted that is a well known John Birch Society
member in this area, that he is employed as an engineer by the Brockton
Edison Company and that he ran unsuccessfully for the office of school

committeeman in the city of Brockton.

The above is being furnished in the event of a Bureau inquiry.

SEARCHER

[
SERIALIZE}-

/indexer,

.ftTlLED-/

|apr-
I
cm-BOSTON/
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ipism'

CkiMct* *t NAACT

I1TW810H or JUDOMQ9

HON. ALBERT V. WATSON
op tovrm CAAOUKA

IK TH* HOCS* Or RBPM8ENTATIVKS
W*d*e*4dy, Aufuat 21, 1963

Mr. WATBOK. Mr. Sptafcer, on Mon-
d*j, July 29, 1W, my wteemed col-

league the gentleman from ArfconMte,

the Booormble K. C Oathikos, did thle

Ooogrm and the Nation a great service

by lmeitinf In the Appendix of the
Raceme a very detailed and exhaustive
beogont of the gubreraive character of

tbeHAACr
Tbte nWQrt lay Representative Oath-

Drag tegutfgtf ggpraodmately 30 pages of

the CwnapoeAL Rbcoep, and no doubt
Ka iMyth, ahhonth necessary for such
a dOCRSMoUd study, discouraged many
from reeding It One of my most out-

oOQfltttuenU and one well versed

in andtaMrvlodgeable about communism,
Mr. Jtatert 0. Ittoe, of Columbia, fl.C ,

hm OUhdtm In-depth study of my ool-

jMQft NNTi and reduoed lte factual

JBiMMlMfr Htto a most concise and
iMseatanftabt* form.

AS smt oonodvable pressure is being
«*d Or the leaders of the NAACP against

Ompreas for the passage of the most
Mam and mcongthutiocuU civil rights

XfiI ftn the history of this Hatton, I am
msftkog ths sompilaUon of my esteemed
ftfatil Mr. Mae. in the Rgcou so that
moon* vttl have a concise reoord of

fh# background and activUles of the
AiCpIe directing that organisation. The
report, as oompiled by Mr. Rios from
tel* »>n I elIn Oathxno* earlier spasch
ilthls Mouse. Mknrs

:

ifimlm of ntMoSi erpsuteetkme sttt
sfcioA eJMtete* sr epoasor of nwfc an
drpew telHow's frejifll , at reported by ha
ftwa it list Oegnsfs aad appearlag ta tv
ttairma iiil Hsu—N

osnemg *mw sntsa wamme or tbs maact

h toy WtttOae, national administrator
and saseudvo secretary T

A Ar.f tft XMAoU, founder, Atlantic
tmiTsrslty, isos »«

Arthur B. Bpringorn, national presi-

dent, membsr board of director*.

INI - - 4
4. Qraoa B. Pendarson, national rice

president, 1ML. 1

ft. A. Phillip Randolph, national vie*

prseidsnt, 1461-___i 20
4. L. Pearl Mitchell, national vice pres*

Went, 1441 2

7. Bishop W. J. Walls, national vice

preaidant, 1061, AUI Zion
Church, Chicago. 6

8. John Haynes Holmes, national vice

president, 1964-61 30

0. William Lloyd Im«, national vice

president, 1961, pastor, 8t. James
Presbyterian Church, president,

Knoxville College 31

10. Dr. W. Montague Cobb, chairman,
national health committee, Jf>64,

professor, Howard University 4

11. Dr. J. M. Tinsley, national board of

directors, national health com-
mittee, 1964 ( Virginia}.. 2

Number of rehearWu* wgseteeelires w**
•AAtk - atM^' Ml
«rP*»te*fW# projesr. •* reported% N#P-
resenteWe* Oeittisg* and SfAJn# 4* tee
OowgraastoaeJ Record OonHgwed

14. Dr, Horry J. Onene, national board
of directors, national haagb com-
mittee, Philadelphia. 2

13. Roeoo# Dunjee, national rtos presi-

dent, 1061, attorney, Oklahoma
Ctty._ 14

14. Dr S. Ralph Hatloir, national board
of directora 106 1, Department of

Religion, Smith OUOef*- 10
15 Robert C. Weaver, national board of

directors, 1061, Economic Adviser
Secretary of the Intarlor. ... 5

16. Lewie Gannett, natlooal board ol di-

rectors, national vice president.

1061, book review ooiumnist. New
York Herald Tribune 14

17 Dr. Buell Q. Oallagher, national
board of directors. 1441, presi-

dent, Talladega GbUegs, 1036 2

16. Judge Hubert T. Dstaaf, national
board of dirsotere, 1464, New
York City 9

10. Norman Cousins, nMNwial vice pres-
ident, 1054 ( editor, Saturday Re-
view of Literature), 1

20. Dr. Algernon D. Black, national
board of directors. 1061, New
York Cftty 34

21. Dr. Ralph Bunchs, national hoard of

directors, 1041, Washington, DO . 8

22 Dr. H Claude Hudson, national board
of directors, 1441, hot Angelas,
Calif 1

48. Alfred Baker Lewis, national board
of directors, 1041-.. 3

34. Dr James J. McClendon, national
board of directors, national baalth
oommlttea, 1061. Detroit. 8

4ft James Hinton, national hoard of di-

rectors, 1464 (preatdeot. State
confer****, South Gsrettna) l

26 Theodore M. Berry, national hoard of

directors, national legal commit -

tea, 1041. Cincinnati 1

27. ferl B. Dlekereo*. natteaal here* of
directors, national kagal arenh-
tee, 1461. IWnnl*.. ... 40

4g Benjamin K. Man, neftMMd hoard of
dlieeVoes, lmt (peeaMmA MNrt~
honae OoUegs) 8

44. A. T. Walden, national Mgrt sdgimte-
tee. 1461, Oeorgta 2

40, Arthur D. Shores, naMsM hpl
committer, 1441 3

81. Lloyd Garrison, *i lishis, national
legal oonunitteev 1441 (lajrmer

chairman, NLRB, MXteon, WM.) .. 8
84. Bldney A. Jonas, nsfionai legal eons-

mittee, 1054, Chisage— 4
84. W. Hobart Jr., national l^al

oommlttee, 1464, Washington, D O 2

44. Arthur J. Mande). national legal

oommlttea, 1064, Houston, Tex..„ 4
86 Robert W. Kenny, national legal eom-

mittea, 1061 ( Attorney Oeneral of

California, 1343-47) 16

36. Milton R. Konvlla. national legal

oommlttea. 1061, Newark, NJ 1

87. Loren Miller, national vice preel-

dent, national legal committee,
1961, Lo* Angelas 16

36. Morris L. Xrnest, national legal com-
mittee, 1961, New York City 9

89. Z. Alexander Looby, national board
of director*, national legal com-
mittee. 1961 2

40. Karl N Llewellyn, national legal

committee, 1954 (Colorado I^w
School) 3

41 Sh;ui < Isador j
Poller, national jegflJ

committee, 1961 iRabbl Stephen
Wise/ son-in-law) _ . . 6

42. Jawn Sandlfsr. naOowal legal oom-
mittea, 1461. Hew York City 1

43. Sidney R, Redmond, national legal

committee, 1961, et. LouU, Mo... 4

44 Oeorge M Johnson, national legal

/oommlttee, 1961, Washington, D C. 1

45. Kdward P. Lovett, national legal

oommlttea, 1954, Washington, D.C. 1

46. Louis J. Redding, national legal com-
mittee, 1961, Wilmington, Del 2

47. Joseph B. Robinson, national health

committee, 1961 1

48. Dr. kdward L. Young, national

health committee, 1961 (Harvard
Dnivarsity Medical School) II

44. Viola Bernard, national health oocn-

mlttea, 1954 1

60. Dr. Bussell L. Cecil, national health
committee, 1961 1

81. Dr, C. Herbert Marshall, national

health committee, 1941, Washing-
ton, D.C 4

52. CHostwr Current, director of branch
department, 1961, Detroit 8

83. Ruby Burley, Southeast regional

M aretery, Birmlnghara. Ala, 1*61-. 1
84. Thorgood Marshall, director eouneal.

legal defense fund and education
fund, Ittl (New Tort) 8

5ft OMwna* M. Mitchell, director Weft-
tagteh bureau. 1961 4

M. Hasty Lee Moon, director, pubile re-

tatfani dagartneat, 1961. Wash-
tngSoxu Dd 4

87. Claranos A. Lawa, regional direobor.

New Orteese, 1M1, La 1

11 Robert L. Outer, aaaietant opeeUl
oouikcftX, 1944 4

59. Torea 11 Pittman, aeslatant field eee-
retery. MgL California I

Ml ^formation CONTWNNJ



May 7,1964

J. Edgar Hoover, Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D.C.

Dear Sir:

be
b7C
b7D

On April 2, 1964, I wrote to you requesting information as to
whether or not it is true that one
for the F.B.I, as he presently cl

e

.aims*

was ever an agent

A copy of the letter was personally delivered to the Brockton
office of the F.B.I.

Two weeks ago, the agent advised that I would probably be

hearing from you shortly.

Would you kindly advise regarding this matter.

Very truly yours.

Copy to Brockton Office

A4JL INFORMATIONCONTAINS)





5/15/64

AIRTEL
b6
b7C
.b7D

TO i DIRECTOR, FBI ATTENTION

«

FROMt SAC, BOSTON (94^29)

INFORMATION CONCKRN/NQ

RESEARCH
(CORRESPONDENCE AND TOURS)

Rebuairtel to Boston dated 4/8/64 captioned,
"OORDON D. HALL, Information Concerning, Research (Correspondence
and Tours)

.

w which advised Boston it was not authorized to
contact [ I, as suggested In Bostel, 4/7/64.

,

On 5/14/64. a photostat lc copy of a letter from
Mr.

| |,
Brockton, Mass., was

received at the Brockton, Mass. Resident Agency. This letter
to the Director and was dated 5/7/64. it referred towas

whether!
s letter dated 4/2/64 in which he inquired as to

was ever an FBI Agent.

The Agents assigned to the Brockton. Mass. Resident
Agency have had no contact with

On the evening of 5/14/64, he telephonioally contacted
the Brockton RA and inquired as to why he had not yet received
an answer to his letter to the Bureau dated 4/2/64. He was
told that FBI files are confidential.

3-Bureau

all «•

sD_

SEARCHED
r

SERiAUZEi)
~7 '/

INDEXED
,

FIB / /

/



BS 94-629

He stated he_waa insisting upon a reply to hie
question concerning

! | and that he would continue to
"bombard" the Washington Headquarters of the FBI with
letters until such time as he was furnished with the information
he wanted.

The foregoing is furnished for information.



FBI
Date: June 12, 1964

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

Laintext or code

Lority
j

FROM:

DIRECTOR (100-441164)

BOSTON (100-35655) (P)

SUBJECT: UNKNOWN SUBJECT
(NEW YOUTH ORGANIZATION TO BE FORMED BY CP,
JUNE, 1964)
IS - C
00: San Francisco

Re: Boston letter, April 21, 1964.
Boston telephone call to New Haven, June 12, 1964.

On June 12, 1964, GORDON HALL, a free lance lecturer and writer
on extremist movements in the United States, advised the Boston
Office as follows:

He has as a source of information one . During her
activities on behalf of GORDON HALL, she has attended meetings
of the Harvard-Radcllffe Socialist Club in Cambridge, Massachu-
setts, and become acquainted with some members of this group.
She has been invited to attend the founding meeting of captioned
organization to be held in San Francisco in June, 1964.

In connection with this meeting, she received a postcard, post-
marked June 6. 1Q64, at Bridgeport, Connecticut, from|

If Bridgeport, Connecticut, which Informed her tha
ror a ride to Chicago, f I

should meet with others at the cafe-
teria, Alumni Hall, Student Center, University of Bridgeport,
on University Place, Connecticut, at 12 Noon on Monday, June 15,

INFORMATION COWTAJIi^ . %— ....

3 - Bureau
1 - San Francisco (info) (100-52664)
1 - New Haven (Info) (100-18180) urn
jL- Chicago (Info) (100-40865) 7"
S'

1“!M,| I

sb®'-**-
5«91 )

9 ) (0 .



BS 100-35655

On June 11, 1964,1 I received a letter froml
(Bureau file 100-441806) (Boston file 100-35491), !

I, New York City 27, New York, which indicated that she
should ignore the previous plans that were made for her whereby
she was to meet| lat Bridgeport, Connecticut, because

had arranged another ride for her. She instructed!
that sne was to contact one

|

Wellesley 8l, Massachusetts, and that she was sending him
instructions under separate cover, as well as her telephone
number and address. ] |is an SI subject of the Boston
Office, Bureau file luu-4-ibav4. Boston file 105-6974 )

,

As
of this writing,

| | has not made contact with ! L How-
ever, it is contemplated she will be in touch with him soon
to perfect arrangements. Details will be furnished Boston
Office which in turn will advise Bureau and interested offices.



FD-36 (Rev. 10-29-63)

Transmit the following in

Via AIRT.EL

Da.te : 6/16/64

T&pe in plain text or code)

(Priority)

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-441164)

FROM: SAC, BOSTON (100-35655) (P)

UNKNOWN SUBJECT
(NEW YOUTH ORGANISATION TO BE FORMED
® «*• 1SS4

> Ml MTORIMTIONCONTAINS

foo: L Francisco)

Re BS airtel to Bu 6/12/64.

GORDON HALL has advised the Boston Office as
follows

:

6/12/64 made a telephone call to the
I on this date andaresidence of I on this date and

spoke to his wife •TS 1 I
absence. | |

advised she was calling to make arrangements
for automobile travel to San Francisco with

|c His wife expressed extreme displeasure
that her husband intended to drive cross-
country with another woman and said she would
not allow her husband to do this. She said
she would notify her husband about the call
and have him call!

L

ner huO
3 - Bureau (100-441164) RM
1 - Chicago (100-40865) (Info ) RM
1 - New Haven (IOO-I818O) (info) RM
2 - San Francisco (100-52664) (info)
vT/- Boston (2 100-35655),^ (l 105-11722)

,1 105-6974)

(

ll -100-35491)

Approved

:



/r

*
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BS 100-35655

6/15/64 On .Tuna 14. 1964, received a telephone
call from I |> who was in New York
City.

|
I said she had .received a Special

Delivery letter from I l in which he
reported he could not make the trip to Sen
Francisco because of strenuous oh,lections of

1 told
[he was not able to go and that

to contacthis wife.
and advise
she would have to make her own arrangements,
to travel alone, since | was the only
other individual from the Boston area who
planned to travel to San Francisco,

.suggested that I I might consider
bus travel to get to the meeting in San
Francisco, since the cars going from New
York City were filled 0

•

gave the following instructions
for contact in San Francisco?

1. If arrival was before 8 M.
June 19 , 1964, go to[

I h

2. If arrival was after 8 AM, go to

Telephone
arrival.

ytime after

,
did not furnish names of any persons

to be 3ontacted e | | received no further
instructions and assumed that contact of the
above would direct her to the meetings.

6/16/64 HALT, stated that
meeting and will Yly
details are not yet available.

_Jwi.il go to the captioned
from Boston, Flight

be
•b7C

-2-
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? ' BS 100-35655

The following description of
furnished by HALL:

was

Ra$e White

Sex Female

Age

Height

Weight

New York

Bai:

Eyes

Build

Characteristics

Boston will interview
San Francisco*

upon her return from

-3-



V
FBI

Date:

Transmit the following in

via m$m
(Type in plain text or code)

(Friority or Method of Mailing)

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-104-5)

SAC, BOSTON ( 100-3164.8)

Ml INFORMATION CONTAJN8Q

Itl&C,'
SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

(YOUTH MATTERS

)

Re Bureau airtel to Boston dated 6/IG/ 6 I4. and Boston
letter to Director dated 6/l/6if..

Re Boston letter indicated that at a New England
District Committee CP of New England meeting, ARNOLD JOHNSON,
National Office, CFUSA, reported that three people from the
New England area would probably attend the Youth Conference
to be held in San Francisco in June, 1964 . ANNE TIMFSON,
Treasurer, CP of New England, at this same District Committee
meeting clarified JOHNSON* s statement to the extent that two
of the above three individual would in all probability
not attend the convention in San Francisco becaus e of the ti me
and distance limitations, T3MPS0N indicated that|

" ”

would undoubtedly attend the conference,

3 - Bureau (100-3-104-5) (RM)
1 - San Francisco (100*42399) (RM)

2 - New York (lOO-lPfSa^ (RM)
- 100-152671 )

Boston (100-31648)
(1 - 105-6974 t

LL - 100-35491 )

y> - 94-6.29 G. HALL)
Cl - 100^35655 UNSUB} New

Organization To Be Formed ' '7
/m CP)

safer ^"77tfS&r
. ;

?|2U

c
j

L
t- 4-7

;7 - /

.
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BS 100-3164*

On 6/3.2/64- GORDON HALL, a free lanes lecturer and
writer on extremist; movements In the United States, advised
t:Vm Avqihrvn Office that he has a source of information, one

|,
who through her activities on his behalf has

attended meetings of the Harvard-Rado! iffe Socialist Club
in Cambr idge , Mas s

»

I of Radcliffe
became acquainted with

| I

:e and was invited to attend the
founding meeting of the C-P Youth Group in San Frsr

has since the closj
returned to her heme at |

icademic year at Radcliffe

Neti York, r 1 was instructed by
[_

to contact one

L ~Tat We llesley, Mass, to secure a ride to
f ^ 1 ^ 1 FN A O

San Franc iso u is an Si subject of the coston uiiice,
cur ear: file 100-43^574)

.

On 6/14/64 telephonic ally contacted
|

and reported she had just received a Special helivery letter
from|

|
in which he stated he could hot make the trip to

San Francis co because of the s trenuaus objections of his wife.
told to contact and advise her to make

other travel arrangements since he,|
|,
was the cn3.y other

individual from the Boston area who piannee to travel to
San Francisco.

jt was tne onj.y

5o to travel to

The Bureau and 3e& Francisco have been advised 1

detail by separate communications captioned ’'TJNSJBj New
Youth Organization to Be Formed By the CP, June, 196V'
of the specific details concerning

!
and

I l»

The 1963-1964 edition of the Harvard University
directories of Officers and Students, Page

! |, listed
as a member of the Radcliffe College,

mass or I l and a resident of Comstock Hall* With the
exception of the above, Boston has no other public source
data on ,

The Hew York Office ascertained that
was born

| |
at Manhattan, New York. He

name and that of ner rather was legally changed tol

On February 18, 1961).

source of the Philadelphia Office iconceaJ
|,

a confidential
advised that a

2



BS 100-3161J.8

meeting was hel d at
(I 1*3 residence,

, .New York City
is cuss the format ion of a

proposed national Marxist youth organization,,
|

|was
identified as a sponsor of the conference on the invitation
issued to announce this conference#

San Francisco by separate communication referred to
e has been furnished the complete description of |~

New York Office requested to review
|

Li and ascertain if any public source data
I and furnish same to San Francisco#

file (100-lf;
available re



FBI
Dates 6™/64

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

JMIH-TEX.T.

(Type in plain text or code)

Via
( Priority or Me thod of Mailing)

be

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT

:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-104-5)

SAC, BOSTON (100-31648)

b7C

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
CGUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

(YOUTH MATTERS)

AULINFORMATION CONTAJNBJ
HWEIN&UNO^SSlfT

Re Boston air tel to Director dated 6/16/64.

Re Boston airtel indicated that GORDON HALL, a
free lance lecturer and writer on extremist movements in the
United States, advised the Boston Office on 6/12/64 that his
source of information. ]had, through her
activities on his behalf, attended meetings of the Harvard-
Radcliffe Socialist Club in Cambridge. Mass. While in
attendance at this club, | I met numerous students from
Radcllffe and Harvard includ ing I 1 of Radcli,ffe

of Harvard
, [

and is L
the Harvard -Radcl iffe Soc iaiist Club

.

invited|_
of

to attend the founding meeting of the Communist Party Youth
Group in San Franc isgo.

Boston informants and sources had advised earlier

3 - Bureau (100-3-104-5) (RM)
1 - San Francisco (100-42399) (RM)
2 - New York ( 100-1298D2LiEM)
^ (1 - 100-148664
/TV Boston (100-3161^

100-35491
94-629

Hi' - 100-35655

)

(l - 100-34713
TDM/c ai

GORDON HALL)
UNSUB j New Youth
Organization To Be
Formed bv -CP)

eajsshi

sa&uza /i ; /rr

it r*
1 ‘sJl — 1 4*

/

rrx

i z
M



JBS 100-31648

that
| |

had indicated he was going to attend this meeting
in San Francisco; howevs?, because of time and distance
limitations, he decided against attending,,

On 6/l7/6k HALL fur then advisd that
had called I

'

|
from New ^ork City earlier in the week and

furnished her instructions as to her attendance at the youth
meeting and said that I 1 a resident of Poughkeepsie,
New York was flying from New York City to San Francisco to
attend the conference.

The 1963~1964 edition of Harvard University
Director ies of Officers and Stud ents identified !

~1

|
as a member of the Class of I I at Harvard College,

a res ident of I

~~|
T Cambridge, Mass.

I I was bom | |
at Poughkeeps ie. New York, and was

graduated magna cum laude from Harvard College in June,

i

majoring in biochemical sciences. | |has been
ted at Harvard Medical School for the Fall term. He

Is a resident of Poughkeepsie, New York residing at

With the exception of the above, Boston, has
no other public source data on

| |
.

In January, 1956| fa father was observed
leaving the Hungarian Restaurant, Bronx, New York, where
the Weschester County Communist Party convention was known
to be taking place.

New York Office requested to review f l*s file
(100-148664) and ascertain if any public source data
available re

| |
and furnish same to San Francisco.

2 .
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6/17/#*
FLUX TOT

Aixnu.

T0< UXXSWca, FBI (10O-44U64)

FAOHt AAC, BOSK* (l$0-356>5) P -

SUBJECT » \ptSW\
(w» t<*m. oREJunsATiQM to as
FdKESD BY CF, JOBE, 1>6*)
IB ** C

(OOi BAN FAABCIACO)

Ito Boatan alrtal to Bureau Juna 16, 1?64 ,.

I 1

G*» Juna 17* 1964, frOABOB HALL adviaad tijai

|
| will depart Beaton June l*?, 1964, at 9*45 a.».

,

xaatarn Daylight Tlat. aboard 7VA Flight #75 *n£ fly as-
to San Franci*« a, arriving *1 l£t53 !.»., Facl/JLc Tina,
Juna lc, 1964. Bo raturn boofcad. will travel alone us‘
mm

-atop

3 ** Bureau ( l«v>~4Ail<
F - Ban Fraaaiaao (if

1kmton (190-35655)
t) (Info) (Ml)

ft * >4-629) BALL)

1' MJK/u*

y.

(6)

i_*
: hjk C< ,>fT i AiNBtv

o,S02i,
jorj^nuf^
^ - * * : 1

1

* 1 w

c t:
iii..

ir:v' ’ V
r *
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flAXM OTCT

n i asaatm (ioo~4os65)

front tmm (100-35695 )
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FBI
Date: 7/17/64

\
*•

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-

FROM: SAC, BOSTON (105-11722) (C)

IS - CUBA
(00: Boston)

Mi WrORJyWTIONCONTAIN©

Re New York airtel to Bureau dated 5/12/64, and report of
SA JOHN W. ROBINSON dated 5/15/64, at New York in the SCTC
Case, and Boston airtel to Bureau dated 6/2/64, in instant
case

.

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven and for New York three
copies of a letterhead memorandum dated and captioned as
above.

The files of the Boston Office with the exception of
instant case are negative concerning this subject.

5* - Bureau (105*[

(1 - 100-4RQ75qT7sctc ) (Ends. 1)

(1 - 105-122427) (

])
(Ends. 9) RM

J)(Encls* 1)

/-; 7



A

ES 100-35192
BS 105-HT22

On June 12, 1964, when GORDON HALL was interviewed, information
was developed that I ~l had been invited to attend the
founding convention of the New Youth Organization to be
Formed by CP, June, 1964* at San Francisco (Bureau file 100-44164).

The 6/12/64 interview with HALL was set up in a telephone call
to him by SA I I on 6/11/64, during which
call HALL advised he had sent letter dated 6/10/64, to the
Boston Office advising that was one of his
assistants and had been invited to the above convention.
This letter was received by the Boston Office and has been
placed in the file ofl

| [.

Because
| J

was involved in preparation for and participation
in the trip to the West Coast for this convention, Boston
was unable to perfect arrangements to interview her until
7/13/64, when she was interviewed. When Hall was interviewed
on_a(12/64, there still remained a possibility that

|

~

| might be invited to take the 1964 trip to Cuba sponsored
by the SCTC. It was suggested to him that he have

|

obtain a passport prior to leaving for the West Coast. This
he agreed to do. It was subsequently determined from HALL
that \ was unable to obtain this passport before departing
for the West Coast on June 18, 1964, since she did not have
a birth certificate in her possession.

|
|has not obtained

a passport to date.

[ZD
been

s activities concerning the West Coast Conference have
furnished to the Bureau by airtels in Bureau file 100-441164.

HALL accompanied I I to the Boston Office on 7/13/64, and
was present during the interview. At this time he was
reque sted to review his files for the documents mentioned by

| \
as set out in her interview. When the documents

were made available byHALL on 7/16/64, it was noted that
the SCTC form letter was dated 2/1/64.

|
| advised there-

fore that
I \

had received this sometime in 2/64, rather than
1/64, as she stated during interview . It was also observed
the form letter is not signed by

|
|as stated by|

|.

|
|'s name appears on the letterhead. However.

2 .



BS 100-35192
BS 105-11722

|has stated she is willing to testify if needed
but would prefer not to since the ensuing publicity would
necessarily result in her discontinuing activities as an
undercover agent in behalf of GORDON HALL. She also advised
that her family is unaware of her activities on his behalf.

The Xerox copy of the check and of the application furnished
by HALL on 6/12/64, have been made exhibits in
at Boston.

s file

The original check issued by[
of

to and specimens
handwriting were sent to the Bureau by Boston

airtel 7/13/64, in the SCTC case.

Electro-stats of the documents obtained 7/16/64, from HALL
were sent to the Bureau by Boston airtel 7/17/64.

|was interviewed at the Boston Office by SA's
JAMES T. SULLIVAN and . SA [
also conducted the investigation at Boston.

Since details and reasons for I I
1 s contacts with the

SCTC have been obtained, her case file is being closed at Boston

b6
b7C

3 .



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

4 4
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Boston, Massachusetts
July 17, 1964

he
b7C
b7D

A source who has furnished reliable information
in the past advised that in December, 1963, I

[ Dorchester 24 (Boston), Massachusetts,
was m correspondence with the Student Committee for Travel
to Cuba (SCTC), New York, New York. Source stated he was
unable to advise as to the nature or purpose of this correspond
dence.

A characterization of the SCTC appears in
the appendix hereto.

On April 22, 1964, Ticket Manager,
British Overseas Airways Corporation (BOAC). 530 Fifth Avenue .

New York. New York, advised that I

, I,
New York City, telephone I L made tentative

reservations for 30 individuals to fly on BOAC Flight 425Y,
on July 1, 1964, from New York City to Port of Spain, Trinidad.
After an overnight stay in Trinidad, reservations were
requested on British West Indian Airlines Flight 361 on July
2, 1964, from Port of Spain, Trinidad, to Georgetown, British
Guiana.

The following name with no home address was included
in the list of 30 individuals furnished t o BOAC as persons
who would make this trip -

1 I.

I | was a participant in the
Permanent Student Committee for Travel to
Cuba (PSCTC) sponsored trip to Cuba in July
and August. 1963. according to I

Massachusetts, who also participated in the
trip. A characterization of the PSCTC, now
known as the SCTC, is attached hereto.

PLh
r

»7ii£i
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Re:

Jo 6

B7C

reflecting
[

The 1963 Boston City Directory contains a listing
resides at[ ]

Dorchester, and is employed as an office secretary. Also
listed at this address are
as a fruit vendor.

]
(wife [ f employed

The records of the Credit Bureau of Greater
Boston, Inc., 11 Beacon Street. Boston. Massachusetts,
checked May 27. 1964, reflect

\ | ofL I

I. Dorchester, a former resident of

1 (Boston), Massachusetts, is known to that
bureau and has a satisfactory credit record. In January of
i960 she was employed by the John Hancock Insurance Company,
Boston, Massachusetts.

On May 27, 1964, Mr. Elton True, Credit Manager,
Accounting Department, Harvard Cooperative Society (a re-
tail department store), 1230 Massachusetts Avenue. Cambridge,

of
opened charge accoununt[ on

Massachusetts, stated that|
Dorchester, Massachusetts,
October 14, 1963. She listed her employment as secretary at
the United Building Maintenance Corporation, 296 State Street,
Boston, Massachusetts, where she had been employed for at
least two and one-half years.

She stated she had a Special Checking Account at
the City Bank and Trust Company, Washington Street, Boston,
Massachusetts. Her record has been satisfactory and the last
activity in the account was April, 1964.

On May 28, 1964, personnel at the John Hancock
Mutual Life Insurance Company, Boston. Massachusetts,
advised that records disclose that
as a clerk during the period 1950-1901: was

worked there
>orn

} place not given was graduated in I tfrom tne
Jeremiah E. Burke High School. Boston. Massachusetts, and
thereafter attended the

Her parentsin Boston. Massachusetts, for one year,
were listed as

| |
and I L

On June 1, 1964, personnel at the Jeremiah E.
Burke High School, oO Washington Street, Dorchester,

, advised recctZM
records disclose that[

given.

when she was graduated. Her
’

], place not

]

2 .



Re:
be
b7C

On June 1, 1964, personnel at the Solomon
Lewenberg Junior High School, £0 Outlook Road, Dorchester,
Boston, Massachusetts , advised their records disclose

|
[was born I I. In New York, New

York, and had attended
[ J

The records cf the Passport Office, U, S. Department
of State, Washington, D. C„, checked on June 10, lff64,
contained no record identifiable with I

On June 12, 1964, Gordon Hall of Boston,
Massachusetts, a free lance lecturer and writer on extremist
movements in the United States, advised that one of his
assistants was
Massachusetts.

Dorchester,
During undercover activities oh his behalf.

f |learned of the trip to Cuba in 1964 being arranged
by the SCTC. It his request she wrote this organization
at P. 0. Box 2178 in New York City for information. She
received a form letter reply on which was added a hand-

c/o
1 had also

written note that she should contact
Brandeis University, Waltham, Massachusetts.
independently learned through her activities for Hall that

I 1 was handling arrangements for the Boston area for
those desiring to travel to Cuba.

She telephoned and made an appointment
to be interviewed by him at ms apartment in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, concerning her wish to travel to Cuba with
the SCTC, I ~l interviewed her in March, 1964, and gave
her an official SCTC application form to be filled out.

,

completed the form and returned it to I I with her perso
check in the amount of $10 dated March 23, 1964, payable to

L as a deposit concerning the trip. She
also gave

|
three passport-type photographs called for

in the application.

nal

Several weeks passed without any word from|
as to whether she had been accepted for the trip. In early
June,

| | made telephone contact with him in New York City
at which time told her he did not know if she
been accepted; that the plans had not been finalized.
told her she would be notified,
since

.

had

has not heard from nim

3
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Hall stated that I ~~l completed the application
with his assistance, and copies of it were made and retained
in his files.

|
also furnished him the original canceled

$10 check issued to
| |

which he has kept in his files.

On June 12, 1964, Gordon Hall furnished Xerox
copies of this check and application. The check is un-
numbered, dated March 2^. 1964, in the amount of $10.
issued by | L payable to|

I,
and

drawn on the City Bank and Trust Company. Boston. Massachusetts.
The check was endorsed with the signature

The application is as follows:

4 .
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"STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR TRAVEL TO CUBA

APPLICATION FOR SUMMER 1964 TRIP

"1. Name (please print) Age

2. Horae address

Dorchester 24, Mass.

3. School address —2 Major field of study

4. If not a student:
a. Current occupation Secretary

b. When and where did you last attend school Evening

5. Why do you want to visit Cuba? I'm anxious to see first-
hand the results of the Revolution, I've heard & read so
much about.

6. What would you like to see in Cuba? Schools & education
under Castro; rank 8c file Cuban people.

7. Whom would you like to meet and speak with? Cuban students,
workers, and if possible, Castro.

8. Please write a short statement outlining your understanding
of the possible legal consequences of the trip. I am
aware of possible loss of passport and possible legal action

5 *
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"9. Please enclose $10.00 deposit and three passport size
photographs for the visa. (The deposit will be refunded
If your application is not accepted, or if you withdraw
by May 1, 1964.

10, Who referred you to the Student Committee for Travel to
Cuba? Discussion at Harvard-Radcliffe Socialist Club,
frequent newspaper stories.

11. Please do not mail this application . It should be brought
in person to a committee representative

DEADLINE: April 1, 1964. PLEASE APPLY IMMEDIATELY!"

6 .



Miss
| I, bornj Lin

Brooklyn , New York, and residing at |

Dorchester (Boston), Massachusetts .employed as a secretary
by the ,

Boston, Massachusetts, was interviewed at tne Boston urrice
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation on July 13, 1964.

She advised that for a considerable period of time,
she has worked as an undercover assistant for GORDON HALL,
a free lance lecturer and writer on extremist movements in
the United States. In connection with her activities on
behalf of GORDON HALL, she visited New York City in late
November or early December 1963 to call on offices of Prog-
ressive Labor to obtain literature concerning their activities.
She went to a Progressive Labor office on Lenox Avenue, near
116th Street . New York City, where she met and talked with
a man named ! During this visit. I~ Igave her
a poorly memographed flyer which contained information
reflecting that the SCTC was planning a trip to that country
in the Summer of 1964. This flyer gave a Post Office box
in New York City to which interested individuals could write
for information.

In late December 1963 , she wrote a personal letter
to SCTC, Post Office Box 217o in New York City, in which
she stated she was interested in taking the proposed trip
to Cuba and requested that information concerning it be for-
warded to her at her home address.

In January 1964 she received a reply from the
t

SCTC in the nature of a form letter which was signed by |

l This letter informed her that she would be contacted
concerning the trip.

,
In March 1964, she received a form letter from

1 in which he requested that she contact him at
Cambridge, Massachusetts, for information concerning the pro-
posed trip to Cuba In the Summer of 1Q64. She stated that
during November 1963 she had seen I I for the
first time at the Community Church, Boston, Massachusetts,
where he gave an illustrated lecture showing slides of
various individuals and events of the 1963 trip made by
American students to Cuba.

7 .
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After the receipt of this letter from|
|

,
she telephoned his apartment 3n Cambridge, Massa-

chusetts, to make an appointment He was not in and she
left her name and telephone number with an unknown man
who answered the telephone and requested that this indivi-
dual have

| I
telephone her. A few days later, she

received a message at her home from her mother that
had called. A dav or two after this telephone

can, sne telephoned I Ifrom her place of business,
and an appointment was arranged to meet him in his apartment
at Cambridge, Massachusetts, on a Friday evening the latter
part of March 1964. She stated that I Iinsisted that
they meet at his apartment so that he could make her aware
of what the trip could involve should any legal complications
develop.

She went to|
|
apartment which she stated

was on the second floor of a run down building. She was
interviewed by him in his room and no one else was present.
She inquired if he was

|
, identifying herself

as I |, with whom he had talked on the telephone.
He advised that he was l He inquired if
she understood the consequences if- she were to take this trip
to Cuba. She advised that she was well aware of the possible
legal consequences since she had read newspaper articles
concerning the 1963 trip to Cuba by the students in which it
was stated that they had been interviewed by various Govern-
ment agencies and the passports of several individuals had
been picked up. She also informedl |that in early
February of 1964, she heard |~~

I
speak on civil rights

at a meeting of the Harvard-Radeliffe Socialist Club in
whl ch I I spoke of his experiences upon his return from
travelling to Cuba in the Summer of 1963- She reminded
him that she had seen him at that meeting and added she
felt that because of this knowledge, she was not then asked
questions by | | concerning her background or her in-
volvement in peace movements and demonstrations. It was
her opinion that since he knew something of her activities
in connection with student socialist activities, that she
was acceptable to him for participation in the trip.

He gave her an application blank for the Summer
1964 trip to Cuba of the SCTC and requested that she com-
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plete it in his presence. She told him that she would not
have time to complete it since she was in a hurry to leave
and attend a meeting of the Harvard-Radoliffe Socialist
Club. She told him that she would complete it at a later
time and send it to him in the mail. He reluctantly allowed
her to take the application with her hut emphasized to her
that she should not mail it hack to him. He specifically
requested that she bring it in person. She advised

that she would return the following Tuesday,

She stated that I I did not specifically at

any time during their amversation state what his affiliation
was, if any, with the SCTC. He made no representations
that he had any official connection with that organization.

She stated that on the following Tuesday, she
cal ledr I from her office and told him she would be
present as agreed at his apartment and at that time, he
told her she should obtain three passport photographs and
have a $10 deposit available.

1

After travelling to Cambridge and proceeding to
|
home, she met him on the street accompanied by

another young fellow whom she did not know. At that time
she gave him her completed application, her passport
photographs and then made out a personal check for $10
payable to him. She recalled she wrote out this check
while leaning on an automobile parked outside his home and
then handed the check to him. He thanked her and walked
away.

After the lapse of several weeks during which she
had no word from

|
| concerning whether or not she

had been accepted ror tne trip, she made a telephone call
to his apartment and spoke to an unknown man. This man
advised her that

\ was in New York City and could
be reached at a telephone number which he furnished. He
said that

|
~|was staying with a family named |

who lived on
| I

in New York City. This
occurred during the early part of June 1964.

9 .



Shortly after receiving information as to the
whereabouts of| [ she made a telephone call to New
York City. & woman answered the telephone and I 1

inquired for I L The woman summoned a girl
to the telephone . who asked the identity of the caller.

I identified herself, explaining she desired
to speak tof

|
concerning hey status yeearding the

Cuban trip, mis girl then called| to the tele-
phone.

|
| advised her that he had sent her appli-

cation and money into the SCTC and that the matter was now
out of his hands. He told her that she should be hearing
something about whether she was accepted or rejected in the

near future.

She advised that she has had no contact of any
kind with | I since talking to him on the tele-

phone at New York City. She further related that her $10
deposit has not yet been returned.

On September 27, 1963, was
indicted by a Federal Grand Juity, EaStfern District
of New York, Brooklyn, New York, for illegal
travel to and from Cuba during July and August,
1963 without a validated passport in violation
of U. S. travel regulations.

On April 8, 1964, | |was reindicted in
the Eastern District of New York, Brooklyn, New
York, under Section 371, Title 18, U. S. Code,
and Section 1185(b), Title 18, U. S. Code, in
violation of U. S. travel regulations.

10 .
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following
froml

On July 16 , 1964, Gordon Hall furnished the
documents from his files which he had received

1. Copy of typewritten letter dated
December 27, IQ63 . sent to SCTC* GPO Box 2178,
New York City, by

| |
.

2. A form letter dated February 1, 1964,
received by| |from SCTC in New York City
(the envelope in which this was received has
been destroyed). There is a handwritten note
on this letter as follows: "Write:
c/o Brandeis Univ., Waltham 54, Mass.

3. Another copy of the February 1 . 1964.
form 1 etter of the SCTC sent to by I I

with a personal signed typed note from
him dated March 7 » 1964, attached and the envelope
in which they were sent. This envelope was post-
marked March 1 , 1964, at Boston, Massachusetts.
There wa3 also attached to the SCTC letter from

~l a mimeographed sheet dated February 14,
1904, self described as an answer to a letter
received by the SCTC from a reporter on the staff
of the student newspaper of San Francisco State
College, The Golden Gator.

Hall advised that it is the usual practice of

I
to deliver to him within 24 hours letters and

materials received by her in activities on his behalf.

These documents read as follows:

"December 27, 1963

"Student Committee for Travel to Cuba
G. P. 0. Box 2178
New York 1, N. Y.

"Dear Sir:

"Since I can classify myself as belonging
to one of the groups invited to join your next
trip to Cuba, that of the UNEMPLOYED, I would
be interested in recieving details concerning
it.

“~
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“Student Committee for Travel to Cuba

"G.P.O. Box 2178 New York 1, N.Y.

"February 1, 1964

"Dear Friend,

"The SCTC is organizing a summer trip for 1964. The
trip, like the last one, has two basic purposes. The
first is to give young Americans an opportunity to see
Cuba, meet its people, and draw their own conclusions.
The second is to continue the fight against the State
Department’s Travel Ban policy.

-1 "The trip is by invitation of the Federation of
University Students in Havana. The Federation's invita-
tion includes round-trip fare plus all expenses (hotels,
meals, etc.) while in Cuba. There will be a $100 fee
which will be used to cover the cost of transportation
inside the United States to the take-off point. ThiB
fee will be payable at the time of departure. A $10
deposit (exclusive of the fee) should be submitted with
the application. The deposit money will be used to
cover the committee’s operating expenses, (office, mall,
phones, etc.) and will be refunded promptly if your

_ application is not accepted.

"The committee has already received hundreds of
letters and inquiries from persons interested in going
on the trip. The trip is open to any young American
citizen, but there are only a limited number of places
available and we are anxious to ensure that they are
fairly distributed across the country and include a
sizable representation of Afro-Americans and Puerto
Ricans. The deadline for applications is April 1st, and
we will determine the final list by the end of that
month. Thus, all applicants should receive notice from
us regarding their applications sometime during the last
week of April. Of course, we would like to satisfy
everybody, but, for the reasons above, we will not be
able to. We hope that you will not be too disappointed
if your application is not accepted,

13 .
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"Departure date is tentatively set for July 1st.
However, precise plans are hot yet ready. If your
application is accepted you will receive full details
from a committee representative early in May.

"Hope to hear from you.

"Fraternally,

"S.C.T.C."

14 .



"7 March 1964

"Dear

"I have heard about your Interest in the
trip to Cuba this summer. Enclosed is material
which might answer some of your questions. If
you decide you want to apply, please call or

write me directly at the address below and we
will arrange to meet and discuss.

"You will note that the deadline on

applications is April 1, so please hurry.

"Sincerely yours.

c/o Brandeis university
Waltham 54, Massachusetts

"Phone I I'
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"THE STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR TRAVEL TO CUBA
"G.P.O. Box 2178 New York 1, N.Y.

"(The following is an answer to a letter received by the Studfent

Committee for Travel to Cuba from a reporter on the staff of the
student newspaper of San Francisco State College, THE GOLDEN
GATOR.) *****

"February 14, 1964

"Thank you for your letter and your comprehensive list
of questions. I debated them with myself as how to most use-
fully answer them and I decided to set up your questions
and my answers in the form of an interview. It logically
followed from you intelligent and succinct questions. You,
on the other hand, may be bound to make an article out of
it, and that is your own and your paper* s affair. But I
think that the following interview would be good copy as
is, or with whatever informational prose you would add as
the reporter who has covered our story.

"Q. When and how are you going?
"A. The departure for Cuba will be in early July. Precisely

how, that is, by what route, through what ports, and in
what transport, I cannot answer. Even if I did know, I
would not now publicly disclose that information. The
facts ares our trip last summer was no frivolous outing;
the State Department knew it and thus attempted to stop
it and will intensify their efforts toward that end. For
my part the point was and is that the trip happen . I
think I speak for the others in our group when I say that
that concern overrode the diverse queries about what
route, what countries, what accomodations and so on.

"Q. Who is in charge?
"A. The Student Committee for Travel to Cuba consists of the

majority of the students who made the trip last summer.
We discuss our problems and are in touch with each
other toward the settling of our policies and procedures.
There Is a five member executive board which articulates
our decisions

.

"Dear Mr .
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"Q, How many people are going? Are they all students?
"A. An invitation for 500 people has been issued by the

Federation of University Students (FEU) of Cuba. I

consider that figure improbable. Halve it and you still
have a rather generous estimate. But I think the group
will be larger than ours (59). Most of them will be
students.

"Q. What is the cost? Who is paying for it?
“A. The cost for each person is $100, including a manda-

tory $10 application deposit. The travelers and the
FEU.

"Q. Why are you going and what do you hope to accomplish?
"A. The fundamental purpose is to see what Revolutionary

Cuba is about, with one's own eyes and in terms of the
sensibility which interprets that sight. 'For to see
Cuba today is to have your eyes peeled', as one of us
put it. In terms of a Travel Ban which serves the
State Department's own interests while trampling on
the interests of those whose honesty and courage directs
them to use their freedom to travel, the trip itself
is an accomplishment, by definition. So is the resulting
consciousness in many cases.

What positive and/or negative effects do you believe
the first trip had?
I think the effects of the first trip are mostly po-
sitive. I did in fact have my eyes peeled. Primarily,
we were witness to a Revolution whose efforts and
accomplishments have been almost thoroughly distorted
by a mass media whose versions we now actively challange.
We have, by our deed and word, brought this to public"
attention in this country, as well as opinion and in-
formation of what is happening in Cuba. That no North-
american Negro would" ever be the same after seeing how
Afro-Cubans live or that a Cuban worker's rent is 10$
of his monthly wages is opinion and information I con-
sider badly needed here. Revolution is a world-wide
reality however much our government plays ostrich, and

"Q.

"A.
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Cuba is the revolutionary vanguard of our continent.
More people are willing to consider and investigate this
than before our trip. We have also brought to that
awakening attention the fact that you can't go to Cuba
because the State Department says you can't. Not many
people seemed to know, or care. In my own speaking
engagements as well as in conversations I've found that
response follows contact, or exposure. To know for
example that there is a travel ban is to ask why; to
meet a person who'sHTeen in Cuba is to ask what's it
like, and so forth. About negative results I say this:
I think a large sector of normally straight thinking
people have been abused of us because we have con-
sistently taken a radical, active stand. Many who
would speak up for free travel or even for the inte-
grity of the Revolution itself feel that we are either
too naive or too guileful, in any event, too outspoken,
and thus they put us down. Mostly, it is a matter of
fear regarding the real issues, moral and political.
But to freeze at that point is a sad and static conclu-
sion.

"Q. Why do you believe a second trip will be more effective
in accomplishing your goals?

"A.. Because it follows that all the issues involved will
intensify from it. Personal experience and nothing
but personal experience is the most legitimate and
ultimate source of human responsibility. In this
instance, many more people with diverse interests and
capabilities will perhaps fuse into a wider movement
including travel to Cuba, and political consciousness
here.

"Q. Do you anticipate any interference by the State Depart-
ment or any other public or private group? If so, what
kind?

"A. We consider the forthcoming trip, as was the last one,
to be a demonstration of determination to exercise our
rights. The right to travel is a basic one and is
guaranteed by our highest court. The State Department
has ignored the court's ruling in the past and arrogantly

18.



interfered with this right. Through public notices,
regulations, threats and indictments it has created an
atmosphere of fear and intimidation. Only guts and
resolute action on our part will destroy that fear.
Thus, if the State Department of any other government
agency attempts once more to interfere with our travel,
they can be assured of a hard fight, one they will ulti-
mately lose. A public opinion aroused by the example
and courage of these trips to Cuba, ensures a final
outcome in our favor.

n
Q. How will members for the new trip be selected? Is this

method any different from the first trip?
"A. On the basis of their completed applications and an inter-

view with a member of SCTC, No.

"Q. Who will do the selecting? What are the criteria?
"A. The members of SCTC. The main criterion is a personal

honesty of purpose. The subsequent ones consist lar-
gely of the validity and intensity of a person's spe-
cific interests or areas of study and work.

"Q. How did the SCTC originate?
"A. As it now stands it originated after the trip. All but

a few of us who went on the trip to Cuba formed it from
the Ad Hoc SCTC which organized the trip. We felt our
common experience merited the continuing effort we are
now engaged in.

"Q. Were all the travelers’ passports revoked?
"A. All the passports have been withdrawn and are officially

invalid pending a court ruling. Recently the State
Department requested us to surrender our passports, al-
though we sat in upon our return and maintained poss-
ession of them, refusing to permit the State Department
to stamp them invalid. Thus we have our passports and
they are physically valid. Use of them, however, would
constitute a criminal act. There is obviously another
case to test here, in that we consider our trip legal
and our passports valid.

"Q. How and why did the State Department take this action?
"A. By registered letters to the students from Mr.

j

~lof the Passport Bureau. Because we violated
that area of their foreign policy which olds that Cuba
must be isolated and eventually destroyed so that demo-
cracy as we know it may be returned to power. Already
we see the folly of their trade embargo as Prance and
Great Britain decline the bullying tactics of the State
Department. But the Travel Ban forces that policy on
the American,people like it or not.
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"Q. What are you doing about it? Do you think you will get
the passports back?

"A. Most of us have filed appeals against the invalidation.
The American Civil Liberties Union will argue our case
to the Supreme Court if necessary. A statement of
support for our criminally indicted members as well as
for our passport case has been issued and signed by
many prominent lawyers, professors, doctors, artists and
concerned citizens, among whom are James Baldwin,

|

I I. Mrs. Cyrus Eaton, Alexander Meikeljohn, and Dr.
Benjamin Spock.

"About our most pressing legal problem: the most drastic
action taken against us by the State Department is the
three criminal indictments against

[

for conspiracy to violate travel re-and^
gulations and sections of the McCarran-Walter Act,
covering exit and entry into the United States with (out)
a valid passport . These charges include many counts and
hold a maximum penalty of 15 years in prison and/or
$15,000 each.

"Do I think we 1 11 get our passports back? I'm a romantic..

Yes.

"If there is other relevant information you want,
let me know.

1

for S.C.T.C."

was a participant in the Permanent
student committee for Travel to Cuba sponsored
.trip to Cuba in July and August, 1963> accord-
ing to I I.
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The following is a description of
|_

obtained from investigation and observation:

Race:

Sex:

Age:

Date of birth:

Place of birth:

Height

:

Weight:

Eyes:

Complexion:

Hair:

Build

:

Characteristics:

White

Female

years

Brooklyn, New York

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is
the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.
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APPENDIX

The Harvard-Radcllffe Socialist Club

The Harvard-Radcllffe Socialist Club Is an
approved student organization at Harvard University,
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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APPENDIX

PROGRESSIVE LABOR;
PROGRESSIVE LABOR PARTY;
PROGRESSIVE LABOR MOVEMENT

A source advised on July 2, 1962 that Progressive Labor groups
held a conference in New York City on July 1, 1962, where MILTON
ROSEN acted as chairman. He read a statement at this conference
setting forth their intention to form a new Marxist-Leninist
Party in the United States. ROSEN stated that a more formal
organization was necessary, one which would provide a framework
for all who wanted to join in a united effort to build an
American vanguard. The functions of this new organization
are to consolidate all existing forces around Progressive
Labor and organize additional forces; expand and improve
political activities; win additional forces to an outlook
of Marxism-Leninism and increase the open advocacy of
socialism; develop a significant Marxist-Leninist program
for the new party; and organize a collective organization
of leaders and members.

"The Worker, " an East Coast communist
newspaper, issue of January J, 1962,
page 10. column 3/ reported the expulsion
of MILTON ROSEN, former labor secretary
of the New York State Communist Party,
from the Communist Party, USA.

A second and third source advised in February, 1963> that
this new Marxist-Leninist Party had not yet been organized
on a formal basis but that Progressive Labor groups had
been firmed in several localities in line with proposals
of MILTON ROSEN. The sources advised as of February, 1963,
that the leaders of this group were referring to it as the
Progressive Labor Movement.

The "Amsterdam News," a daily New York City newspaper, dated
July 27, 1963, page 22, set forth that the "Progressive Labor
Party is a new political formation based on Progressive
labor Movement, a Socialist organization with groups in all
parts of the United States. The organization publishes a
monthly magazine called "Progressive Labor."

The July-August, 1963, issue of Progressive Labor" set
forth that it is published monthly by Progressive Labor
Company, G.P.O. Box 808, Brooklyn 1, New York.

»•
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APPENDIX

STUDENT COMMITTEE
FOR TRAVEL TO CUBA

"The Columbia Owl," weekly student newspaper of
Columbia University, New York City, December 13, 1962 issue,
page one, contained an article entitled, "Students to Visit
Cuba During Holidays." This article stated in part that the
Ad Hoc Student Committee for Travel to Cuba was formed
October 14, 1962, by a group of students from New York City
universities, the University of Wisconsin, Oberlin College
and the University of North Carolina, who stated that as
students they would like a chance to see and evaluate the
situation in Cuba for themselves and had received an offer
of transportation and two weeks stay in Cuba from the
Federation of University Students in Havana, as guests of
the Federation. The Committee accepted the offer and
applied to the United States State Department for passport
validation which was refused; however, over fifty students
planned to defy the State Department ban and go to Cuba.

A source advised on December 6, 1962, that during
December, 1962, it was learned that the Ad Hoc Student
Committee for Travel to Cuba had' recently been formed by
the Progressive Labor Group.

A second source advised on September 13, 1963*
that a group of .59 individuals who had assembled in New
York City, departed New York City by air on June 25, 1963,
and traveled to Paris, France, Prague, Czechoslovakia, and
then to Havana, Cuba. The group remained in Cuba until August
24, 1963, at which time they departed by air for New York
City via Madrid, Spain. The group arrived in New York City
on August 29, 1963.



APPENDIX

STUDENT COMMITTEE
FOR TRAVEL TO CUBA CONT’D]

The same source advised that the leaders of the
group were members of Progressive Labor and the trip was
planned and organized by Progressive Labor members.

"The Columbia Owl”, March 11, 1964 issue, page one,
carried an article captioned, "Another Visit to Cuba -

Students Will Defy Student Travel Ban This Summer." This
article sets forth in part that three members of the Student
Committee for Travel to Cuba spoke at an assembly sponsored
by the Progressive Labor Club of Columbia University. At
this assembly, VICKI ORTIZ, Student Committee for Travel
to Cuba campus representative, stated that the Federation
of University Students in Havana had extended another invitation
for 500 students to visit Cuba in 1964. Miss ORTIZ stated that
the Student Committee for Travel to Cuba was, therefore,
planning another trip to Cuba in July, 1964.

A third source advised on February 6, 1964, that he
had received information that the name of the Ad Hoc Student
Committee for Travel to Cuba was changed to the Perrnahhht
Student Committee for Travel to Cuba, in February, 1963

.

After the group arrived back in the United States from Cuba,
in the latter part of August, 1963* the name of the organization
was changed to the Student Committee for Travel to Cuba.

A fourth source advised on October 9* 1963, that
the Student Committee for Travel to Cuba was utilizing Post
Office Box 2178, New York, as its mailing address.
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cautioned. 1 MISCELLASEOTE
HhtorMA<Siqb OfflBUQ/ Oxloh stated thetr^^Ls a
volunteer assistant for GORDQB D. HALL, a free lance writer
and lecturer on extremist movements la the United States,
and which furnished eleotrostats of a report prepared by

I I*

Reference is also made to Cleveland letter to Boston (inter-
office) dated 8/19/64 under instant caption, requesting a
brief straaary be submitted oonoarning the relationship
between GQRDGB D. HALL and the Bureau and particularly
whether or not he has fumlahed ral liable information In
the past.

HALL has been a free lanoe wriLter and lecturer on
groupain the united State

D.
1st groups in the Halted States for approximately twenty

fie has periodically over the past few years made
available to the Boston Office information received from
acne of hie own live confidential sottroea , as well aa
information he has personally obtained through public
appearances and inquiries.

In oozmeotion with the investigation of the ease entitled,
"Student Committee for Travel to Ctfea (SCTC), IS - C,”
Buflls lQfl-li y>7Ao - tmm of HALL* a volunteer assistants, namely,

I traveled to CUbe in 1963* Prior to
making the trip* hall and

|
leoutaoted various govern-

raant aganolea, including the Bureau, to advise of their plana.

3 - Bureau (1
1 - Cleveland
<£ - Boatonl

504- ) (00RD0R D. HALL)(RM)
RK)

11 - 94-629 ) (GORDON Dy HAIL)
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Upon his return* I I voluntarily submitted to a series of
Interviews in which ho was most oooperatlve and in which ha
furniahnd-janaL. useful information. The Department has inter*
viewed| | several tinea and ha ia presently to be used as
one of toe principal government witnasaaa in paming prosecution
against the SCTC.

OORDOH HALL, in conjunction with the Interview* of I L has
made available documents concerning the BCTC on a voluntary*
cooperative and trustworthy basis which have been extremely
helpful to the Bureau and the Department.

Also in comection with SOTO matters. KA:[*L has made available
another source meted I ~L Who hits been in contact with
the SCTC concerning its 196U trip* Although she did not stake
the trip* aha has been in a position to receive considerable
useful information, both of an oral and dominant type* which
has been made available to the Bureau.

I I also traveled to the West Coaat in June* 196k to attend
the founding convention of a new communist youth organization
known as the W. E. B. DuBola Clubs of America. GORDON HALL
advised the Boston Offioe prior to her travel to the Coast mad
made available her aervioes to the Bureau. She has furnished a
considerable amount of information concerning this trip* as well
as information that she currently receives concerning this type
activity

.

HALL stated that in view of the current Interest by the Government
in racial matters, he felt that| Ixaight have
infcarnation of interest to the nureau ana* tnerez ore* wanted to
m&ke his services available if the Bureau desired.

It is to he> noted that in the past there have been som newspaper
stories and lecture publicity items suggesting or implying that
HALL had received the endorsement of the FBI or that the FBI had
expressed approval of HALL'S activities, of course* these state*
ments were without foundation. hall has been interviewed in the
past concerning them and has denied being directly responsible.

- 2 -
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Such at&taraanta aa bmvt qapaarad In this roapaot tmi attributable
to either o nleunderatandlng tor psportara oar poeaibly niaatataaaata
yged# "by nopaona npvMMnfclits W00Ea z&t$ ontt iwnbpa ai<i^ hat.l h»«
made publlo appearances. The v«iy nature of BALL'* vocation tends
to cause arltiaism by those who are not la agreoaent with hit
efforts.

OGKDQH BALL bfti repaatadly faqymia admiration fop the Direotor
and tbs work dona by tho FBI and haa offered hla fullest cooperation
and services to tha Bureau whenever needed.

The Boston Office haa had oopdial and cooperative relatione with
acnPOB BALL and In hla ssaoeletion with toe Boston Offiea ho haa
furnished roliable infamattoc.

3
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Memorandum

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-439769)
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STUDENT COMMITTEE FOfi TRA\
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(00: New York) Vy

date: September 29, 1964
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TO CUBA

Re Bureau airtel to Boston dated September 17, 1964,
and Boston airtel to the Bureau dated September 22, 1964. in
which mention is made of Electrostats of reports of

| |

I I
*
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BS 100-35192

The source mentioned in the letterhead memorandum
is | | , Boston, Mass..

She is a volunteer assistant of GORDON HALL, Boston, Mass., a
free lance writer and lecturer on extremist movements in the
U. S, The source ma.de two reports to HALL concerning her trip to
Washington. D. C. Xerox copies of these reports were mailed
to SA | 1 of the Boston Office and received
September 11, 1961}.. Electrostats of the reports have previously
been furnished the Bureau, New York Office and VJFO.

Source was personally interviewed by SA
September 21, 1961j.i and the reports reviewed with her. She
returned to Boston with GORDON HALL on September 6, 1961].,

and was not available for interview until September 21., 196k.
because of personal business and her participation ini

The reports of source have necessarily been
paraphrased to protect her identity. They contain information
which definitely pinpoints her as the source. For that reason,
a considerable amount of data received is being set out in
this cover letter for information and possible lead purposes.

Source made arrangements to travel to WDC by
telephoning! |who had been designated by the SCTC as
the person to supply information to people in the Boston, Mass,,
area who wanted to go to the HCUA hearings in WDC.

Source learned that
for the coming school year at the

intends to enroll



BS 100-35192

be
b7C
b7D

L is friendly with 1 L

sister or I . 1
travelled
recentlyto Cuba in 1961

graduated from
l with the SCTC group.

]
in Boston, Mass.

While with
£

he spoke in
praise of the Cuban revolution and particularly the fact
that the peasants were "coming into their own." The whole
group got
M_L J Washington, D. C.

1 and began the drive

told source to avoid television camera s if any
rioting took place. Source note d thatl lwas|

During the ride, both land [
mentioned that they had been contacte d by the FBI, but

P
mentioned thatfurnished no details of the contact.

lie expects in the future to give talks concerning his experiences
in Cuba and had been invited to speak sometime in the autumnn mvi

The invitation came
did not mention. T

at
_

student whose name [

that he would speak at the
said nothing concerning his employmenTT
she expected to

1

from a I I

I indicated
lin Boston. He

[mentioned

expected from f
arrived.
at the hearings in
around .

"

said that film slides that were
concerning the trip to Cuba had not

[said that GORDON HALL would probably be
©C and that GORDON HALL "follows everyone

I I mentioned l~ I and described
him as a revolutionary who believes in revolution. He said
that! Iwas looking for up-to-date information on how

was doing in Cuba. I Imq t with
in Cuba but said that since

in Cuba,
a report. !

to another, said

had fllsn spoken to

Til 53 would be[
•

should be the one to give
speaking frankly

friend from
IZ
mr\_

mentioned that

j could not make the trip although

- 3 -
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she had wanted to. Source said thatf is in the
senior class at

| E I

mentioned that he had invited l | to go to the hearings.
Source said that! laoted like a big brother when speaking
of

| |
. Source described

! |

as follows:

Race

:

Sex:

Age

:

Height:

Weight:

Build:

Hair

:

Eyes

:

Characteristics

:

Complexion:

Residence

:

- 4.
-
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Because of the overcrowding
1
drove

to WDC

.

to
| |. Prom there,

|

"1

went to New York City to make contact with others travelling

driven by was 1. This was

\

L Source not]iced another car in tne
|

with! registration »

garage

While

.

~L the source and

about f

Ljtfas driving tof
went

^

made a comment that the "FBI didn’t
get anyone in this time for they have been paying calls on
pe ople." | I told I I, whom he refers to as |

"great, great."

1
called that

The source. 1 _ 1 and
1 1 continued the arive to
WDC. 1 1 mentioned that 1 i

before
said she honed to

[

who lived at
this family was

[

residence in
|

During the ride|
|

to Washington,
1 said that she was going to stay with a family

She mentioned
land that she had met them at the I

Upon arrival in WDC at.

they dropped [ I off atf and
source them drove to

| _____
J

I said that he had specific instructions to go to that
but he did not say who gave him these ins tructions

.

when they arrived, but _was at
calle
named1

to the te lephone' by a custodian. He spoke with a
Iwho directed that he come to the home of

telephone number

Nobody
was

juan

- 5 -
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.
|

was also told that an important
strategy meeting was scheduled for 7t30 A. M., Thursday,
September 3, 1964, at St, Stephen^ Church, 16th and Newton
Streets in WDC. I I left instructions with

| |

|
to tell| | about this strategy

meeting.

sne mei
she took a taxi

The source took
to visitl ~l aF 1. Al ter

I. she took a taxi tol I. There
sue met

| I. I |
made

arrangements to| | to pass out handbills
advertising a meeting scheduled for Thursday evening at the
Odd Fellows Hall which was to be some kind of a "protest HCUA"
affair. I I told source that she would probably

Source arose at 500 A. M. on September 196k.
and rode to St. Steuben » a Chupch withl

L I | saxa tney nad
been out until 3 A. M. distributing handbills announcing the
Thursday night rally at Odd Fellows Hall.

At the close of the meeting at Odd Fellows Hall on
September 3, 1964, source was driven to the

|
residence

by
| |. |

|was also in the car and
some other students whose names the source did not get since
they were not introduced. They got to the I I

home at
approximately midnight. There was much confusion about who
was going to stay because two car loads of people had arrived.
The final arrangements were that the soiree would remain as a
guest along with| land two male students whose
names were never mentioned. It appeared that

|

knew
|

| well since she called him by first name several
times

.

On Friday morning, September 4> 1964,
drove the source to the HCUA hearings.

- 6 -
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At t]he close of the hearings September I4., 196I4.,

invited source to I 1 .1

dlad also invited source to | I

1

On the evening of September k* 196k, s ource had

\ cdinner with
. _ _

spoke in very favorable terms of the work being done by
| 1. Source later learned at the party in the

~] is more or less the
Source learned that

that[~home of
WDC area coordinator of the

knew
mumU7

ps father some years ago
when both worked with unnamed religious organizations.

£

After dinner.

A girl named.
1 and a neighbor of

[

had dated I

lfrom the University of
{ came by to visit.

i
at one time,
written by a

Thunder.'
\
JOHN KELLENS, entitled "And Then We Beard the

I. source metfAt the home off

( ph ) . two unidentified women and
who came from Houston,

appeared
nameda gin irom

| [

Texas. The two unidentified women and
to have a strong connection by reason of interest in Women’s
Strike for Peace.

Source was at , the f

8:30 P. M. to 11 P. M.
group which source J*elt

home from approximately
displayed pictures to the

must have been obtained from the

] showed some Chinese communist
posters and other miscellaneous literature. He spoke of love
for Cuba and FIDEL CASTRO . I | spoke informally about
his experiences in Cuba.

Cuban Government.

a statement that the race
question in the United States is the thing that inspired him
to take the trin to Cuba. He said he expected to return to

and then go to

be
b7C
b7D

] in Los Angeles

.

- 7 -



gave source a New York address although he
had a car Bearing California registration.

The- Xerox copies obtained in the mail September 11,
196i|., are being retained in the exhibit section of instant file.
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470 Atlantic Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02210

October 6, 1964

Your letter of October 4* 1964 has been received.

The FBI is strictly an investigative agency and information
in our files is confidential and available for official use only.
The FBI makes no evaluations or recommendations concerning the
character or integrity of any organization, individual or
publication. Our inability to furnish any comment should not
be interpreted as implying that ve do or do not have information
in our files concerning the subject of your inquiry.

The interest Which prompted your communication is indeed
appreciated.

Very truly yours.

JAMES L. HAHDLEY
Special Agent in Charge

/>

--!*J t#ORMAT!ONCON iAiNHf)
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FD-306 (3-21-58)

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE

DATE 06-Z3-2011

TO: SAC, WFO (105-51720)

FROM: SA F.B. GRIFFITH, JR%

SUBJECT: SCTC

Date received Received from (name or symbol number) Received by

9/4/64
I 1 JH (U)

1 SA F«B» GRIFFITH, JR-o

Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks)

in person XlDby telephone CZ] by mail orally L ] recording device 1 71 written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent: Date of Report

Transcribed fl/ Ht/ Ot-

Authenticated q /clA
by Informant , •*/ v/ 04

Brief description of activity or material

REPORT RE SCTC .

Date(s) of activity

File where original is located if not attached

Remarks: This informant has furnished reliable itfbrmation in the paste
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65-1131
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WFO: 100-51720

"Washington, D.C.
September 4,1964

"On the evening of 9/3/64, a meeting Sponsored by

the Student Committee for Travel to Cuba (SCTC) was held

at the Odd Fellows Hall, 9th and T Streets, H. W., Washington,

Do ,6*

"There were: in excess of 150 people present at

this meeting, including the following:

determined -they were there to keep out troublemakers An
^nrH ylritml bv |,Vie name ofj

|
(phonetic) was also

with
| |

and
|

. one or the students at the meeting
was overheard to remarx xnatj had done a good job
or organization in connection wren one of the recent riots
in the Hew York City area.

"Several of the students present at the meeting were
overheard discussing Cuba and the complete freedom of the
island they had while there. Their comments were favorable
concerning Cuba,

* was overheard remarking that he
intends to go to Hew York City on 9/4/64 for approximately
one week, during which time he will volunteer his services
in helping to reorganize the Hew York Council to Abolish
the House Un-American Activities Committee, Wilkinson
remarked that the Hew York Council is virtually out of



n
i \i\L

WOt 100-51720
b6
b7C

business due to a lack of funds and , organization^ He said

|

~\ is ' driving a school bus for a day school and
His in the hospital, seriously ill -with Hodgkins

Disease,

"A young Negro male, who was addressed as
[

was overhear^. to state that while he did not go to C
intended to go to China and the Congo next summer*

uba. he

stated ’they* are organizing a trip to China and the Congo
next summer*

1
|is a dark complexioned Negro in his

early twenties japproximately five feet, ten inches in height
and has his right ear pierced and wears a silver earring with
a heart design*

"Toward the end of the meeting, an unidentified
student was heard to remark that it was announced at the
meeting that Morton Slater is in the hospital as a result
of the attack on him by a member of the American Nazi Party*
This student said the audience was told that Slater is
partially paralyzed and has a partial loss of memory 0

Another student remarked that the House Committee on Un-
Ameridan Activities should be sued for the attack on Slater*

"It was observed that copies of And Braden’s
pamphlet, ’HUAC: Bulwark of Segregation, ’ was distributed
free-of-charge at the meeting* - -

'•
"

"At one pointy and Gordon Hall attempted
to gain entrance. to the meeting. but were advised they were
unwelcome* They remained outside the hall during the time the
meeting was in progress* •

"No incidents occurred at the meeting even though an
unidentified police officer had stated that George Lincoln
Rockwell had notified the, police department that he Intended
to show up at the ejecting^ * '

This memorandum has been compared with the original
statement and it is correct. in substance*

All. necessary action which should be taken in '

connection with this information has been taken*

«p3"»



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.
Boston, Massachusetts

September 29, 1964

STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR TRAVEL TO CUBA (SCTC!

A characterization of the SCTC is attached herewith.

On September 21, 1964, a source who has furnished
reliable information in the past advised that he was in
Washington, D. C. (WDC), during the first week of September
1964 to attend hearings before the House Committee on Un-American
Activities (HCUA) relating to the SCTC held on September 3 and 4»
1964. Source also attended rallies in WDC on September 3 and 4>
1964, held under the auspices of the SCTC,

During his WDC visit, source met several students
and individuals who travelled to Cuba in the Summer of 1964
under the sponsorship of the SCTC as well as several persons
who attended the HCUA hearings and SCTC rallies who appeared
to him to be friendly to and supporters of the SCTC.

The source recalled meeting or observing the following
individuals at SCTC connected functions or at the HCUA hearings
in WDC:

travelled to Cuba in 1964

Boston, Massachusetts, who
travelled to Cuba in 1964

Subpoenaed as a witness before
HCUA and travelled to Cuba in
1964

Travelled to Cuba in 1964

New York City, Director oft
the Emergency Civil Liberties
Committee (ECLC)

AllMP0RMM10N GOffiAMKD
1-mWM JS iJNUASSiPieD .
DATS 7-Jf•X/xJKstyUhTL • O.LL

QCi -9 4
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Re : STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR TRAVEL TO CUBA (SCTC)

Mamaroneck, New York

Brookline , Massachusetts

,

a recent high school graduate

Washington, D. C., an
official of the National
Committee to Abolish the
House Un-American Activities
Committee (NCAHUAC)

Travelled to Cuba in 1961).

New York City and California,
travelled to Cuba in 1963

Brooklyn, New York,
travelled to Cuba in 196ij.

and was subpoenaed as witness
before HCUA

Boston, Massachusetts,
travelled to Cuba in 196i|.

Bbston, Massachusetts,
travelled to Cuba in 1961*.

New York City, travelled
to Cuba in 196I4.

Member of ECLC

Houston, Texas, and New York
City, travelled to Cuba in
1963

- 2 -

New York City and Boston,
Massachusetts, travelled
to Cuba in 196I4.



STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR TRAVEL TO CUBA (SCTC

)

, former Security Officer,
(ieneral Electric Company, Lynn, Massachusetts,
during September 1950 advised a Special Agent
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation that he
had interviewed ! Hon September 21,
1950, at which time|

|
stated that he was

recruited into the communist Party (CP) around
1935 by a Joseph Randolph who was subsequently
killed in Spain during the Spanish Civil War.

I I advised he left the CP in 19U-6 and had
not been active with the CP or any CP front
organization since that time. According to

I I, he was too rebellious to be acceptable
to the CP,

New York City, travelled
to Cuba in 1961j.

Boston, Massachusetts

New York City, an SCTC
spokesman

New York City, travelled
to Cuba in 1963

Travelled to Cuba in 1963

- 3 -



Re: STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR TRAVEL TO CUBA (SC TO)

|of the NCAHUAC

WDC and University of
Wisconsin

(Last Name Unknown) Houston, Texas, a student
at Antioch College

Source learned from|
his personal car to WDC from Boston.
accompanied by

I also transported |

small child to the home of a fri end

,

Town of Mamaroneck, New York. I

that

|

(also transported ! land tne latter's
small child to the home of a fri end .1 l in the
Town of Mamaroneck, New York. | | later went to
New York City where they met others going to WDC and travelled
with them.

Source attended a "Strategy Meeting" held early in
the morning of September 3> 1964., at St. Stephen's Church, 16th
and Newton Streets, WDC. Approximately one hundred to one
hundred and twenty-five people were at this meeting which
was held in the basement of the church. I I ran the
meeting. A sheet entitled "Instructions to all Persons Attend-
ing the HUAC Hearings in Support of the Student Committee for
Travel to Cuba" was given to everyone present,

j

made it clear that everyone was to be on his best behavior
at the hearings. He said that if students were asked to leave
the hearings room, they should do so and the resistance should
not go beyond a polite question or two about why one was asked
to leave.

Slips of paper bearing numbers were given out to each
person. The numbers designated a squad to which the bearer
would belong. A leader was appointed for each squad,
explained that it was anticipated many would be turned away
from the hearings. If and when this occurred, a round up of
squads would be called. The squads then could participate in
other activities such as the "visiting of congressmen" and
"the picketing of the Justice Department." Twelve squad
leaders in all were appointed. I I summoned them to the

- 4 -



Re: STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR TRAVEL TO CUBA (SCTC)

b6
b7C

front of the room.
of the le ader's . f

1963, and
196!+.

The source was able to identify only two

|, a boy who travelled to Cuba in
a boy who visited Cuba in the Summer of

UTTT7

Breakfast rolls and coffee were served after which
gave instructions about bus transportation to Capitol

On September 3, 1961+, while in line waiting to

enter the HCUA hearings, source observed that

|

j I I _ n • „ -i* *

and were also in line

.

]

At different times throughout the day, such as at
recess or lunch break, source spoke collectively or individually
with many people who were in attendance at the hearings. Source
recalled that I I said he did not approve of the way
Yvonne Bond 's attorney, Ira Gollobin, advised her to testify.

felt Bond should have testified as an idealist who
simply went to Cuba to see the revolution for herself where she
had found her ideals well represented. | I

strongly dis-
approved of Yvonne Bond labelling herself a communist. I

~

| |
thought of Yvonne Bond as a modern Joan of Arc who

was "brow beaten 11 bv the committee but who was very much on
her toes.

|
spoke of Bond as being "capable."

Source said that when the incident occurred in
which a member of the American Nazi Party attacked witness
Morton Slater, the hearings were brought to a close and the
students gathered on the sidewalk outside. I

announced that he had escorted Slater to a doc tor and that
Slater was in "poor condition." I I complained that
he had been hustled out of the hearing room simply because he
wanted to "rescue Slater" from his Nazi attacker. Source said
that an announcement was made to the students that they were
to be at a meeting at Odd Fellows Hall that evening.

On September 3, 1961+, source attended a rally of
the SCTC held in the basement of the Odd Fellows Hall, 9th
and T Streets, N. W., WDC, which began at approximately 8 P. M.
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Re: STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR TRAVEL TO CUBA (SCTC)

I I opene d the festivities before a crowd of
approximately two hundred and fifty to two hundred and seventy-
five people. He spoke of the "serious" injury inflicted on
Morton Slater by American Nazi Party member Lon Dunaway.

|

said his good friend "Mortie" was unable to recognize his lawyer
and that he would be unable to resume his testimony before the
HCUA on Friday morning.

|then introduced! of Salem,
Massachusetts, who chaired the meeting the rest of the way.

|
gave I I a flowery introduction and described him

as "the noted abolitionist."
|

|was received by loud
applause from the audience.

spoke of deriving strength from the

activities or tne radical youth of the sixties. 1

~~|

introduced! |. He said he met his friend| Tsome
years ago at tne uommunity Church in Boston, Massachusetts

.

[
described this church as a "small, out of the way place

where you go when you are desperate." He called !"
l
one

of the great orators of our time who could fill a room "ten
times this size."

|
| said he could not be as optomistic as

He denounce a the so-called responsible Negro leadership of
people such as King, Rustin, Farmer and Young, describing them
as "power hungry, selfish, greedy men seeking personal
advantage .

"

warned of over optimism and said that militant
civil rights workers know what to call these leaders -"Tom"
(Uncle Tom). He said that President Johnson sends troops to
the Congo to uphold imperialism while refusing to send troops
to the south to defend freedom.

spoke next and criticized the HCUA.
He called it the "root of all reaction in the United States."
This remark drew a loud wave of applause from the audience.

[finished his remarks with a statement to the effect
that freedom of thought, speech and action in the United States
would not be secure until the HCUA was abolished.
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Re : STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR TRAVEL TO CUBA (SCTC)

|
stopped duri ng his talk to introduce

_L a Negro from WDC who was identified as an
^Tcial of the NCAHUAC •

[introduced
| [ a Negro student

who had been in Cuba this summer. He called I T'Mau"
and indicated he did not know much about him.H I spoke
for close to forty minutes in a rambling and often incoherent
manner about the lessons of the Cuban revolution. Some of
the lessons he mentioned were: success via revolution, not
reform; abolition of racism under socialism; abolition of
unemployment

.

Ispoke very briefly. He complained
of the seating and admittance policies at the actual hearings.
He called for pressure on Congress to have it vote against
HCUA appropriations the next time around.

Source said
| [

petitioned for funds.
He spoke of the high cost of hospitals, surgery and medicine.
He said, "Our dear friend Slater may be permanently crippled."
He related a conversation he had wi th I

~| about the
difficulties of fund raising in such a group. He apologized
for making the appeal for funds and then proceeded to ask
everyone present "to dig deeper *"

Yvonne Bond was introduced by I las "our
heroine." Bond gave a brief talk about how good one feels after
he has "done the right thing." She also read a short poem
in a soft voice.

The source observed that at this point in the
proceedings, the room was quickly being emptied.

|
took notice of this fact and announced

that the impending speeches of Lemansky and Maher were
important because many of those present would not get to
hear either of them the next day since seating at the hearings
was difficult at best.
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STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR TRAVEL TO CUBA (SCTC)

Edward Lemansky spoke and described himself as a
"Brooklyn communist." He briefly outlined how impressed he
was by his visit to Cuba and the entire experience.

Albert Maher followed and spoke much along the
same lines as Lemansky,

The source reported that the crowd behaved as if
they expected a repeat performance of the Nazi incident to
take place in the hall. I announced that if
any such incident occurred, the audience should remain in
their seats and that any violent demonstration would be more
than adequately handled "by our people."

The closing of the rally, was chaotic with appeals
for assistance being made for those still needing housing.

The source attended the HCUA hearings on Friday,
September Ij., 1961}., where Edward Lemansky and Albert Maher
testified. During the day,

I
|was heard to

remark that the- way to testify berore the HCUA was to give
your name and address and then insist that no questions would
be answered that were not connected with establishing one's
identity.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

SAC (100-150205) Date
!i/g/54

Prom SA

Subject STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR TRAVEL TO CUBA
IS - C

informant I I

Date Furnished 10/20/6A
Agent Who Furnished SA I I

Location
| [

On 10/20/64. I Imade available to SA
|
a number of photographs that were taken

at jonn Wl Kennedy International Airport , Queens, New York,
on 8/14/64, at the time of the arrival from Cuba of a
group of students whn hnd travelled under the auspices of
subject committee. identified the following
individuals in the pnotograpns:

Photographs 1-16 are of the group of students
coming off the airplane.

105-63391
105-60034
100-153552
100-153357
100-147893
105-46966
105-50241
100-145768
100-143479
IOO-151386
Boston!

JEHsmek
( 21 )

ymm
DATS jfc

105-5490T
100-151542
105-36228
100-81860
100-134058
100-136705
100-151472 ' D EXED--

WQV 1319G4



NY 160-150205

be
b7C
blD

li

2 .

3.

4 a

5,

6 .

1.
2,

1.

1.
2,

O.
*

1.
2 .

3.
4.

1.

Photographs 7-16 contain photographs of the
student group coming off the airplane and the identities

’ivlduals ir. the photographs are not known to

Photographs 17-25 contain photographs of
individuals who were at the airport to greet the arrival
of the group coining off the airplane,

17. I

1 .

2.

3.
4.
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Photographs 26-36 contain photographs of individuals
awaiting the arrival of the plane. These photographs were
taken on the observation roof at the airport.
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Photographs 3^-36 contain, the photographs of
individuals whose identities are not known to the informant.

Photographs 3T-39 contain the photographs of
individuals who attended a press conference held upon the
arrival of the student group.

The remaining photographs were taken during the
above-mentioned pres? conference at the time of the arrival
of these students.
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Cover Sheet for Informant Report or Mfiierial

FD-306 (3-21-58)
*' *

» 1 %
TO : SAC_ilOQ=592Qj . 11/13/64 b6

PROM : SA 1

hlC

SUBJECT

:

BOSTON JEWISH PEOPLES FORUM
IS - C

blD

Date received

10/23/64 SA

Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks)

X x
1 1 <n person 1 Iby telephone 1 1 by mall 1 1 orally

1 1 recording device 1 [written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced fo writing by Agent.v

Date

Date of Report

10/14/64

Transcribed

Authenticated
by Informant

Date(s) of activity

10/11/64

Brief description of activity or material

Boston Jewish People’s Forum,

Dorchester, Mass

,

File where original Is located if not attached

Remarks:

In view of the sensitivity of the informant, the

utmost care must he utilized to carefully paraphrase this

information prior to dissemination in order to protect the

identity of the informant, who has furnished reliable
information in the past.

Informants report follows:

3 - New York (RI0_

100-16785 -

100-
100- - CPUSA

30 Boston

DIM :1c

(33)

ALL ^HKiPMATKMCONTAINED
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BOSTON COPIES
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A
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100-16341
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100-28032
100-547 -

100-11729
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100-34330
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CP-POLITICAL ACTIVITIES
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NEGRO QUESTION COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS
CP-CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
CP-PUBLIC APPEARANCES OF PARTY LEADERS

Indexed to
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Street, Dorchester.

"The scheduled speaker was James Jackson but Mr.
He1sen , the forum chairman announced that James
Jackson was ill and unable to be there so Introduced
his substitute who was ‘Mike’ Davidow, New York News
Editor of the ! Worker.'

"Mike Davidow said that James Jackson was ill with a
very bad cold which was close to pneumonia. He said
that he had not been to Boston before but when he had
been asked to fill in for James Jakcson he agreed and
would speak on the coming elections

.

"He said that the elections four weeks away are the
most crucial and important in this country. He said
the direction they take could mean war or peace.

"He said that there are signs pointing to an over-
whelming vote against Senator Goldwater but the
Goldwater ranks are desperate and have the fervor of
fanatics. He said that around Goldwater there is a
coalition of forces that is a threat to world peace.

"He said that there is too much at stake to leave it
to the regular party machine, but we must leave no
stone unturned to defeat Sen. Goldwater.

"He said the coalition of forces around Goldwater are
racists, Jingoists and anti-democratic forces and they
have captured the Republican Party.

"He said that it is necessary to defeat Goldwater by a
wide margin as if this is not done certain forces in
the country will move closer to the right.

"He said that a__ overwhelming defeat of Goldwater will
be a mandate from the people to move from the right on
issues of peace, civil rights, easing of relations with
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with non capitalist countries, an end to cold war
tensions and banning nuclear testing.

"He said that there are substantial sections of the
white population and religious groups who see the
danger of CK).Idwater and the racist groups around him.
He said these white groups insist on full freedom for
all negroe .

"He said that Mississippi today is like Spain when the
facists were strong - it involves not just negros but
all progressive and liberal forces.

"He said that we have an aliance of forces to ban
nuclear testing and prevenTTwar

.

"He said that the struggle after election will be
against ‘Goldwaterism. * He said we must strive to mite
peace, civil rights and labor forces.

"He said these forces together can ease world tensions,
insure peace, fight for civil rights, and insure a
good program against proverty.

"He said he had heard about some of the wonderful
people in the Bos ton area such as the people who desired
peace and worked for Stuart Hughes in his campaign, the
PAX people, the youth, the Womens Fight for Peace and
the Freedom Schools.

"He said these forces are working to defeat Goldwater
and should remain united after the election.

’iHe said that in New York a coalition Is taking place
known as the ‘Reformed Democrats.* He said a new
political realignment is taking place in the present
two party system and this could take the form of a
people* s party but it is too early to know now.

"He said that there are people who say that there are
no differences between the Democratic and Republican
parties and there have been times when this is true
but ask yourself if this is true today.

"He said that there is a big job for liberals today -

that they have the experience and organizational
ability. He said they must do much more than sit on
the sidelines. He said they muat join swad assist all
democratic forces to defeat the ultra-right and
•Goldwaterism.

*
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•

"He said that since the Be Pres. Kennedy signed the
test ban treaty very little has been dope. He said we must
follow up on the elections.

"He said we must recognize some of the dangers today
such as =

"1. Dangers of Vietnam - these are attempts to spread
that war. He said Goldwater advocates this and
has attempted to press the Johnson administration
into a larger war there.

"2. Dangers in the State department in some of its
policies

,

"He told about a new danger in New York around
school 149.

"He said this danger is a parents and Taxpayers
organization which is a 'lilly white' racist organization
which is made up of Goldwater backers and that Goldwater
had sent them greetings.

"He said that the Nationalist party of Fascism had tried
to promote race riots in New York around school issues.

"He said that as anti-Goldwafcer forces become stronger it
will ease world tensions and guarantee a new clear test
ban.

"He said that after elections these forces must work
together to do away with nuclear weapons.

"There was a short question period after Mike's talk
and one man asked about the campaign in New York
between Keating and Bob Kennedy. He asked if Keating
wasn't a lesser threat than Kennedy.

"Davidow said that people forget that Keating has the
reputation as a liberal and still he took the stand to
go into Cuba with arms during the Cuban crisis. He
said that because so many people consider Keating a
liberal he is more dangerous.

"He said also that if you get rid of Keating you can
always take care of Kennedy.
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handed |

Is a stooge .
1

sat next to and
a note which said/ ’Fellow next to you

W f rcnUOrOCi.
I

Hall.

told
| |

that the fellow^ name is

] rind he gives his information to Norman

" and
| |

delivered
boxes of clothes to be sold at a future rummage sale
at a garage at 35 Woodhaven Street, Mattapan and then
joined ethers at the G & G Restaurant in Dorchester
for lunch before going to a D.C. meeting in the afternoon,

1 I in talking to
|

I asked about the
statement made by| |or rour people being asked to
register as communists

.

'|
|
said that I land he had received

forms to register and that he felt that the acting
Attorney General was trying to make a name for himself.'*

All necessary action has been taken with respect to
information furnished above.
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